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l. The General Assembly, at its 2194th plenary meeting on 7 December 1973, 
adopted resolution 3093 B (XXVIII) under the item entitled "Reduction of the 
military budgets of States permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent 
and utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing 
countries", the operative paragraphs of which read as follmrs: 

The General Assembly, 

"1. Requests the Secretary-General to prepare, with the assistance of 
qualified consultant experts appointed by him, a report on the reduction of 
the military budgets of the States permanent members of the Security Council, 
which should also cover other States with a major economic and military 
potential, and on the utilization of a part of the funds thus saved to provide 
international assistance to developing countries; 

"2. Calls upon all Governments to extend their full co-operation to the 
Secretary-General to ensure that the study is carried out in the most 
effective way; 

113~ 

Assembly 
Invites the Secretary-General to transmit 

in time to permit its consideration at the 
the report to the General 
twenty-ninth session .. 11 

2. In pursuance of the resolution, after consultations with the regional groups, 
consultant experts from 11 countries were appointed, who, in the period between 
April and September, held three sessions in Geneva. The list of experts is 
contained in the letter of transmittal of the report. 

3. The Secretary-General hereby submits the unanimous report of the experts for 
the consideration of the General Assembly. The members of the Group acted in their 
personal capacities and their observations and recommendations in the report 
are their own responsibility. 

4. In this connexion, the Secretary-General wishes to draw attention to some 
aspects of a general nature regarding the preparation of reports in the disarmament 
field, such as the one submitted in accordance with General Assembly resolution 
3093 B (XXVIII). This and similar reports deal with highly complex questions. For 
that reason, the General Assembly often seeks the expertise of qualified 
specialists and consultants in the preparation of such reports. In these cases, the 
Secretary-General has offered all possible assistance in order to recruit the 
expert counsel called for and to provide the necessary services to help the experts 
in their work. 

5. At the same time, however, the Secretary-General must point out that in many 
instances he is not in a position to pass judgement on all aspects of the work 
accomplished by experts. This situation should therefore be taken into account by 
the General Assembly when considering these reports and also when the Assembly in 
the future formulates requests for expert assistance. 

I ... 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

13 September 1974 
Sir, 

I have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Group of Consultant 
Experts on the Reduction of Hilitary Budgets, appointed by you, which was 
requested by the General Assembly in paragraph l of its resolution 3093 B (XXVIII) 
of 7 December 1973. 

The Consultant Experts appointed ln accordance with the General Assembly 
resolution were the following: 

Colonel F. A. Aisida 
Defence and Armed Forces Attache 
Nigerian Embassy in Washington D.C. 

Hr. A. S. Becker 
Senior Staff Member, Department of Economics, 

RAND Corporation 
Santa Monica {California, United States of America) 

Mr. A. P. Bukin 
Head of Section, Finance Research Institute 
Ministry of Finance of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
Moscow, (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) 

Mr. J. A. Encinas 
Chairman, Departnoent of Economics 
University of Lima (Peru) 

Mr. J. Erickson 
Department of Politics, University of Edinburgh 
(United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) 

Mr. M. Filipovich 
Head of Disarmament Group, Department for International Organizations 
Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs 
Belgrade, (Yugoslavia) 

Mr. Placido Garcia Reynoso 
Former Professor of Economics, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico 
Mexico City (Mexico) 

His Excellency Mr. Kurt \-laldheim 
Secretary--General of the United Nations 
New Yorl< 

I . .. 



Hr, L. Hatejka 
Deputy Director, Research Institute for Planning and Management 

of National Economy 
Senior Economic Adviser of the State Planning Corr~ission 
Prague (Czechoslovakia) 

Mr. A. S. 1-lehta 
Ambassador of India in Austria 

Hr. B. C. Ysander 
Institute of Economics 
University of Stockholm 
Stockholm ( S<reden) 

llr. A. Zelleke 
Deputy Commissioner for Planning, Plannin~ Commission Office 
Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) 
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The report was prepared between April and September 1974, during which period 
the Group held three sessions, from 15 to 25 April, from 5 to 16 August and from 
9 to 13 September 1974, at Geneva. 

Colonel F. A. Aisida of Nigeria was unable to participate 
session, while Mr. J. Erickson of the United Kinsdom could_ only 
session. Mr. A. Zelleke was unable to participate in the third 

in the second 
attend the second 
sessiono 

The Group of Consultant Experts on the Reduction of Military Budgets wishes to 
acknowledge with appreciation the assistance it received from members of the 
Disarmament Affairs Division, Department of Political and Security Council Affairs, 
of the Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies, Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs, of the United Nations Secretariat in New York and from 
members of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development at Geneva, as 
well as the contribution of !Vir. F. T. Blackaby, Deputy Director of the National 
Institute of Economic and Social Research (London), who served in his personal 
capacity as consultant to the Secretariat. 

I have been requested by the Group of Consultant Experts, as its Chairman, to 
submit its report to you on its behalf. 

Respectfully yours, 

(Signed) P. K. BANERJEE 
Chairman 

Group of Consultant Experts 

I . .. 
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I. HTTRODUCTIOT11 

1. The history of proposals to freeze or recl_uce T'lilitary budr-ets goes back a long 
vray. As far back as 1899 ,, at The Hague Pea.ce Conference, the Soviet Union proposed 
ceilin~s on army and navy exuenditures with the aim of preventin~ an arms racee In 
the years beb·.reen the First and Second T1Torld Hars, ther-e was a great deal of 
discussion, for exam:ole at the Preparatory Corr.mission of the Conference en 
Disarmanent, about bud{!etary contr;,l and ~tandardized military budgets. Since the 
Second Horld l}ar ~ at various times and in various for1..:ms., a large number of 
countries haYe made for1'1al nronosals for military budl'et reductions. '['his has been 
8- special concern of the United Nations General Assembly~ 

2. Y'one of these formal nroposals bas as yet resulte<l. in action: the conditions 
for success were not there. Fe ,.,rould stress tHO such concl.itions. ?irst, there has 
to be a sufficient clegree of trust bet'·reen nations: this vas clearly lackin,~ in the 
1930s. Secondly, there bas to be a sufficient supply of information to maintain 
the participants' confidence that any a~reements are being observed. In both these 
respects the conditions nou are, in our vie1·r, :more propitious than they vere. He 
have had over a fairly long period a process of increasin~ detente amonp; the major 
PoFers e Furthermore~ the means availalJle to nations for collecting and evaluatin?" 
information have also become rrtore sophisticated >.rear bv year. 

3. The origin of this particular study is to be found in an initiative of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics specificallv linkinr: disarmament and 
development. On 25 September 1973, the Union of Soviet Socialist liepublics 
proposed to the General Assembly, at its tventy-eip:hth session, tha.t it should 
include in its agenda'-) as an important and urrrent question, an item entitled 
·'Reduction of the rnilitary bu<lgets of States permanent members of the Security 
Council by 10 per cent and utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide 
assistance to developing countries' and it included in the prDposal a draft 
resolution. ~ In the course of the debate certain differences of oninion 
emerged concerning the Soviet proposal. In order to preserve the i:rnpetus provided 
by this proposal, the representative of 'lexico proposed a second resolution of a 
procedural nature. The General Assembly, at its 2194th plenary meeting, on 
7 December 1973, adoptee_ simultaneously resolutions 3093 A and B (XXVIII) initiated 
oy the USSB and ''exico respectively and bearing the sa"le title as the item. 

h. By resolution 3093 A (XXVIII), the General Ass-,mblv recommended that all 
States permanent members of the Security Council should reduce their military 
lmdgets be' 10 per cent from the 1973 level durin{! the next financial year; appealed 
to those States to allot 10 per cent of the funds so releaseo for the provision of 
assistance to developinr: countries·. expressed the desire that othBr ,~tates 9 

particularly those uith a major economic and military notential, should act 
sinilarly; and established the S]Jecial Cov,mittee on the Distribution of the Funds 
'"eleased as a Result of the ReCiuction of J.'ilitary Budgets to distribute the f:mds 
released'-) for the provision of assistance to developinp:; countries. 

5. By resolution 3093 B {:CYVIII), the General Assembly, ,.conscious that the United 
Eations has been unable to study this imrortant question with the required depth and 

~ Official 
agenda item 102, 

Records of the General Assembly~ Twenty-eighth Session, Annexes, 
document A/9191. 
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ce.re" requested the Secretary·-General to prepare, with the assistance of qualified 
consultant experts appointed by him, a report on the reduction of the military 
budgets of the permanent members of the Security Council, which should cover also 
other States 1<ith a major economic and military potential, and on the utilization 
of a part of the funds thus saved to provide international assistance to developing 
countries; called upon all Governments to extend their full co-operation to the 
Secretary-General to ensure that the study >ras carried out in the most effective 
way; and invited the Secretary-General to transmit the report to the General 
Assembly for its consideration at the twenty··ninth session. 

6. Pursuant to this resolution, the Secretary·-General appointed the Group of 
Experts listed on page 6 of this report. ltle have considered the mandate for our 
work as that set forth in resolution 3093 B (XXVIIIL at the same time ue have 
taken into special consideration the specific recommendations made in 
resolution 3093 A (XXVIII) and have also taken into account the discussions of the 
General Assembly at its twenty-·eighth session. 

T. Accordingly we have proceeded in the following way. In the chapter whicr1 
follm<s, we consider the basic figures concerning the levels of military 
expenditure and of development aid, and briefly describe recent trends. In 
chapter III, we turn to the subject of the reduction in military budgets. He 
consider the objectives of such reductions and note briefly the advantages which 
could be gained, if military budgets could be reduced, for the flow of aid, for the 
economies of the donor countries) and for international security~ Then we examine 
the specific proposal made by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the other 
options that are open. In chapter IV, • .. re consider the meaning and measurement of 
military budgets and, in chapter V, we look at the consequences for disarmament and 
security of some of the alternatives. Finally, in chapter VI, we consider how best 
a portion of the funds released by a reduction of military budgets could be 
transferred to aid the economic development of developing countries. 

8. 1-/e have tried to keep the report 1<ithin the ambit of our professional 
knowledge. 'rle have also attempted to keep the report concise and specific; 
detailed studies of some of the subjects ~overed are annexed to the report (see 
part II). Annex I gives further background to the statistical section of the 
report on military expenditure and development aid. Annex II elaborates in more 
detail on some of the technical problems connected ,;ith agreements on reductions in 
military expenditure. Annex III gives more background to the problems of the use 
of resources for aido 

9. Throughout, we have tried to avoid any repetition of material covered by 
previous reports of this kind in the field of disarmament or development. ~ 

2/ Economic and Social Consequences of Disarmament (United Nations publication, 
Sales-No.: 62.IX.l); Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of 
Military Expenditures (United Nations publication, Sales No.: E.T2.IX.l6); 
Disarmament and Development: Report of the Group of Experts on the Economic and 
Social Consequences of Disarmament (United Nations publication, Sales No. : 
E. T3 .IX.l). 

/ ... 
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II, 'HLIT_Ih'\Y EXPE'!DI'l'URI: A!'JD DEVELOHmi,TT AID lJ l:f 

10., This chapter concerns r:lilitary ex:penditure and development aid and ue set out<;; 
at the beginning, a limited set of basic data about both these totals" He are 
concerned to comment in particular on the course of military expenditure since the 
last report of the Secretary.-General, Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms 
Race and of Hilitary Expepditures (see f-oot-not-; 2T~ whi~h discussed this subject. 

ll. The only figures of total world military expenditure that are available are 
unofficial estimates~ and 1,-e have follm.red the practice of previous repoits in using 
the figures collected by the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
(ACDA) and the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI). In the 
previous reports? the estimate given for the year 1970") at 1970 pricesJ was around 
~;200 thousand million, 5/ From 1970 to 1973, there has been a further small rise in 
real terms; one source Shov.Is this as a 5 J)er cent rise in volunte ~ the other as a 
l per cent rise. In addition., hm .. .rever') there has been a very substantial rise in 
:prices, particularly in the market economies. As a consequence~ the latest 
available estimate of vorld military expenditure, for 1973, is $205-$235 thousand 
mi1J_ion at constant (1970) prices, and it is $2i•Q,,*2'T5 thousand million at current 
(1973) prices. This figure is larger than the combined estimated product of the 
developine countries of South Asia~ the Far East and Afrjca combined) and much 
larger than that of Latin A'l!erica. 

12. The basic pattera of 'c:rorld military expenditure in the post-1VBT period is shmvn 
(in constant prices) in figure I. It is dominated by the expenditure of the major 
military -po1vers; and it has tended to rise strone:ly in periods of crisis and war J as 
at the time of the Korean Far or the Viet,·'lam TJar. It has then levelled off for a 
nwnber of years) but 1-rithout :falling much. There ap:9ears to be something of a 
ratchet effect) once a new and higher level of military expenditure has been 
established it tends to be maintained. ''ie have taken as the long-term trend the 
average rise fro!n 1961 to 1973, This shows a volume rise of 3 per cent a year. At 

lJ In the time allotted to us, it has not been possible to make any deep 
critical study of the various estimates of 1:10rld military exp2nditure or of those 
for international aid, j,fe are fully avare of the difficulties of making estimates 
of this kind; paragraphs 35-41 (chap. IV) are relevant here. The general 
propositions vhich we make in this chapter do r:ot depend for their veracity on the 
precise <iccuracy of the estimates v1e e;ive, 

~) This chapter is concerned vith military expenditure, rather than military 
budgets, since there are no aggregate figures for vorld military budgets, The 
distinction beb;·reen military buCl.gets and military expenditure and its significance 
is discussed in annex II, paragraphs L-30, 

5/ In Economic and Socisl Consequences of the Arms Race and of' Military 
Expenditure;:;-:-.---.-~the estimate vas $203 thousand million, In Disarmament and 
Developme~t-.-.-:: it 1vas ·~208 thousand million. Since then~ one of the sources -
United States--;-:~_rms Control and Disarmament Agency - has raised its 1970 estimate 
( 8,t 1970 prices) to :':219 tho us and million. The Stockhol'll International Peace 
He search Institute estimate for that year remains at $206 thousand million. 

I . .. 
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present day prices 5 this is equivalent to an ar.mual c.ddition of the order o:r 
$7-$8 thousand million to the world total. 

13. 'i'he NATO and \varsaw Pact countries in the early 1960s accounted for some 
90 per cent of the total; nm:r the fig~:re is nearer So per cent. 'The developing 
countries 1 whose share of the total of l·mrld military expenditure was 
5-1/2 per cent in the early 1960s, now accm.cm; for ahout 11 per cent. 

14. ~rhe dynamics behind this long-term rising trend in vorld 11ilitary expenditure 
are complex: there is not a simple~ single 11world arms race 11 ~ but, rather~ 
different forces are at 1.vork in different areas. Arnon~:; the major military Powers J 

for example, the form it takes is primarily technological. ~'he share of the major 
military budgets elevated to researeh ar:d development ( H and D) reB.ched. 
10-15 per cent in the early 1950s, and has stayed at that level since. World 
spending on military research and develo'Pment is rwv of the order of $20 thousand 
million annually, and it occupies the time of some l~OO:~OOO scientjsts and enl?~ineers 
around the world. 6/ The results of" their 'mrk can be seen in the innne:1se 
elaboration and complexity of weapon systems. To take just one exsmple: the 
projected cost of a fighter aircraft in 1975 is about 130 times that of the 
fighters used at the end of the Second World \·/ar. J/ 

15. This technological arms race in the developed ororld has continued in spite of 
a marked relaxation in tensi.Jn in recent years. .Among these countr les there has 
been a gro1-.ring trend to mutual understanding bet1.veen State-s and peoples~ and 
towards the further expansion of international trade and economic, scientific} 
technological and cultural co-operation. 

16. The forces behind the intense development and exploita,tion of technology for 
military purposes can:uot then simply be explained as an 11 action/reaction11 process 
in a world of increasing tension, One explanation is that modern >~eapons have nmr 
a very long gestation period or lead-time. It may take 10 years from the initial 
design to the final deployment of a new fighter. Consequently, military 
authorities tend to focus their attention, not on ¥7ha.t the other side has already 
produced, but on possible future developments. Then again, technical and_ 
industrial teams are built up to design and develop types of military equipment·, 
these teams are regarded as national assets which, once established, should not be 
allowed to disintegrate. So, when one project is completed~ another project is 
found for them~ There are also economic and bureaucratic forces at work. Firms 
who derive a major portion of their r:,;ales from the manufacture of armaments are 
obviously concerned to maintain the size of theiz- total sales~ In much the ss.me 

6/ SIPRI Yearbook of World Armaments and Disarmament, 1974 (Stockholm, 
Almquist and Wicks ell, 1974) ., p. 141; and Stockholm International Peace Research 
Institute, Resources Devoted to Military Research and Development: An 
International Comparison (Stockholm, Almquist- and-1'iicks-ell :;-1972)-.----

1/ This is a comparison between the cost, as estimated in 1974, of the 
United States F-15 fighter aircraft '<ith the cost at the encl. of the Second Horld 
War of the P-47 fighter (SIPRI Yearbook of Vlorld Armaments 8.nd Disarmallient, 
1974 ..• , p. 138). Over this period, the wholesale price for machinery and 
equipment in the United States only trebled. 

I . .. 
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way, bureaucracies are concerned to maintain their position.. In many countries it is 
to be expected that a military establishment will attempt to preserve its relative 
share in the gover~ent programmes as a whole. 

17. In the developing countries, where the rise in military spending in recent years 
has been relatively rapid, the forces are of a rather different kind. Some new 
States are building up their armed forces from a low base. In other cases, there are 
active conflicts. Countries in the developing world are, in general, dependent on 
the industrialized nations for the more advanced and complex weapons; and they are 
acquiring them, by gift or purchase, to an increasing extent. Some countries within 
this group are beginning to establish their own military production facilities. 

18. There are thus strong world-wide forces behind the long-term upward trend in 
world budgetary expenditures for military purposes. The same, unfortunately, cannot 
be said for aid to developing countries. There is a marked contrast, both in the 
size and in the trend of these two budgetary items. In total, the developed 
countries' appropriations for military purposes are some 20 times their 
appropriations for development aid. There are many reasons why the level of 
resources devoted to development assistance is so low; the high level of resources 
devoted to military expenditure may be one explanation. 

19. ?erhaps the best way to present the contrast is by setting out the share of 
national product devoted to these two purposes by the developed countries of the 
world. Comparing the present day with the early 1960s, the share of output which 
these countries devote to military purposes has fallen a little (see table 1 below 
in this chapter). Unfortunately, the share going to aid- apart from being so much 
smaller -has also fallen, even more rapidly. 

(a) 

(b) 

Estimates of the share of gross national product devoted 
(a) to military expenditure (b) to official development 

assistance, by the developed countries 
------------------------------

Percentage of GNP 
1962-1964 1965-1967 1968-1970 1971-1973 

To military purposes: 

United States Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency (ACDA) estimate 8.7 7.9 7.7 6.6 

Stockholm International Peace 
Research Institute (SIPRI) estimate 7.8 7.2 7.2 5.9 

To cfficial development assistance 0.40 0.35 0.29 0.26 

Source: (a) To military purposes: SIPRI Yearbook of World Armaments and 
Disarmament, 1974 (see foot-note 6 above); United States, Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency, World Military Expenditure and Arms Trade, 1973 (Washington, D.C., 
US Government Printing Office, September 1974) (forthcoming); 

(b) To official development assistance: Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
end Development, Development Co-operation, 1973 Review (November 1973); and United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (lJ]\JCTAD) estimates. 

/ ... 
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20. The objectives of a reduction in military budgets are clear. The first is 
that, as a measure of arms control and disarmament, it should be a step along the 
road to a more peaceful world. The second objective is to release resources for 
economic and social welfare; and these released resources should be used both for 
the benefit of the State making the reduction and, through international assistance, 
for the benefit of developing countries - a view which the Group emphatically 
endorses. 

21. Few people would deny that international security could be maintained with far 
lower general levels of world military expenditure than at the present; equally, 
few would deny that, as a general rule, if the major Powers were to reduce their 
arsenals and force levels substantially, this would decrease the likelihood of 
military conflict between them. ~/ We do not argue that the levels of military 
force are the only factor determining peaceful relations behreen States; but they 
are a major factor. 

22. If military budgets were reduced, this would help to improve the general 
international climate. The arms limitation agreements so far reached are evidence 
of this. ~/ They have been important, not only in their own right, but also because 
they have helped to strengthen international confidence. Reductions of military 
budgets, as a further measure of partial disarmament, would lead to greater 
mutual understanding between States and peoples. Each step taken towards 
disarmament may help to make the next step easier. 

~ This is not to say that all reductions of military expenditure of all kinds 
will increase national security; the problems of reallocations of expenditure which 
might lead to the opposite result are discussed in paragraphs 48-50 below. 

V The Treaty banning nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere, in outer space 
and under water (United !lations, Treaty Series, vol. 480 (1963), llo. 6964); the 
Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use 
of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (General' Assembly 
resolution 2222 (XXI), annex); the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in 
Latin America (Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-second Session, 
Annexes, agenda item 91, document A/C.l/946); the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 
Nuclear v/eapons (General Assembly resolution 2373 (XXII), annex); the Treaty on the 
Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other vleapons of Mass 
Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof (General 
Assembly resolution 2660 (XXV), annex); the Convention on the Prohibition of the 
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin 
Weapons and on Their Destruction (General Assembly resolution 2826 (XXVI), annex); 
the Soviet-American agreements on the limitation of strategic arms, 1972 (United 
States, Department of State Bulletin, 26 June 1972) and 1974 (New Times (Moscow), 
3 July 1974); the Treaty between the United States of America and the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics on the Limitation of Underc;round Nuclear Weapon Tests 
(A/9698); and others. 

I 
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23" :Phe economic Oen~fits vrhich could be derived from military budget reductions 
are equ2J.ly ind_[sput.able. The burden ·r:rbich military expenditure imposes on the 
econo;ny wo.s the su"b,jcct of another report~ and we do not propose to go over the 
same gro'md. again. J..O/ Hovever} ,.,e would J.ike to single out from that report one 
:!)oint whose saliency ·has increesetJ. in the last three years. During these years"} 
the:re has been o. marked. increase ir: world-uide concern about the longer-term 
adequacy of the vrorld' s n.s.tural resources~ the:re is a greater recognition that 
SO.'I1S resources are i~cl2ed finite 1 &nd. less easy assurance that adequate substitutes 
~..rill be developed and. pr0duc~ed in time. 1Ihere is less easy assurance, for example, 
about solutions to the vroTld .food p:r-oblem - a proDlem ··;.;hi ell is not for the fut11re, 
but is hel'e nO\L ~·le a"!":>e not suggesting that there is any generally agreed view 
about the q1:untificaticm of the long-term ad.equacy of resources, but simply that 
many more serious-mlna.ed people are concerned about the matter than v1as the case 
three years a.e.;o. Tc take one example: it is widely argued that by the end of 
this centery, forTf:l.id.:s.ble .ne1,r eivil technological advances will be needed if the 
world is to prov·idc a tolerable standard of living for its inhabitants:, in this 
light ·1 the employment cf nearly ba.lf a m:i.l.lion scientistG and tecJ:Jnolcgists on 
devel,Jpinp, v;-ea~:-:O!.l s of war set?ms eveD mo:re of a waste than it did before. 

21~... 1I'he alternative potenti::~l uses of the resov .. rces freed from military expenditure 
~re myriad.. Ce!'tc.,inly there would be transition problems - and the larger the scale 
.. ,-. reduction, the lsrger these problems would be. t.Je also recognize that some 

cc '.ries may feel less confident thar; they did a decade ago of their ability to 
.. ll.a!-,9.:- tl~eir economies pree:isely as they wish. None the less, 1ve are still prepared 
generalJ.y to endorse tf.te conclusions of the report on the economics of 
rJ.isarma.~:ne:r.J.t ll/ that the pro"b.lems of transition can be met. 

25. DeveJ..c ;-:O!..n~tries reducing military budgets 1-rould understandably employ a 
substa.nti.al i~ of the resources released for their own use - by raising investment 
or public or private r:onFmmption. 'I1here is indeed a. danger in the present world 
climate of opinion that ~~o-:..mtries wouJ..d pre~empt the \orhole of the released resources 
for their Oiv:r.:. 11se ~ "if t:1is ~rere to happen, the consequence would be that tl1e 
rele.tive gap in the s"ta..'1dard of liviug between the developed and developing world 
would vi den even :furt!J.er. Ht~nce the importatlCe of the provision in the resolution 
1-.rhi.ch providEs cur mandate ·- that a }Jortion of the funds and resources saved should 
~~e dE.voted to interna+;ional assistance to developing countries. 

2G ~ The p:ro"bJ..ems and possibilities of this transfer of resources ·were thoroughly 
examined in 1972, 12/ '·ie can perhaps usefully add an illustration quantification 
approp:t·iate to our own report. If the :ma.jor military Powers were to channel 
a])proxima.tely l per c<ent of the resources currently devoted to military expenditure 
to development aid~ the additi.on to the flow of aid would probably be of the order 
of $2 thousa.nd. million~ at 1973 prices. This 1-rould increase tha.t flow by no less 
than 20 p2r cent. 

1...9) Economic and SociaJ.. Con,seque!!ces of the Arms Race and of Military 
.Exp en ell t_ui-:-,-s-Ts ee-:ro ot -not ., -2---;;:i!oveY~------

ll_/ ~~cono~;i~_and S_Q_~.J:~- Conseauences of Disargtament (see foot-note 2 above). 

~?c/ 1l_~_c:_fl:I~l!l_"-menl;_ __ a!:t.<L.Devel_2pmen_!. (see foot-note 2 above). 
I . .. 
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27. It is against this background- recognizing the waste of resources in the 
current levels of world military expenditure and the urgent need for resources for 
development aid - that we turn to the examination of the specific proposal contained 
in resolution 3093 A (XXVIII). ~'be terms o.f this resolution have already been set 
out in paragraph 4 above. 

28. The proposal for reductions in military budgets 'cas addressed in the first 
instance to the permanent members of the Security Council; it seemed reasonable that 
the first steps should be taken by those countries - all nuclear Pm<ers whose 
military expenditure was highest. However] the resolution expressed the desire that 
other States - particularly those with a "major economic and military potential" -
should also joir i.n. This would have the advantage that cuts in the military 
budget of perrw ·c members of the Security Council would not be offset by increases 
in the budt;ets ur· their allies in military blocs. 

29. The proposed reduction in military budgets is a single-·stage measure - a cut 
of 10 per cent in the published military budget for the 1973 financial year. The 
measure was envisaged by the sponsor as five concurrent rmilateral reductions; in 
this way it was hoped to avoid the complex problems that would arise with a f·ormal 
agreement. 

30. The resolution also proposed a quantitative 1ink betv1een the reduction in the 
use of resources for military purposes and the increase in aid; that 10 per cent of 
the cut should be devoted to international assistance for developing countries. The 
specific proposals about administration and_ the distribution of these development 
funds are discussed in chapter VI (paras. 72-76 below). 

31. Resolution 3093 (XXVIII) found widespread support in the General Assembly and 
was welcomed by a large majority of the developing countries. However, there were 
differences of opinion about the ease with which the resolution could b<9 implemented. 
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (the sponsor of the resolution) has made it 
clear that, in its view, it is an indispensable condition that all permanent 
Securi t;'l Council members should implement the reductions. Ve note that China 
declared its opposition to the measure, and that the United States of America, the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. e.nd Frarce abstaine'l on the 
vote in the Assembly. 

32. However, the idea of the general approach of military budgets reductions was a 
seed which £'ell on fertile soil. For the reasons set out in paragraphs 42-43 below, 
there is growing interest in an examination of the possitilities of this approach. 
It was for this and other reasons that the General Assembly, through its 
resolution 3093 B (XXVIII), requested the Secretary-General to appoint a group of 
experts, with the mandate already described in paragraphs 4-6 above. 

I . .. 
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C. Pilitary budget reductions: consideration of 
alternative options 

33. The Soviet proposal is one way to reduce military budgets; it concerns the 
totals only, for a single year, and involves a reduction by a specific percentage. 
Here we also consider certain other options. (At this stage we are simply setting 
them out, without discussing implications, problems and difficulties.) Such 
options could, for example~ cover some particular component of the total - such as 
research and development (Rand D). Then again the form of the limitation 
proposed can be a percentage, as resolution 3093 A (XXVIII) suggests; it could also 
be a ceiling, or the reduction might be prescribed in absolute terms. The 
reductions proposed can obviously be large or small, and can be for a single year or 
for longer periods. One of the interesting variations examined is an expenditure 
cut which is linked with a limitation on some component of military force; it might 
be linked, for example, with some limit on the number of men under arms. The mode 
of agreement can vary- from mutual example to formal agreement. Resolution 
3093 A (XXVIII) proposes as participants permanent Inembers of the Security Council 
and other States with major economic and military potential. Other groups could be 
considered; for example, there could be agreements among groups of States in 
particular regions to reduce military budgets; such agreements would also be most 
constructive and a number have already been proposed. 

34. All these different forms have different requirements, different possible 
effects on security and, indeed, different consequen~es for the release of 
resources for development aid. These questions are discussed in the next two 
chapters. 

I ... 
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35. ~. prerequisite for nepotiatinc; the reduction of milita:rv budgets in t<ro or 
more countries is agreer>1ent on '·.That is ancl t;rhat is not to be includ.ec'l in military 
budgets. The nroblem of d.efininP' the scone ano content of a corrolex apgrepate 
is en count ereCt in many international comparisons e. rr 0 ~ of health or education -
but it is critical 1\rhere a State's 0.ecision on allocations to national security 
<:!r\:3_ inte'\"n_ational ,.:;evPlmY'Pnt .":Jssist:?_nce Hill 0.epend directly on the measure of 
coc~:narativr::o ,.~ilita:r""r -.,u,l_t"et levels. lT-n_fortnne.tel~~ ~ tllere is no accente(1_ concc:'tU<"'_l 
st:ctn:l:"rn_ of t1•e clefinitio!'l o::t.ncl_ coverap.:;e of the m_ili tary sector. i·lforeover, the 
great variation in the ranf'"e of activities included in r1ili tary budp.;ets :!_)revents 
reliable quantitative corr_parisons ,,rithout extensive adjustment of the basic data. 
To name but three exa..Y!l.ples of suer_ C!i vergences, some countries include the payment 
of military nensions in their military oudr;et and others d.o not. Civil defence 
is sometimes include(!_ a.nd s_ometi:mes excluded· indeeCI_, in some countries -private 
citizens are required to incur expenditure unC!er this heading. In some countries, 
the cost of the developJnent of ator>1ic ,,reanons has been borne by agencies other than 
the 1"inistry of Defenc.e. ("'or a detailed. exnosi tion, see annex II, Dar as. 4··21. ) 
Therefore, in the hope of providinr: a more precise yardstick 1:ri th T.Jhich rn.ili tary 
bud::sets can be compared, the follo\,d_ng analvsis focuses on States 1 expenO.iture 
for military purposes '"- in brief, military expenditure irrespective of either 
classification in State financial accounts or T'l_ethod of financing 9 1,.rithin or 
,,,ithout the government budget. The Group notes that there seems to be general 
apreement that military expenditure customarily includes outlays on the follmring: 
pay and allOTtTances of :rnilitary personnel:_ pay of civilian personnel;_ operations 
and maintenance· procurement of ';!eapon systems· military research and development: 
military construction' militar:y aspects of atomic enerp:y anfl_ space· and stockpiles 
of military equipment and p;aterials. There are also other expenditures which, 
under certain circumstances~ could he treated as T"ilitary expenditure- for 
example~ outlays on civil defence, paraO-,mili tary forces and military aid. In 
annex II, military expenditure is defined by an attempt to rigorously delimit the 
military sector ~ori th respect to both resource use and services provided. 

36. For most agreements to reduce l'llilitary expenditure 5 it mav he necessary not 
only to delirni t the totals but also to define component catef'ories. >iili tar~' 
expenditure mav be classified by type of 11 innut'· (militar~r 1.-rage costs, operations 
and maintenance 9 nrocurern_ent of ,.rea nons J etc.) and also by functions (for example, 
strategic forces, general :9urpose forces, cornmunications <) corr·mand ._ etc.). As a 
concrete expression of these attelYipts at definition and delindtation, annex II 
(paras. 46-50) suggests some possible forms of a stanCI.ardized military budget. 
These forms may Oe ne,,r ~ but the irl.ea itself is not. In the intervar years 9 a 
standardize(]_ accountinp: svster-1. i;,ras develoued under the auspices of the League of 
'·'ations, and a large number of countries did in fact su'Jmit their military budf'ets 
to the League of Nations in standardized form (see annex II, para. 46). 

I ... 
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B. Valuation of resources in the military sector 

37. llegotiators attempting to agree on equivalent reductions in military budgets 
will be concerned to ensure 5 as f.ar as possible~ that these cuts do represent 
equivalent reductions in military po1rer. It cannot be automatically a.ssumed that 
this will he so. First of all, the military pover of a country does not, of 
course, depend on the military expenditure of just o~e year; it depends on the total 
stock of military \''capital;' (weapons, bases, accumulated technical knovledge, 
and so on). Military expenditure in any particular year just maintains and adds 
to the pre-existing stock. So negotiators ''ill have to have confidence, first in 
the reliability of the estimates and, then, in the acceptability of the initial 
levels of military ca.pital. 

38. Another reason "hY it 1wuld be difficult to forecast the effect on military 
power of a given cut is the difficulty of developing a set of relative prices for 
military goods and services which reflects their comparative usefulness in 
producing military power as perceived by national decision-"-makers. This problem is 
exacerbated by the rapidity of technological change vllich makes it even more 
difficult to define the unit of military output. Even where the authorities are 
using militar-y resources ei'ficiently 3 there can only be a rough correspondence 
between changes in military expenditure and changes in military -pmver. 

39, Alternatively, expenditure in the military sector may be valued in terms of 
resource cost and the appropriate criterion of valuation would be 11 opportunity 
cost" - in this case the value of civil goods and services that could be obtained 
if resources were shifted from the military to the civil sector. This valuation 
concept is particularly relevant for measurements of the "burden of defence" and of 
the resources that might be released through a disarmament agreement. Ho1rever, 
',·rhile prices in fact ahrays diverge from opportunity costs 1rithin the civil sector 
in all economies - to an extent that in turn varies "~lide.ly betvreen countries - the 
gap between opportunity costs and prices used in military budgeting in many 
countries is even wider. The net effect of the divergence may ;lCll be an 
underestimate of opportunity cost in the military sector, to the extent that military 
authorities may be able to command resources at low or even zero cost. H<n.;rever, 
there also exist prominent examples of overvaluation of resources used in the 
military sector. 

40o Especially for agreements extendin_g beyond r single year, there is the problem 
that £ales of price increase differ considerably from country to country -
particularly in recent years. AllmJance would have to he made for differential 
price change to avoid inequitable effects on an agreement to reduce military 
expenditures. The construction of price indices to 11 Jeflate 11 military expenditure 
encounters not only the standard ni~dex·-nlLmber problems 11 13/ but a.lso the 
difficulties of defining tlle output whose price change isto be measured. Rapid 
technological change makes the problem of separating price and quality changes more 
formidable for military than for civil goods. For example, it is difficult to 
disentangle that part of the sharply increased cost of a fighter aircraft which is 

13/ The nindex-number" problem refers to the awkward situation that the 
measurement of the average price c!:tange between two -periods produces two possible 
answers clepend.ing on whether one uses quantities of the first or second period as 
lleights in developing an aggregate average. Both solutions are equally valid. 
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due to pure price change from that part which reflects an increase in performance. 
When opportunity cost is the appropriate criterion, this difficulty is eased by 
using price indices from pertinent civil sectors. 

41. The comparisons of military expenditure among cour1tries are analogous to 
comparisons within one country over time. For international comparisons~ special 
rates for translating the military expenditure of different countries into a 
common currency - corresponding conceptually to the price indices used within one 
country - should be calculated and multiple answers are again unavoidable. 14/ 

14/ For example, in comparlng the output of two countries, A and B, the 
procedure is to value all the items in each country first at A's prices - givine; 
figures which, say show A's total as 5 per cent higher than that of B. Then the 
whole operation should be done again, valuing each item at B's prices, to derive 
figures which might show A's total as 5 per cent lower than that of B. The 
procedure becomes very complicated for a number of countries, and it will be 
necessary to draw up multilateral agreements in such a way as to avoid the 
necessity for extensive international value comparisons. 

/ ... 
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V. REDUC'riON OF MILITARY EXPENDITURE AS A 
DISARMAMENT MEASURE 

A. Some special features of a£,reernEnts to 
reduce m~~~tary expenditure 

42. 'rhe interest in the reduction of military expenditure as a disarmament measure 
is connected with certain chare.cteristic differences betHeen such reductions and 
agreements limiting specific forces in physical units~ Because they are couched 
in terms of money~ agreements to reduce military exvenditure can cover the whole 
spectrum of military activities~ including such activities as rP-search and 
develo-pment. As indicated in chapter II above, rapid technoJ.oc:ical change is one 
of the main factors behind the rise of military expenditure in the developed 
countries. Research and development is at the same time one of the most difficult 
of military activities to control in physical terms alone. 

43. Agreements to reduce total nilitary expenditure allow very considerablP
latitude to reallocate expenditure within ·the constrained total, thus putting fewer 
restrictions on the internal decisio::1-makinc; of the participant States. The 
flexibility of measurement in money terms also allolfs a broad snectrum of 
restrictions to be added to limitation of total military expenditure if that should 
prove desirable. ·rhe possible effects, negative as well as :r;ositive::~ of such 
reallocations and of the possible additiona:-t restrictions are examined in 
paragraphs 1<6·-50 belmr. 

44. Among the problems that often in the past have hindered the c:onclusio:1 en.-. :'ormaJ 
agreements to reduce military expenditure has been the probler:J of vcrif'ication 5 

since such an agreement deal:::; -Hith economic aggree;ates rath2r tba.J:l observable 
physical entities. Some of tDe major issues are summarized_ ir.~. ~":.2ction C 1::H::;lo'd J 

but it is of inerest here that over the past half' century there he.s Oeen a ver·y 
considerable change in the amount and quality of economic inform:1tion E~va.ilable 

in many countries. To the extent tbat this change has taken place among States 
1-1hich might be paYticipant to such an agree:c1ent, this factor may hav2 hel:9ed to 
increase contemporary interest in the use of expendi ture-:reduct -;en r_:rgi'eements. 

45. In this general overvie~v of the requi rernents for successful ac~reements to 
reduce military- expenditure., ·r,.re do not separately examine everv type of' agrecnent 
and set out what .,,,e consider the requirements for that part:i cular ag:ceement vrCJu1 :3 
be. Therefore the follm·ring material is intended to introduce the :c2ade:;_n to ·q1c 
kinds of considerations 1-1hich 11ould he.ve to be examined in set tine: UJ! ae:c2''~~ments 

to reduce military expencliture. 

B. J'h~.-~.!..:t:~g-~-~--oJ:..~il_~-~--~~X ___ e!~J~-~-~~i ty.re_!'c:d~_!_i ens 
on international securitv 
----------~- ·-- -·-·- ·--------------·-

46. VIe turn to the question of the effect of cuts in military expenditure on 
security -- a matter ~-rhich negotiators \-Jou.ld obviously hc?-Ye very much in mind. This 

I ... 
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will clearly vary 1>rith different types of reduction. Here vre consider three: 
first~ an agreement to cut military expenditure in total only; secondly, such an 
agreement together 1<ith a subsidiary agreement to limit some particular 
expenditure component) such as outla,;rs on strategic forces: anc1 thirdly, a 
reduction of total military expenditure together 1<ith some limitations in physical 
terms - say, on the number of men under arms~ 

47 o If the limitation 1<ere on the total of military expenditure alone, countries, 
in distributing the cuts among different categories of expenditure, would 
presumably try to maximize their security position and ''auld assume that other 
signatories to the agreement vould do the same 0 They might favour strategic 
forces rather than general purpose forces 't for example; or they might, as it were!> 
favour the future as against the present 9 b;'r avoiding any cuts in research and 
development expenditures or an0r contraction of military production facilities o 

48. Reallocations of expenditure unde? constrained totals might be stabilizing or 
destablilizing o Jl.n example of the former: a country might reduce spending on 
strategic forces and increase it on communications and. intelligence vhich enabled 
it to discriminate beb;veen a potential enP-my 1 s offensive preparations and his 
routine operations. fln example of the lattor ·"ould be an effort to save on command 
and control, 1-rhich might reduce permissible reaction time and thus increase the 
probability of hasty response to suspicious clevelo:r;:ments 0 

49. A country's ability to reallocate expenditure in a destabilizing way could be 
limited but certainly not 1<holly prevented ·- if to the general cut in expenditure 
there were added some other limitations~ as in the second or third example in 
paragraph L~6 above - for example~ an additional limitation on spending on strategic 
forces, Hm.;rever ~ there is a clear dilemma: the more extensive the limitations~ the 
less likely any disruption in the military balance - but the more onerous the 
limitations vmuld be. 

50, JAn increase in the flo" of idfornation might be a substitute for these 
additional limitations. If countries knevr hO'IiT others v.rere reallocating their 
expenditure and w·ere free to react themselves, the changes on the various sides 
would probably cancel out. 

51. The fourth and fiEal question to be cont:;idered in this chapter is that of 
verificatiorL Verification of an agreerr~ent is simply a procedure for obtaining 
and evaluating information abuut changes in a participating State's military 
expenditure. After an agreement to reduce milit8.ry budgets, it 1<ould be natural 
for the participant States .. , since the agreement will have restricted their 
ability to react ~,. to Vlan.t more inforrr.ation than before, in order to be confident 
that the agreement 1\Tas n.ot being broken. 

I . .. 
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52. In the first paragraph of this report, in commenting on past attempts at 
"military budget" approaches to disarmament, we pointed out that the success of any 
disarmament proposal depends, amongst other things, on the degree of trust between 
the parties and a sufficiency of timely information so that if any State breaks the 
provisions of the agreeement, this can be observed. This may or may not re~uire 
an exchange of information. If there were complete and absolute trust among 
States - so that each State "t·tere convinced that under no circumstances whatever 1 now 
or in the future, would other States attack it - then little if any information 
would be needed to support an agreement. Conversely, if two States totally 
and completely distrust one another"' then even an enormous amount of information 
might not be sufficient for any agreement to be reached. Because information 
requirements vary with the degree of trust among States, it would obviously be 
v;rong to attempt to lay down, as some eternal lal;·l, that certain types of agreement 
must'} under all circumstances~ need certain types of information. 

53. For verifying an agreement to reduce military expenditure, it would be mainly 
economic and financial data which would be needed; some have already been 
described - such as the data necessary to compare budgets prepared on different 
accounting systems, and. appropriate domestic price indices (see paras. 38-39 
above). In addition, material 1muld be needed to enable a check to be kept on 
a number of financial and physical flows in the economic system (annex II, 
paras. 128-133) . 

54. Effective verification seriously conflicts with a country's desire to keep 
the nature of its military pre1oarations secret. Satellite inspections would 
certainly help in verifying the physical counterparts of particular types of 
expenditure; but only two States have such satellites. Further, there are many 
categories of military expenditure - research and development, for example -
which cannot be observed in this 1-ray. 

55. He can envisage a kind of information-disclosure ladder. Among the lower 
rungs in the phase of confidence building, military accounts might be published 
in expanded form with explanatory material. Successive rungs could be reached 
with increasing amounts and different types of economic and financial information, 
possibly up to and including the auditing of unit records through sample 
inspectiono 

56. 'I'he various technical issues involved in an agreement to reduce military 
expenditures are sufficiently complex to suggest that it might be reasonable to 
make a step--by-step approach, The stringency of agreements could be gradually 
tightened as confidence grew and information exchange increased. 

/ ... 
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VI. THE USE OF RFLEASED RESOURCES FOR INTERNATIONAL :)EVELOH1ENT ASSISTANCE 

A. Scope and background 

57. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the main points which concern the 
flow of aid resulting from the reduction in military budgets. This necessarily 
means that some of the co:rmnents ve make 1vill have some relevance to aid problems in 
general; but it is, of course, not part of our mandate to cover the whole question 
of international assistance to developing countries. 

58. For pur]Joses of our report, we do not need to establish a link between 
disarmament and development; our mandate does this for us.. None the less, ~ve note 
the wider background: the General Assembly has declared this decade to be both the 
Disarmament Decade (resolution 2602 E {XXIV) of 16 December 1969) and the Second 
United Nations Development Decade (resolution 2626 {XXV) of 24 October 1970); and 
the Strategy of the Second United Nations Development Decade is to aim for a 
6 per cent rate of growth for the developing countries. For the majority of 
developing countries, the achievement of this objective will call both for the full 
mobilization of domestic resources and for the enlisting of substantially increased 
foreign aid, and it will need the efficient use of both of these for social and 
economic development. 

59. In this report, we are concerned with transfers of resources from Government 
military budgets; clearly, therefore, these transfers vould be used to supplement 
official development assistance, Consequently, in this chapter we concentrate on 
the d.ata for this total - official development assistance - rather than on data on 
flmrs from private sources. The mid-Decade target for this official flow of aid 
a target which not all donor countries have accepted - has been set at a minimum 
net amount of 0.7 per cent of the gross national product at market prices of 
economically advanced countries. 15 I In the table in chapter II above, we have 
shown estimates for this flow of aid; these estimates are- for all donor countries. 
1'/e have noted that the share of national product devoted to aid has been moving 
away from the target, instead of towards it - falling from around 0.4 per cent of 
national product in the early 1960s to 0. 26 per cent in the early 1970s, so that it 
is now much less than half what <rould be required to meet the te_rget figure. 1-!e 
have to recognize that there is a certain disillusion 1.rith development aid, on the 
part of both donor and recipient countries, 

60. The proposals which we are discussing here could be a very important move 
towards arresting and reversing this downv1ard movement in the share of aid in 

1,2_/ International Development Strategy: Action Programme of the General 
Assembly for the Second United Nations Development Decade (United Nations 
publication, Sales No.: E.7l.II.A.2), para. (~3). 
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national product. One possible option - in which, as indicated earlier, the ma1n 
military Powers transfer 1 per cent of their military budgets to aid would 
produce a figure of the order of $2 thousand million, vhich would be a 20 per cent 
addition to the world's official aid flow, 

61. Different options for military budget cuts would, of course, release different 
amounts and categories of resources - for example, one option might specifically 
release research and development resources. There would in all cases be problems 
of conversion. Ye have commented already on the general problem (para. 24); 
and the specific problems of the conversion of resources to development purposes 
were extensively discussed 1n the experts' report on disarmament and development. 16/ 

62. For reasons indicated in paragraph 68, it is clearly important that the nev 
flow discussed here should be a net addition to aid and that donor countries which 
give some undertaking to transfer military resources to aid should not reduce their 
other aid programmes, 17/ 

63. It is generally agreed that aid is very much less effective if it is sporadic 
than if it is continuous - though, of course, recipient countries recognize that 
even short-term aid is better than none at all. However, because it responds to 
short-term needs, sporadic aid is not suitable for the implementation of long-term 
or even medium-term plans, Most development projects - such as dams, or road or 
railway construction - take a long time to complete. Therefore it is those 
reductions in military expenditure giving rise to a continuing flov of aid which 
best serve the interests of developing countries. 

64, It is generally true that the very rapid rate of inflation at the moment is 
tendins so to erode the sums set aside for official development assistance that 
there is very little rise in real terms. It is important, therefore, to ensure that 
the addition to aid under any of the proposals we have considered here is a real 
addition. 'The proposals in General Assembly resolution 3093 A (XXVIII) clearly 
recommend a reduction in the real QUantity of resources devoted to military 
purposes, and should also therefore imply real additions to the flow of aid, The 
aid commitment for the future which might be made as a conseQuence of these 
proposals should be drawn up with provisions for appropriate adjustments to 
compensate for the rise in prices in donor countries. This would be a radical 
change in present practice. 

16/ Disarmament and Development (see foot-note 2 above), 

'.=V In the present state of statistics about flows of aid, it miGht be QUite 
difficult to discover whether an offsetting reduction had taken place, This, 
therefore, would be an argument to add to those which already exist for improving 
aid statistics. To take an example, it is difficult to establish exactly what 
proportion of aid is now tied. 

I . .. 
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65. In the past, the general arrangements under which aid has been given have been 
far from ideal; there is considerable room for improvement. It would be essential 
therefore that so far as possible, this additional flow of aid could avoid the 
pitfalls of the past; and in the following paragraphs we propose some ways in which 
this could be done. 

66. First of all, in the past, aid has on occasions been used for the objectives of 
the donor country - political, military, or commercial - and as a consequence it 
has often not been deployed in the most effective way for the economic welfare of the 
recipient countries. vie consider it, therefore, most important that donor countries 
should not be in a position to impose conditions on this flow of aid. This is not to 
say that the aid should be absolutely without conditions: certainly there should be 
conditions and criteria, some of which we suggest later. But they should be reached 
by international agreement, not imposed unilaterally by individual donor countries. 

67. Secondly, there should be a high and growing concessionary element in this new 
flow of aid - that is, a high proportion of it should consist of grants or loans at 
low interest rates and easy repayment terms. The concessionary content of aid has 
not been rising; it is estimated to have remained practically the same for donor 
countries in the market economies, between 1969 and 1972. 18/ We particularly stress 
the need for a high concessionary element because of the alarming debt problem of 
developing countries. A high concessionary element means that aid flm<s will be 
effectively "net", and 1Iill not have substantial delayed effects in reverse flmfs of 
interest and debt repayments. 

68. The cost of servicing external debt in developing countries has been growing 
fast. The reverse flo1I of interest and capital repayments has been offsetting an 
increasing proportion of the gross inflow of public and private financial resources. 
If we take the figures for 81 developing countries, debt service was equal to 
4o per cent of the gross inflow from developed countries in 1965; by 1971 the figure 
was 52 per cent. 19/ It has been calculated that if flows of aid continue along 
present lines, by l981 65 per cent of the e;ross inflmr will be offset by debt 
servicing (see annex III, table 2). The rising cost of debt means that net 
transfers - that is, the gross inflolf minus capital amortization and interest 
payments -has been goine; up very slow~Indeed, in real terms, net transfers to 
these 81 countries hardly rose at all from 1965 to 1971. 

69. \'ie turn now to certain other considerations and discuss some of the 
characteristics of the international aid flow. 

18/ The concept of concessionality is a difficult and complex one. The point is 
discussed in annex III, paragraphs 10-17. 

19/ The figures cover inflows from countries which are members of the 
Development Assistance Corr®ittee. If they were extended to cover all donor 
countries, the conclusion would probably be reinforced. 
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70. We do not know the exact proportion of official development assistance 1·lhich 
is tied (that is, tied to purchases from the donor country), tTe know, however, 
that 80 per cent of official development assistance in Development Assistance 
Committee (DAC) countries is bilateral (see annex I, table 3) - although this 
percentage has fallen a little in recent vears - and there are reasons to assume 
that virtually all of this bilateral aid is tied. Tied aid has all the potential 
inefficiencies of bilateral trade, and it makes it easier for the donor country to 
impose political or military conditions. It would be desirable for the new flow 
of aid which 1<e envisage to be untied as far as possible - or at least to be 
granted in the framework of a policy designed to untie it gradually and completely. 

71. Further, this new aid should be used to reinforce the trend towards chanelling 
aid through multilateral institutions. The General Assembly, in resolution 
3093 A (XXVIII), recognized the principle of multilateralism, in suggesting a 
special committee for the distribution of the funds which would be released if the 
military budget reductions were implemented. Again, it would be desirable that 

of a 
This 

contributions be made as far as possible in convertible currencies. Some 
countries would find it more difficult than others to ensure that the whole 
substantial increase in aid was untied~ or made in convertible currencies. 
results from, amongst other things, the balance of payments structure, the 
relative size and competitiveness of national export industries, the long-term 
agreements for mutual co-operation between developed and developing countries, 
the existing patterns and agreements in world trade. 

and 

D. Criteria 

72. The General Assembly, in resolution 3093 A (XXVIII), also laid down that the 
distribution of the development funds envisaged under that resolution should be 
carried out with due regard to the following three principles: an equitable 
basis; with consideration being taken of the most urgent needs and requirements of 
the recipient countries, vithout discrimination of any kind. 

73. The sponsor of the resolution (the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) 
suggested that such assistance should in the first instance be rendered to those 
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America which have suffered most from drought, 
floods, crop failure and other recent national disasters. 

74. It 'iclaS at about the time that this resolution was passed that the situation of 
those developing countries which possess no substantial mineral resources began 
to 1mrsen considerably with the rise in commodity prices - particularly that of 
oil. This problem was discussed at the sixth special session of the General 
Assembly; in paragraph 2 of section X of resolution 3202 (S-VI) of l Hay 1974, the 
General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to "launch an emergency operation 
to provide timely relief to the most seriously affected developing countries". If 
resources from reductions in military budgets were to be forthcominFo in time, they 
could usefully supplement the funds which have been made available for this 
purpose. 

I .. . 
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75, The problem of the criteria for aid is not an easy one, vie note that three 
criteria have been canvassed in the literature on this subject: that aid should 
be given to the neediest; or to those countries >rhich obtain the best returns; or 
to those countries which make the greatest national effort, In addition, from 
time to time regional and country analyses of aid flows have been made showing 
patterns for which it is difficult to find justification, All these criteria have 
something to be said for them; we consider that once the new flow of aid is 
established, the General Assembly should give guidance to the organ responsible for 
the distribution on the principles to be adopted. To the extent that the 
additional aid under discussion is distributed for development rather than for the 
relief of natural disasters, it >rill be important for recipients to make up, 
in so far as possible, effective programmes for the absorption of the new 
assistance. 

76. He consider that we should add one more criterion - or condition - for this 
particular flmr of aid. Measures should be taken to ensure, as far as possible, 
that this aid - corning as it does from reductions in military budgets by donor 
countries - should not be used by the recipient countries to increase their own 
military expenditure, 

77. In view of the urgent needs of the developing countries, the greatest effort 
should be made to convert into international assistance without delay a proportion 
of the resources obtained from any future agreement on the reduction of military 
expenditure. 

78, Disarmament and development are two of the great requirements of our time, 
He consider that the proposals discussed in this report mark a great opportunity 
for advancing on both fronts at the same time, 

/ ... 
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Figure I 

Posl-war trends in world military expenditure: Stodcholm-International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) estimates 

(Absolute figures in constant 1970 dollars) 
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Figure II 

Poi;;t-war trends in world military expenditurE': United States, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency {ACDA) estimates. 
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The pur:oose of these annexes is to provide further documentation and elaboration 
of the material presented in the report, Annex I sets out some basic figures for 
military expenditure and for flows of financial resources to developing countries, 
Annex II covers in much greater detail the subject of technical issues in reducinr:; 
military budgets. Annex III presents supporting material for the main propositions 
made in chapter VI of the report on the transfer of resources from military budgets 
to international assistance to developinG countries. 
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Statistics of world military expenditure and development assistance 

Introduction 

1. Four tables are presented in this annex; the first two concern military 
expenditure and the second two concern development assistance. The notes which 
follow describe the general contents of the tables. There are supplementary tables 
on development assistance in annex.III. 

Table 1. Military budget expenditure compared with other 
statistics (annual averages for 1970-1972) 

2. The table consists of three parts: 

A. Developed market economies; 

B. Developing market economies; 

C. Centrally planned economies. 

The data in the table were taken from the Statistical Yearbook 5'/ and Yearbook of 
National Accounts Statistics EJ for the years 1972 and 1973. 

For the majority of countries mentioned in the table, budgetary data refer to 
the expenditure of central governments. For a small number of countries they refer 
to budgetary expenditures of central and local governments. All budgetary figures 
are expressed in national units of currency at current prices. 

3. As a result of the differences in the central and local budget systems and in 
the accounting practices of the various governments, only reasonable approximations 
for budget categories can be obtained. Further, international comparisons of total 
government expenditure and, even more so, of their component parts are rendered 
extremely difficult by the following circumstances: 

(a) The level of total budget expenditure and of its components depends mainly 
on the type of State organization and also on the scope of the Government's economic 
and social activities. In centralized States the national Government is partly or 
completely responsible for matters such as education, health and other social needs, 
which in federal States are the responsibility of regional and local authorities. 

5'/ United nations publications, Sales Nos.: E/F. 73.XVII.l and E/F. 74.XVII.l 
respectively. 

II 
II 

b/ 1972 
and III); 
and III). 

edition - United Nations publication, Sales No.: 
the 1973 edition is to be issued under the symbol 

E. 74.xvn. 3 
E. 75.XVII. 2 

(vols. I, 
(vols. I, 

I ... 
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In one e;roup of States~ Goverm_TI_ents m·lL.t or onerate educatj_onal" health end social 
security systems~ in ot~er Gtates these are to a r:reater or lesser dea;ree in the 
private sector~ 

(b) Budgetary .systens and account inc prEctices vary frorn country to country. 
In practically no cs,se is all povermnent expenditure included in a sincrle bud~et 
account, Frequently distinctions e.re rr'2.de bet<:.reen ordinary and extraordinary, 
current and capitals p:eneral and special b"u.r~e;ets";l rnilitary or vrar expenses account::~ 

etc" In sonc cases certain public rmdertELkin.q;s ~ yubli c health~ educational 
institutions., natiorlal or public social insurance funds) etc. ~ have their ow·n 
budrets. }U;ther, the budfet accounts may be shovrn on a [!;"ross or net basis, i.e,, 
exrenditure after deduction of certain receints anCt reflmds :, anC_ in some cases they 
may inclu6_e the {;I'OSS • . .rorkirv:, expenses and recei:pts of certain or all public 
und.ertakine;-s: in other cases only the net results are included. 

4. In most countries the accounts represent cash l)ayr . .lents. There are) however~ 
cases \,·There accouots re~resent expenditure in the forY•. of pay orders issued~ 
exchequer issues J liabilities incurred or corn'ilitments entered into. The 
dishursements shm-vn are usually those effected. in the financial year stated 9 but 
for some countries eA)"lenditures related to the financial year stated ·but carried out 
ln a su.bseo_uent :period are also includedo 

5. The information concerning ~nilitary expenditure contained in this table is 
drawn frmn. official public accounts of central governments. Countries differ~ 
how-ever~ in their definitions of military expenditl..ll'e and information concerning 
their methods of classification is commonly not availe..ble or limited. It is:t 
therefore, impossible :in many instances to determine tb.e content of the official 
statistics~ In addition to these problems of coverage" there e..re problem.s also of 
the prices used for "Valuing the cor,Tponents of :r.:ilitary expenditure, and problens~ 
too~ of finding appropriate exchange rates if one ·Hisbes to make a,zr:regates for a 
nu:r:r.ber of countries. These matters are discussed fully ill annex II. For all these 
reasons~ official statistics of military expendit·ure hgve only limited value as a 
basis for measuring; the relative economic burden inrposed by the armaments race. 

6. This table includes the most readily available official statistics on military 
ex:9enditure and comp&.res these with gross domestic product~ fixed capital formation, 
and central government expenditures on education and health. In accordance with 
usual :=;-,tatistical prac-tice~ the concept of dmnestic product in parts A and B is 
different from that in part C. In parts A and B domestic product includes goods and 
services produced in the sphere of both material and. non-material nroduction. In 
part C dorr.estic product includes output of good.:-3 a.nd services originating in nmte:cial 
nroduction only. A further difference is tnet doi'!estic nroduct in parts A and B is 
gross-, depreciation not havinr been deducted from gross :product, while material 
product in part C is net of d.epreciation. For more detailed commentaries on the 
differences in the methods of com.:r.:iling "Lhe national d.omestic product it is 
necessary to refer to relevant United Nat:Lons nubl.ications and. to the national 
ste,tistics of the corresponding countries" -· 

I ... 
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7. Data on central g:overnment expenditures on eciucation and hec.lth shown in the 
table have also somewhat limited value') especially for international comparisons, 
ovring to the fact that expenditures of rec;ional r;overnments and private 
institutions in the narket econorr:ies are not covered~ Hhile in the ce::1trally 
planned economies the national Governrrtents are largely responsible for education 
and health" so that such expenditures tend to be rruch nore fully covered. Even 
among the marl<et economies the figures are not strictly corn_parable because of 
different definitions and varying coverap::e. 

Table 2 0 R'iili tary ex_p_en_~A.!ures _1)Y b.':ro __ ~major groups of. coun_tries: 
alternative estimates 

8. For the reasons discussed. in the notes above 1 cmd also in annex II, the total 
figures for military expenO.iture either for the e:rouns of countries or for the 
world as a whole can do no more tha.n inCLicate rouo·h orders of magnitude~ Two 
institutions make estimates of this kind: the Stockholm International Peace 
Research Institute (SIPRI) and the Arms Control and Disarnament AFency (liCDli) of 
the United States GovernmentG c/ Table 2 presents some aggregate figures given by 
these two bodies' in constant rl970) dolld~S. The difference between the bw 
estimates for •. ,.,crld military expenditure in 1973 -· a difference of 13 pe:':"' cent -
reflects differences in the methodoloe;y of the t~tro setfJ of estimates~ However, 
although the levels of the estimates differ, the rwvewents shoun by the hro series 
do roughly correspond, as figures I and II i:r.. the re~Jort above show~ 

Table 3. -aet flo1-r of financial resources froy;·! Developr:-1ent Assistance 
_Commit,tee countri~s _ _:t;o developir;g countries, 1962-1972 

9. The countries which comprise the Develonment Assistance Committee of the 
Organisation for Economic Co·,~operation and Develo"Qment are the follol·linp:: Australia~ 
Austria~ Belgium, Canada, Denmark,. France., GermanY (Federal Republic of) ~ Italy l 
Japan, Netherlands';l Nor~vay~ Portugal, Sweden~ Switzerland, United Kinedom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, and Unitec1 States of America. Thus these figures 
cover aid from the developed market economies. Table 3 presents the basic data, 
from 1962 to 1972, on the flow of net resources to developi?:Ig countries. The table 
separately distinguishes official developrcent assistance. The definitions are 
discussed in annex III, parar;raph 10. Other tables shmvinr; trends in aid in real 
terms,; and the importance of reverse flo1vs of capital and. interest !I are given in 
annex III. 

r;j Estimates by these institutions of the military expenditure of particular 
Ste,tes are not necessarily accepted by the governments of those States. 

I .. . 
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Table 4. Centrally planned economies: unofficial 
.estimates of' bilateral. aid cOJnxaitments 
to developing countries, 1962-1972 

10. Table 4 presents unofficial estimates, prepared by the United Nations 
Secretariat, of' the bilateral aid con~itments of' the following countries: Bulgaria, 
China"' Czechoslovakia} German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania:) and 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It should be noted that these are figures 
of' commitments, not disbursements. Secondly, these figures are gross of' capital 
repayments. The estimates do not include the aid granted to Cuba. 

/ ... 



Country 

1 

Africa: ,y 
South Africa 

North America: 
Canada 
United states 

Asia: 
Israel 
Japan 

Europe: 
Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of 
Greece 
Ireland 
Ita]y 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerla.n.d 
United Kingdom 

Oceania: f) 
Australiag '!JI 
New ZeaJ.a.nd 

:-

Table 1. Military bu~et expenditure compared with other statistics 

(Annual averages, 1970~1972) 

A. Developed market economies 

-

rross domestic 
Military budget 

Military Gross fixed expenditure as 
CU:rrency llfi.l. ~ budget product at capital a percentage of 

expenditure pr-rent prices formation 
I Gross domestic Gross fixed 
I product capital 

formation 

2 3 4 5 6 ! 7 

Million rand 281.7~ 13 8~ 3 62r# 2.0 7.8 

I 
94 86~ 20 32'J/ Million Can. dollars 1 919·~ 2.0 9-4 

Thousand million dollars 78. e 1 o67° 18 c 7.4 41.9 

5 483.~ 24 03~ Million I pounds 7 045 22.8 ns 
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Million francs 30 )44.0 898 30 c 232 'f07° ).4 I 13.0 

Million D. marks 22 610.0 758 6oo 199 933 3.0 11.3 
Million drachmas 15 667.~ 324 300 8; 6oo 4.8 18.7 
Million pounds 22.3 1 905 426 1.2 5.2 
Thousand million lire 1 419.0 6' 123 12 ?6~ 2,2 11.1 
Million guilders 4 493.0 130 33~ 32 52 ~/ ,.4 13.8 
Million kroner 3 oe<J.o 88 26 c 24 956" 3.5 12.4 
Million escudos 1' 91?.0 203 933 38 396 6.8 36.2 
Thousand million pesetas~ 48.;e; 2594eJ 5'50eJ 1.9 9.1 
Million kronor 6 454. e 184 ll2c 39 92~ 3.5 16,2 
Million :f'l:'a.ncs 

1 

2 224.0 991~1 29 'JO y 2,2 I 7.4 
Million :pounds 2 784.0 55 5 10 197c 5.0 27.3 

I 
36 471eJ 9 26Q£1 Million A dollars 1 131.0 3.1 12.2 

Million NZ dolla.rs 126.7 6 352 1 441 2.0 8.8 
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Table 1. Nilitary- budget expenditure compared with other statistics 

(Annual averages, 1910··1972) 

I 

Country I CUrrency unit 

-1 +---2-
-~t------------

Africa: I 
Central African I 

Republic I Million 01'A f'l:oancs 
fu..t:tomey ,1/ i Mi~lion CFA f'rancs 
:E'.gy];:lt ~!/ ! Millio::1 pounds 
Ethiopia ::._c/ I Xillion E dollars 
Ghan8. 1 1-::ill:i.on ne~ cedis 
Ivory Coast}; Million CFA f'rancs 
Kenya hil/ 1 Million pounds 
Lesoth~- ) Million rand 
Liberia. 
Libyan Arab 

r.epublic Y 
Y.adagascar _j_/ 
~-lalawi 1/ 
Ho .. uritiU:s 
!-1crocco !/ 
:Niger 2/ 
Nigeria 'g/j_/ 
Senegal j;1 

Sierra Leone 
Somalia 1/ - . 
Southern--Rhodesia::! 
Sudan r./?::/ 
Swaziland 1/ 
Togo j_/ -
Tunisia 1/ 
Uganda Y 
United Republic 

of Tanzania s/ 
Zaire :J -
Zambia jJ 

caribbean and 
Latin America: 
Axgentina y 
Bolivia ij 
Brazil 

Chile!/ 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Dominican 

Reyublic y 

MilHon US dollars 

Hillion p0U.11ds 
Million francs 
Million k<Nachas 
l-lillion rupees 
Million dirhams 
Million CFA francs 
t1illion pounds 
Million CFA ::cranes 
~'lillian leones 
Million shiLlings 
Million R dollars 
rlillion s pounds 
Million rand 
Million CFA francs 
~1illion dinars 
Million shillir~s 

l-1illion shillings 
Million zaires 
Million kwachas 

Million new pesos 
Million pesos 
Thousand million 

uew cruzeiros 
Million escudos 
Million pesos 
Million colones 

Million pesos 

Military 
budget 

expenditure 

) 

1 351.0 
l 100.0 

285.0 
88. 5el 
)5.8-

4 Boo.oe; 
7 .2:=.1 

4.0 

I 
133.Q"/ 

3 323.0 
1.3"; 
2.~ 

467.0"; 
893.0"' 
139.6 I 

4 633-~; 
2-3~ 

74.8 
17.9 
42. 9!I/ 
1.6 

751.4 
ll.lp; 

154.rfo 

35o.r:d 
20.7n/ 
59· rfo 

1 830.0 
219.0 

6.1 
2 231.0 
2 643.0 

31.4 

J3. Developing market economies 

--·-1--------r---~·· Military budget IGoverrnnem expenditUI"e 

Gross domestic I Gross fixed i expenditur. e as -has a percentage of 
product at capital I a percentage of' GDP for 

current prices formation 
j I Gross domestic I Gross fixed Education I Health 

4 

I 
I 57 000 I 
1 56 794;; 
' 2 935 

I 4 62o_cc/ 
2 5'=':F' 

I 407 OOC,; 
1 643 
1 50 

421 

1 368 
226 700 

285 
1 214 

17 16L 1 
96 933'!;; 

2 029-rJ 

?23 500hl 
356" 

1 376 
1 O'J<l,; 

664S, ' 
85c;_g/ 

67 657 
763 ' 

9 38691 

10 015~ 
1 007E; 
1 124 

103 39')'!) 
12 09'] 

237 
93 887 

156 483 
6 ')80 

1 473 

5 

8200 

344f/ 
556fi; 

i ?'75~ 

1 79 16}/ 

I 
13 6 

78 

?76 
31 767 

51 
186 
2~ 7 

30# 
26 533hj 

53-

183,; 
81;:;"/ 
1501 " 

8 393 
l5;(si 

1 27 

2 238~ 
194 
277 

24 143 
1 733 

51 
13 377 
30 657 
1 704 

251 

product caJ?ita.l 1 , 

--6----+-_fo_~on I 8 I 9 

2.4116.5 I 2.9 L2k) 
1.9 .•• 2~9 2.0: 
9·7 82.8 5.0 2.0 
1.9 I 15.9 1 1.9 1 o.B 1 Ll~ 13.0 I 3-3~ 1.1-~ 

1.2 I 6.1 I 3.iv 
1.1 5.2 4.1 

0.9 

9.7 
1.5 
0.5 
0.2 
2.7 
0.9 
6.9 
2.1 
0.6 
5.4 
1.6 
6. 5 
1.9 
1.1 
1.5 
1.6 

3-5 
2.1 
5.3 

1.8 
1.8 

2.6 
2.4 
1.7 

2.1 

4.9 

48.2 
10.5 

::?.6 
1.1 

18.7 
11.3 
45.2 
17.5 
4.; 

9.8 
53.6 
10.5 
9.0 
7.1 

12.1 

15.6 
10.7 
21.6 

7.6 
12.6 

12.0 
16.7 
8.6 

12.5 

4.4 
1.8 

3-9 
1.8 
3.6 
3.2'=-1 
4.2 I 
l.lEJ 
0.1_; 
3. 5'"; 
2.4-~J 
1.4 
3.2 
1.4h I 
4.oh; 
1.6 
6. 7.; 
3-5~ 

3.3<i 
3.4 
2.9 

1.8 
3.2 

0.7 
4.2 
2.1 .. ; 
5.3:!1 

2.4 

1. 5 1 
1.5~ 
2.0 
0.9 

2. 5 
0.9 
1.2_; 
2.5~ 
1.2 I 
0. 71< 
o.~ 
l. "8/ o.or-
1.7 
1.3 
L4t/ 
LP 
o.8 
2.0e/ 
1.~ 

l.,pi 
1.4 
1.4 

0.7tJ 
0.9 

0.2 
2.8 
l.Ov/ 
l.OP 

1.2 

,,,,,. 
Jg §it%0 
ro~~::j 

"" " 0 HP" 
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Country 

1 

Ecuador 
El. SaJ. vador 
Guatemala 
Guyana 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Jamaica 
Mexico 
Nicaragua !) -Po.ra.guay 
Peru 
Trinidad and 

Tobago 
Uruguey!) 
Venezuela 

Asia: /d 
llu.."lJla 
Cypr-t.ts 
India '!!/ :V 
Indonesia 

Iro:J!} 

J:raq!l 

Jor"""£/y 
Kuwait 

LMS r# 
Lebano 

MBJ.eys!:J;/Y 
Pakist 
Phili:p:pines 
Republic of 

Korea 
Republic of 

Viet-Nam 
Sri Lanka!) 
Syrian .Arab 

Republic 
Thailand 
Turkey y 
Yemen 

Oceanla: 
Fiji > 

Table 1. MiJ.itary budget expenditure compared with other statistics (continued) 

(Annual averages, 1970-1972) 

B. Develaoill.&!: market economies 

I. Gross. dom~stic I Military budget 
Military Gross fixed expenditure as 

Currency unit budget ' product at capital a percentage of 
expenditure current prices formation -

Gross domestic Gross fixed 
product capital 

formation 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Million sucres 814.0 44 218 8 966 1.8 9.1 
Million colones 29.0 2 718 365 1.1 7-9 I Mill.ion quetza1es 23.0 2 018 ~w 1.1 8.7 
Million G dollars 18.6 564 3.3 16.1 
Million gourdes 36.8 2 705 207 1.4 17.8 
Million lempiras 21.~ 1 516 261 1.4 8.1 
~lillian J dollars 4. 1 166E/ ~ 0.4 1. 7 
Million pesos J 145·.0 461 533c 87 c 0.7 3.6 
Million cordobas &q 5 855 908 1.4 8.9 
Million balboas 22,4 1 167 313 1.9 7.2 
Million guaranies 1 573.0 85 185 ll 984 L8 13.1 
Million soles 9 826,0 262 867 34 167 3-7 28.8 

18o~ Million T.T. dollars j 35.4 2.0 ... 
Million pesos 14.9 621 30~ 6113w - -
Million bolivares I 1 098.0 55 82 c 13 25 c 2.0 8.3 

590.aid Million k~rs.ts 10 490 1 133 5.6 I 52.1 
Million C :pounds 3.4 257 6o 1.3 5· 7 
Million rupees ll 1ll,O 364 033 55 167 3.1 20.1 
Thousand million 

l27.sY 6o;f/ rupiah 3 891 3-3 21.0 
Thousand million 

rials 1~:w 1 100 220 8,6 42.9 
~~llion I dinars 1 328 179 10.0 73·9 
Million dinars 40.7 224 33 18.1 121.9 
Million dinars 26.0 1 163 160 2.2 16.3 
Hillion kip 9 199·9 ... ... 
Million pounds 137.8 4568,; 867 3.0 15.9 
Million M. dollars 56o.7 12 )6~ 2 686~ 4.5 20.9 
Million rupees 3 225.4~ 50 18 6 913dd 6.4 46.7 
Million pesos 534.1 e 50 401 8 993 1.1 5.9 
Thousand million 

won 1)6.8 3 202 '/20 4.3 19.0 
Thousand million 

I piastres 162.~ 954 So lf.l 204.3 
Million rupees n6. 12 664 2 330 0.9 5.0 

Million pounds 655·~ 7 523 1 253 8.7 52.3 
Million baht 5 010.~ 147 147 ' 33~ 3.4 15.1 
Million lira 5 439. e 151 90i;J; 26 3.6 20.3 
Million rials 78. 2 83 ... 2.8 ... 
Million F. dollars 0.5 nrf=l ~ 0.2 1.1 

-- --- ---

Government expenditure 
as a percentage of 

GDP for 

Education 

I 
Health 

8 I 9 

2.8 0.4 
2.8!1 
2.7w :::!1 
4.3 2.1 
o.6 0.7 
3-20 1.2£/ 
5.1 2.1 ... ... 
2.3 0.9 
4.1 3.6 
1.7 0.6 
3.8 1.1 

4.2 2.2 
- ... 

3.4 2.5 

2.5 1.0 
2.~ I 1.0xj 
L I o.'/" 
... ... 
2.3£/ 0.~ 
4~2 0 0 

2.9 1:2~ 
3.0 l.5 ... ... 
2.5 0.5 
5.3ee/ 1.~ 0.1-g ;:·· !!/ 2.5 

3.1 0.2 

"9£/ 3. '"& 2.1 

}.9/d n~~ . 3.~ 2. o.~ 
0.3e 0.2e 

3.0 1.9 

zg~~ 
ro m J-J ·-..J 

:< 1-'· -J 
-.o m 0 

HO' 
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Tab~e l* Milita.ry budget expenditure compared with other statistics (continued) 

(Annual averages, 1970-1972) 

c. CentralLy planned economies 

Milit<u-y" Net 
Country Currency tmit budget - material 

expenditure product 

~ 2 3 4 

Bulgaria Million leva 996-7 ~0 727 
Czechoslovakia Million korunas ~5 967 326 100 
HWJgary Million forints 9 723 295 367 
Romania Million lei 7 4oo 
Pol.and Million zlotys 37 633 850 433 
Union of Soviet 

Socialist 
Republics Million roubles ~7 900 302 70~ 

Yugoslavia Million new dinars 9 509 202 36 h 

' 
;:;.ources a.nu r~:.-~.~:r~:m:~::~:>; (i) United Nations, Yearbook of 

National Accounts statistics; (ii) United Nations, statistical 
Yearbook; (iii) United States, Agency f'or InteTnational 
Development, Economic Data Book; (iv) Economic Commission for 
Africa, SUmmaries of' Economic Data; (v) Economic Commission 
for Asia and the l''ar East (now known as the Economic and 
Social Commission for Asia and the Paci:f'ic), Economic SUrvey 
of Asia end the Far East; (vi) Economic Commission for Latin 
America, Economic Survey of Latin America. 

• • • Not available. 

- NU· or negliSib.le .• 

f!:/ Including Namibia. 

_ pj Years ending 31 March. 

r:J Data·rel.a:te to the present system of nati_onal accounts. 

9/ Comprising of transfers to provinces only. 

~ Years ending 30 June·. 

: £1 Gross capita.J.. formation. 

sf Ye=s beginning 1 July., 

'gj _Years beginning_lApr~Jo •. 

y Data relate to 1970 only. 

j) Data relate to 1968-1970 average_. 

.!;! Data relate to 1969-1970 average .• 

~ Data relate to 1969-1971 average. 

r.EJ Gross domestic product at factor cost. 

Mili tar;y- budget I Government expenditure 
Net fixed expenditure as as a percentage of 
capital a percentage of j NMP for 

!'ormation I Net material. Net fixed I 
product capital 

f'orma.tion . j 

5 6 7 i 
~ 700 9·3 58.5 i 54 233 4.9 29.4 

59 867 3·# ~6.2 
3. ... 

~86 600 4.4 20.2 

534~ 5.9 33-5 
63 5 4.7 ~5.0 

gj Including general public services. 

~ Data relate to 1957-1969 average. 

pj Years ending 30 September. 

gj Data relate to 1966-1968 average. 

Education I Health 

' : 
8 I 9 

5.2 
I 

3.1 ... 
;:2~ 3.7 

5.6 4.1 

8.7 3-~ 
1.0 1. aa 

!) For 1968 and 1969, the Governments of Eastern States are excluded* 

!/ Data refer to former Tanganyika only. 

!J Data relate to 1969 only. 

~ Gross national product in market prices. 

yj Data relate to 1971 only. 

~ Heal.th expenditure and pension pa:yments are included in 
education expenditure. 

~ Originating f'rom state Governments only. 

¥./ Years beginning 21 March. 

Y Including estimates of ex:pend.it"I.U"es for defence in other 

line items. 

~ Including social welfare. 

~ Gross :fixed capital formation. 

~ Years ending 7 July. 

~ Excluding data for Bangladesh . 

~ Health expenditure is included in education. 

i!/ Including labour and social welfare. 

8f>J Years ending 28 February. 

hhf Gross material product. 

"-j ""l?Cj > 
~ ~&::;-
(!1 rn 1-'~1 

X 1-'•----' 
(D r:tl c 

HO" 
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1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

l 97 3 

Table 2. Hilitary expenditures by two major t;roups 
of countries: alternative estimates 
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(Thousand million United States dollars at constant (1970) prices 

I I I lrTorld military 

1ilorld Developed I Developing I expenditure as 

I countries countries a percentage 
of world GNP '::_/ 

I 
; j I SIPRI ACDA SIPRI 
\ 

ACDA SIPRI ! ACDA SIPRI I ACDA 

142.5 161.4 136.4 ~ 6.1 
: 8.9 6.7 7.6 I 152.5 j 

I 
155-7 176.4 148.9 I 166.6 6.8 ! 9.8 7.0 7-9 
161.7 183.0 153.9 t 172.3 7.8 10.7 6.9 7.8 

I 159.4 183.0 150.9 171.2 8.5 11.8 6.4 I 7.3 -- I 
159.4 183.1 149.6 I 170.4 9.8 I 12.7 6.0 6.9 

175.6 197.6 165.5 I 184.9 10.1 I 12.7 6.2 7.0 
I ' 

194.8 I 214.3 183.3 I 14.0 6.6 7.3 I 200.3 11.5 -- ' 

207.3 223.8 194.7 208.2 12.6 15.6 6.8 ' 7.3 ! 
I -- ' 

6.5 
i 

210.5 226.8 196.3 210.1 14.2 ' 16.7 7.0 
' I I 205.9 223.0 I 190.2 I 20h.6 15.7 18.4 I 6.1 6.6 I -- I --

I 186.6 ! I 5.7 6.3 

I 
203.7 223.5 

l 
203.2 17.1 l 20.3 ! I I 

207.4 232.3 189.7 I 210.3 I 17.7 I 22.0 5.4 I 6.1 
I I 

t 
20 .4 ! 234.6 18 . , 20 . I l . I 2 .l .0 5.6 7 7 5 9 5 9 9 5 _5_ 

Source: SIPRI Yearbook of J.lorld Armaments and Disarmament, 1974 ... , 
US, ACDA, 1ilorld Military Expenditure and Arms Trade, 1973 (Hashington, D.C. 
US Government Printing Office, September 1974) (forthcoming). 

'::./ Computed from values at current dollar prices. 

I 

/ ... 
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Table 3. Net flow of financial resources from Development Assistance Committee countries 
to developing countries, 1962-1972 

{Million United States dollars) 

jl § ~j~ 
!tlfllf--'-..J 

~ 1-'·~ 
,... 00 
OH:Y 

Net disbursements 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 '!) 1971 '!) 1972 'Y 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

Official development assistance ••• , • , •• , • 5 438 5 772 5 952 5 895 5 984 6 536 6 309 6 621 6 832 7 759 
1. Bilateral grants and grant-like flows .•••• 4 020 3 940 3 806 . 3 714 3 701 3 578 3344 3 251 3 323 3 634 

Of which: 

Technical assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . 747 871 954 1 093 1 233 1 314 1 467 1 528 1 532 1 655 
2. Bilateral loans at concessional terms , •••• 907 1 465 1 740 1 833 1 947 2 222 2 282 2 320 2384 2 786 
3. Contributions to multilateral institutions .. 511 367 4o5 348 336 736 683 1050 1 124 1 339 

Other official flows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 546 243 -36 304 447 518 738 571 1 152 1 271 
1. Bilateral •••••••..• , , .• , .. , • 531 246 -28 299 394 499 748 586 879 10o4 
2. Multilateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 15 -3 -7 5 53 19 -10 -15 273 267 

Private flows •.•••• , , , • , ••. , •• , • 2 453 2 557 3 729 4 121 3 959 4 381 6 462 6 586 6 949 8 215 
1. Direct investment , • • . • • • • , , • • . . • 1 1•95 1 603 1 572 2 468 2 179 2 105 3 151 2 919 3 563 3 877 
2. Bilateral. portfolio ••.•• , • , ••..•• 147 327 837 655 48o Boo 948 1 201 726 757 
3- Multilateral portfolio !J . . . . . . . . . . , 239 -33 461 247 175 469 767 419 474 771 
4. Export credits ~ •••.•..• , • , •• , , 572 66o 859 751 1 124 1 007 1 596 2 047 2 185 2 810 

Grants by private voluntary agencies . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 858 913 

Total net flow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 437 8 572 9 645 10 320 10 390 11 435 13 509 13 778 15 791 18 158 

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Development Co-ope~tion. 1973 Review (Paris, Nove~er 1973), p. 42. 

~ Including grants by private voluntary agencies, 

£/ These fUnds of private origin are mingled with those under I.) and II.2 and other funds fram non-Development Ass~stance Committee 
sources, in programmes governed by criteria similar to those applied in bilateral official development assistance programmes. 

8 654 
436o 

1 839 
2 395 
1 898 

1 541 
1 169 

372 

8 430 
4 306 
2 030 

667 
1 427 

1 028 

19 653 

~ Measured by some countries as change in outstanding amounts guaranteed, by others as change in outstanding amounts due on disbursed 
credits. Interest is included in the sums recorded as outstanding1 so that the net flow tends to be over-stated if gross new guarantees are 
rising and vice versa. 



Table 4~ Centrally nl.anned. eco::to~ies: unofficial csti:r:!iateG 
of bilateral aid COIT'r!.itrnents to developin~ 
countri"'s, 1962--1072 flj 

(~-'iillio:as of Unitec"_ States dollars in. current prices at 
current officia"l exchanrre rates) 

Year Pn:.1ual COT'1J:>.itrrents 

t/\1770 
EncJ ish 
.l'nncx I 
Fape 11 

---------------------------
1962 

1963 

1966 l 29<3 

821 

196<3 '{58 

77f' 

1970 l 258 

1971 l 625 

1972 l 711 

1973 l 783 

----------------------
So~~: Centre for DevelO:!JF1ent Planning, P:roj ections an0. ?ali cies ~ 

Departnent of Econm·1ic and Social /\ffairs, United _"Tations .s~cretariat. 

"':i Developino; countries do not include Cuba. 

I . .. 
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I. INTRODUCTIO:•T 

1. 'I'he !•lOst important reason advar"!.ced :for reducinf.: "Tlilitary bud:1:ets is to 
decrcas0 internation3.l tensions L'1.nd therr;>by to enhance the ne.tional security of 
Ste.tes ~ ' 13.:tional securj_ ty is yercei veJ by diffe~ent States in different ways~ 
but lClost Governmentr-; consider a nu'>)"lber· of other factors in addition to military 
forces ~ internationgl eco:no!.'lic and 'Jolitical Ctevelopr,v.::nts ~ for example'~ cr do:r.:estic 
stability snd socieol cohesion. Chan res in these non ,!rlilitary faeto::rs may offset 
chan3es in military force levels, Thus~ national security anc"J_ pee,ceful relations 
betwee~ States are not a function solely of the levels of r1ilita:ry p:renaradeness 
or of the fear of -r,.rar. !'Tevo::::-rtheless, it is vriC.ely assumed and with considerable 
justification ·- that Sl..lstr:·.i~ed :r·eduction of the. I'lili tary <'trsenals and force levels 
of major Pm.Jers uould. (i_ecrc.e,se the lil::e1ihood of ·~1ilitary conflict between theJ'L 
Or, if ~onflict should be uncontainable" such reductions could help dim.inish the 
destructiveness of conten:""Jorary Harfa:re. Therefore" the ma,jor interr,_ediate objective 
of en international a>~ree:r-1ent to reduce 1 .... 1ilitary outlays is to in.crer.se the national 
security of T,Jartie:ipants by d-ccreasin.9; the level of miJitG..ry :901ver th9.t one State 
can brin ~ to bear on_ another~ 

2. States r.1:-.n.y also 1-rish to reduce the b1;rden thRt :military expenditure i!!lposes 
on their econoL1ies and societies. Developed States may believe that only by 
reducing that burden 1--rill they be ene.bled to devote more of their resources to 
aidinr~~ developin~ cour.:.triE:s. Her!cc ,_ an a~reement to reduce military budgets may 
also 2-i1n at curt2~ili!1p; the vol Ui'1le of l!lili tary outlays that repr2sents a net 
drain on the civilian sector" 

3. ~}'his annex provides an overviev,r of the major technicgl issues ~- economic j 

I'lilitary ') o!' politice,l "- that rnust. be dealt with if these proximate and ultimate 
objectives are to be achieved.. 'rhe list of topics e.nd the detail of the 
discussion are not intendGd to be ex·nausti ve. rrhe aim instead is to l)!'OVide a 
[S-2ner9J. introC'.uctio:1 to th~~ subject, and others ~ir:ht Hish to raise additional 
iss'~les as \Iorthy of consicTert?.:tion. In any case~ nee;otiations tm.;rards suecific 
inter-~Stat~ ar;reenents -;;.rould :c-equire detailed follow---on study of the issues 
the,t ~ because o:f' sp2-ce and tirrre lirdtations ') can only be dealt with sur:1m0,Tily in 
this an"i~ex. 

A. ~-~he sco;::e and content of military budp:ets_ 

4. General Assembly resolutions 3093 A, a:od B (XXVIII) both speak of reducing 
"Yllilitary bud(';ets n. rJ'he 111eaning of l'imilitary budgets., ma}_r appear to be self~-evident ~ 
but the scone and, content of these outlays differ widely bet>~een States. Outlays 
treateC~ as military by some StRtes may be excluded by others from the corresponCl_inp; 

I .. . 
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budget cate:;orics. SoF~e central budf;ets use onlJ a. sin.:_~le cater,.oTy for military 
expenditures: others have several that bea.:r a close relation to :::1ilitary expenditure. 
The covera?;e and structuTe of I'l1.ili tarv budgets varies ~ri th the econorr•ic or.s;ani zati nn 

and the systen of :oublic finance in different States. '··'1oreover ~ the 2·L~ount and 
nc.ture of inform.ation rr,acl~ public is affected by differin,o:: conventions of pricing 
and classi fie at ion, in addi tim: to variations in lerdslation on the preserve..tion of 
official secrets. A prereq_ui::.;ite for eny fl.eanir:r~ful :oroposal to reduce 1-;dli tary 
bud?:ets is a.n accepted definition of the a.r~rrreq:ate to be reduced 1-}m.r it can be 
(lelimitecL.-. structureO.~ and :.::1easured and a corrmon unCcerstandinrr of the nrinciples 
of classific2tion of military exnenditure in various r!ation.s.l bud~~ets~ 

5 ~ It 1-!0uJ.d be impossible here to nrovide a catalor.ue of the r(•ilitary budgets 
of even the vrorld 1 S me,<4or military Powers) but t~e followin,o· abbreviated discussion 
illustrates son.Le of the problens that are encountered.. TAJ.lle l provides a side-·by·· 
side comparison of three classifications of milit2.ry outlays by \>That P1.ay be called 
inputs to distinguish thelYI. froEJ. r1ore output-.·ori'?nted expenditure concepts thP.t 

are introduced later. j;he first listinp, is by the Stod:hol:m International Peace 
Research In.stitute ( SIPRI)-:;. in a renort entitled. T~<J.e J.\~eanin . .;.r and Heesurei:l_ent of 
nilitary Expenditure (August 1973, ;, 7). The re;:,ort notes .that Piilit-~.ry exy,en-diture 
-,.·.e.s a ,?:eneral r-:-~w··-is considered to consist of iteJY>s 1 ... 6 of the SIPPI list,., but 
that iter::s 7·-ll ;;in rmny or most cases . , , are also rer;arO.ed as :rlili tary 
expenditures' 1

• 

6. _1\.Dpronriations of the United. St2..tes 1Je:1)art::--r:.ent of Defense" shov..rn in list II 
of table 1 ~ encompass all the items in the SIPBI list exceDt l11J:r:-lber 10 (:r:arRJ.rrilita.ry 
forces §:/) and nur.r1ber ll (r'l.ilitary as:o~cts of ato:Gic ener~y anrl space). ~·.lhereas 
military sp2.ce applications are fundef!_ from the Depcr.rt:r.Jent of Defense 1 s budget~ 
civilian and military expendit•J.res of the United States Atomic ~ner,sy Commissicn,., 
an indenendent ap.:ency, are senarately financed anCl. are r:rouped vrith those of the 
De-partment of Defense under the broader i'eO.eral-·.blH37'"7t 2J"1":grel!,ate of ·national 
defence:;~ The latter catepory glso includes mi;::;r.:o,ll:3Tt.eous "'defense· -:relc.ted 

a/ The Department of Defense furnishes ·oartial supnort to na.tiona1 r;uard 
elements of the States as well as to the Civil Air Patrol, but the latter is not 
armed. Hili tia and IJOlice are financed by State Governrn_en.ts. Perhaps the closest 
to a paramilitary force in the linited Sts..tes federel orr:-anization is the Coast 
Guard_) which is 0:9erated and financed in -:'J2ace-·time by thP Departrnent of the 
Treasuryo 
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Table 1. Three classifications of military expenditures by input 

I. SIPRI 

1. Pay and allowances of 
military personnel 

2. Pay of civilian personnel 

3. Operations and maintenance 

4. Procurement 

5. Research and development 

6. Construction 

7. Pensions to retired 
military personnel 

8. Military aid 

9. Civil defence 

10. Paramilitary forces 

11. Hilitary aspects of atomic 
energy, space, etc • 

( 
( 

II. United States Department 
of Defense 

1. Pay and allowances of 
military personnel 

(3. Operations and maintenance 

4. Procurement 

5. Research, development, 
testing and evaluation 

6. Construction 

2. Pensions to retired 
military personnel 

9. Military assistance 

8. Civil defence 

7. Family housing 

III. NATO 

1. Outlays of military 
personnel 

8. Civilian pay and allowances 

6. Other equipment, supplies 
and operations (part) 

( 2. Procurement of major 
( equipment 
( 
( 3. Procurement of missiles 

6. Other equipment, supplies 
and operations (part) 

( 4. NATO-corrmon infrastructure 
( 
( 5. (National) construction 

7. Pensions to retired 
military personnel 

9. Other expenditures 

'Dl>t<J)> 
~ b ::; ........... 

-TI :3 CT1 \0 
(0([)1---'......::J 
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activities" of various ~tovernmental departments. b/ 
( 0 and "), it should be~ noted, include~ ci vilia.n pay. 

Operations and maintenance 
cj 

7. The definition of the "defence contribution" of member countries employed 
by NATO incorporates all of the SIPRI listin~ except item 9. In turn, this 
corresponds to the Department of Defense list" excluding item 8, plus atomic 
energy activities. The NA'l'O listing is peculiar in that research and development 
(R and D) is part of item 6 (other equipment, supplies and operation), >rhile 
procurement and construction are each accorded t>ro cater:ories. The final residual, 
item 9, on the NATO list also covers outlays of national conscription systems as 
well as some insurance and indenmity paYJ"ents to ex~military personnel. Both of 
these sets of outlays are not part of the United States Department of Defense 
total. 

8. Other Governments use broader or narro>rer clefini tions in their budgetary 
practice. The Federal Republic of Germany distinguishes between operating 
and capital expenditure. The former is composed largely of the SIPRI·-list 
items 1·-3, 7 and 8 (NATO contributions), whereas SIPRI items 4-6 make up the 
bulk of capital expenditure in the German system. d/ The United Kingdom 
distributes outlays of the Defence Budpet aJ'lonp expenditure on personnel 
(including retirement pay and pensions as ;rell as compensation of civilian 
employees), expenditure on equipment (further subdivided by major systems group ·· 
i.e., sea, land, air~ guided weapons and electronic systems:/ and other)~ and 
other expenditure ( vhich includes both construction and operating outlays). 

b/ The treatment of military assistance in the United States budget is 
complex 1fith some funds formally appropriated to the President, although 
administered by the Department of Defense and identified under "national defense", 
over and above the specific Department of Defense allocation. Civilian space 
research and technology are budgeted to and aoministered by an independent 
government agency. 

cj "The appropriations under this title finance the day--to--day costs, 
except military personnel costs, of operating and maintaining the Armed Forces, 
including the reserve components, and related support activities of the Department 
of Defense. These funds include amounts for pay of civilians, contract services 
for equipment and facilities, fuel, supplies, ancl repair parts for weanons and 
equipment." The Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1975, appendix, 
p. 274. . -

d/ A similar functional breakdown is employed by the International Institute 
of Strategic Studies (London) in estimates published in its annual survey, 
The Hilitary Balance. 

I .. . 
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9. The relations between stocl\:pilinA; ~ procurement:~ and support of military 
industry constitute a troublesoTie problem of classification. Stockpiles of such 
military goods as partsj petrole~~ nroducts and fuels~ or ammunition are usually 
incorporated with procurement (or 0 a,nd H) for current use or inventory. 'I'his 
is the case in both the Department of Defense and 'lATO classifications, >rhile 
the authors of the SIPRI report seePI to exclude stockpilinr: from their ll cater:ories. 
Many countries also accumulo.te stockpiles of "strater:ic materials ·~ e.P, .. , raw 
and semi-~processed materifds vievred as critical in military production. Such 
procurement outlays may or may not be included in the -;defence" budget; they are 
excluded from both the United States, Department of Defense and the ~'ATO 
classifications. 

10. Support of military industry, 'fhether for current operating or investment 
purposes, by grant or loe~, tends to be classified partly according to the 
ownership structure of the industry. In the United States, military procurement 
draws primarily on private ino.ustry and conmensates the latter's outlay through 
product price. However., various forms of e.ssistance to private industry may be 
extended through funds budgeted to the Department of Defense. GovernClent 
investment in tools for specific: '"weapon systems or in government-owned and 
operated production facilities will also appear as line items under procurement 
or construction. Among the equip:rcent types in NATO category 2, procurement of 
major equipBent, there is also production equipment. Thus, the border line 
between investment in production facilities and current value of produced 
equipment may be difficult to distinp:uish. 

ll. It should also be noted that military department budgets often finance 
exclusively civilian activities. A welJ,--kno'fll example is the construction 
work carried out by the United States Corps of :engineers and finP,nced through a 
segrer;ated Department of Defense ap:<Jropriation. Hydrographic services or naval 
observatories may be aillainistered by the armed forces, but the services performed 
are largely civilian in orientation. Many military establishments 9 especially 
in developing countries) perform important educational functions that have a 
direct value to the civilian economy. Not all of the military budget is 
necessarily a "burden" on the economy, and where the purpose of reducinp: budgets 
is in fact to ease the ''burden of defence", the definition will have to be 
narrowed to exclude activities that contribute to civilian welfare. 

12. Fiscal practice differs amonp; States not only with respect to the definition 
and classification of military outlays but also in regard to the accounting of 
budget outlays f\enerally. An international a<creement to reduce military budgets 
must tal{e into account distinctions between such exuenditure concepts as spendinQ: 
authority (right to enter into obligations for curr~nt or future-period payment) , 
obligations incurred (accruing liabilities 9 contractual obligations, and other 
commitments), and outlays (disbursement of cash~ issuance of cheques, or execution 
of other bank transfers) . Other d,ifferences may be encountered, inclwHng the 
use of varyin~ fiscal ye~r accounting periods. 

I . .. 
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2. Defining the military sector 

13. In view of the great variation among States in the scope and_ content of 
their military budgets, it would be advisable to use a r1ore precise term for the 
central concept of this study. Hereafter, it is considered that the object to 
be reduced is a participant State's expenditure for milita.ry purposes for 
brevity, ~ilitary expenditure - in any given year. The first step in defining 
the scope and content of military expenditure is to delimit the military from 
the civilian sector of the economy. TI1is reQuires the establis~ment of two 
kinds of borderlines of the military sector. The first ]Jrovides a cutoff fo!" the 
range of substitutes to be included in the sector; the second limits the number 
of links in the che.in of production to be incorporated in the sector. These are 
taken up in order. 

14. Partitioning an economy into sectors involves the attempt to group together 
similar activities or outputs. 'I'hus, 1-re might try to lurnp together all activities 
connected with "national security''. It is simple enough to define the core of 
military activity, but since national security encompasses aspects of all 
relations with the outside world, and these in turn depend on the whole 
interrelated complex of national economic activities, it seems difficult to 
establish objective criteria for excludin[( any economic activity from this 
definition of the military sector. 

15. Fe might begin instead by arreeing that the military sector is that grouP 
of activities whose object is the provision, assembly, maintenance and deployment 
of current and future force potential intended for application mainly against 
external forces. This 1muld embrace such traditional elements of military 
expenditure as procurement of armaments~ maintenGnce and operation of armed 
forces and their installations, construction of military facilities, and the 
development of new weapons systems. 

16~ Hm.;rever ~ as in other sectors of the economy~ a more or less suitable 
substitute can be found_ for r;any military activities and it is necessary to 
decide where to draw the boundary line. In general, one would wish to include 
the near substitutes and exclude the more remote ones, but this principle requires 
more concrete expression. A simple exar;ple of the problems involved is whether 
militia and police forces should be included in the military sector as 
substitutes at the marp:in for the army, navy and air force. Host States are agreed 
that the police and militia do not belong in the military sector: on the other 
hand, border guards are often viewed e.s a category of paramilitary forces that 
should be included, depending on their level of armament. 

17. A more complex illustration of the problem of substitution is that of civil 
defence. Passive or civil air defence, defined as the construction of bomb 
shelters and the organization of population-evacua.tion procedures, is a substitute 
for active air defence of urban areas "- that is~ for armed forces whose mission 
is to destroy incoming hostile aircraft or missiles. All States consider active 
air defence a military activity. Hany States include outlays on civil defence in 

I ... 
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their military budgets·. others do not. But if civil defence is included in 
the a[';reed definition of military expenditure, should the former be restricted to 
State outlays on civil defence? Suppose that bomb shelters are constructed by 
the private sector under legal restrictions on building and factory specifications 
and the cost pRssed along to households. Are these private outlays to be 
excluded? 

18. Still another example is the stockpiling of "strategic" commodities other 
than armaments ·· e.g., food, petroleum products, or industrial raw materials. 
Here the substitution is for future d.irect or indirect military purchases (either 
domestically or abroad under possibly unfavourable conditions). In some countries, 
this may represent an attempt to avoid the necessity of subsidizinc an unprofitable 
domestic industry. In any case, it 1aight be wiser to exclude stockpiles of goods 
that do not substitute for direct military purchases, to obviate the need for 
determining the defence···moti vated portion of national inventories and stocks. 

19. A final example is that of reserve or "mothballed" armaments production 
facilities~ which represent in effect a stockpiling of future production capacity. 
It seems clear that the costs of such stockpiling are a legitimate charge on 
current military sector product. 

20. The borderline between the military sector and its civilian substitutes will 
sometimes have to be drmm arbitrarily, but it should be possible to pinpoint 
the more important cases. The decision on where to set the boundary lines of 
military expenditure must be taken with due account of the problem of verifyinp: 
compliance ·Hi th an agreement~ discussed more fully in cha:9ter III·) section C of 
this annex, for it is possible that a limitation may be more or less easily 
circumvented by shiftinp: activities that are constrained to an unconstrained 
substitute sector. 

21. The second kind of delimitation of the military sector concerns the scope 
of production links to be incorporated.. Final military ,a,oods - tanks, planes, 
guns and ammunition should clearly be part of the sector, but what of the 
activities of earlier ste.ges of the process of producinp; these gooc1s? In setting 
the boundary lines, it is desirable to avoid~ both double countieg of resource 
costs in comuuting the value of outuut of the sector and a definition that makes 
the size of illilitary expenditure se~sitive to changes in industrial orze.niza.tion. 
Thus, it 1muld seem best to aim for bourul.aries that limit the sector to nlanning, 
assembling 3 training and deploying of military forces. 

3. The structure of military expenditure 

22. Once the military sector is defined in scope, the neoct step is to determine 
some significant dimensions by which it can be structured. Consider the military 
sector as a production mechanism vhich receives in nuts from and dispatches 
outputs to the external econOY'JY. On the output side<; two structure .. · forming 
dir()ensions are of interest, time and function. 

I .. . 
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23. It seems useful to divide annual output of the military sector between, on the 
one hand, force potential currently appli~able, and, on the other hand, contributions 
to force potential that become operational in the near future - say, the next 
three-five years of medium-range defence planning - or in the distant future -
i.e., the period of long-term defence planning. The last two output categories 
correspond to two kinds of military investment activities going on in the current 
period. Nuch of current military procurement, for instance, becomes effective in 
terms of force potential only over the medium-range, while a good deal of current 
R and D activities is aimed at building force potential that becomes operational 
only in more distant years. 

24. The second important kind of output structure is concerned with a division of 
output by military function. This can be done in many different ways, but there 
are some traditional distinctions in military thinking that may provide common 
ground for structuring military functions on the most aggregated level. For 
example, it is customary to distinguish between strategic and tactical aims~ and 
most weapon-systems are primarily designed or employed for one or the other of 
these purposes. Other recurring notions in discussing military forces are 
distinctions between front-line units and units with various support functions, and 
differences between weapon systems in respect to mobility and territorial range 
of employment. 

25. In recent years, the concept of military "programmes" has received considerable 
attention. An example of a programme breakdmm of military expenditure is that 
currently employed in United States military budgeting: §.! 

1. Strategic forces (offensive and defensive aircraft and missile forces); 

2. General purpose forces (land, tactical air, naval); 

3. Intelligence and communications; 

4. Airlift and sealift; 

5. National Guard and Reserve Forces; 

6. Research and development; 

7. Central supply and maintenance; 

8. Training, medical, and other general personnel activity; 

9. Administration; 

10, Military assistance. 

§./ United States defence planning distinguishes a "mission" breakdown, in 
addition to the 11prograiP.1Ile" structure~ vrhich identifies strategic forces, general 
purpose forces (including mobility forces), auxiliary forces (intelligence and 
security") communication, Rand D 1 military assistance, and geophysical activities), 
and mission support and central support forces hrhich provide various operating, 
training, command, and logistics functions). 
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26. Ideally, support activities, as well as command and administration should be 
allocated to the basic programme categories, but the conceptual and practical 
problems involved in fully realizing this objective appear to be intractable. 

27, Agreement on the use of some common broad category does not, however, 
necessarily imply that different national authorities will include the same kinds 
of activities or <reapon-systems in the category, even supposing that they use the 
name of the category in the same sense. 1•1hat weapons can and will be used for 
strategic purposes may depend on, inter alia, political aims, military doctrine, or 
distance to enemy territory. 

28. Turning to the input side, it is necessary first to distinguish between stock 
and flow, or capital and current inputs. We may vie<r the production of force 
potential as taking place on the basis of "current" inputs of final military goods 
and services (men, ammunition, petroleum products, food, spare parts, etc.) but 
also of military capital. 

29. In a purely abstract sense, our definition of the military sector and its 
boundaries would require the inclusion of all capital whose services are directly 
used in the category of "defence capital". However, since this definition in turn 
depends on the meaning of direct 11se, the approach does not provide practicable 
rules for the delimitation of defence capital. Such rules would be partly a matter 
of practical convenience and partly depend on the valuation criterion adopted. f/ 

30. A second input-side distinction is between primary factors - soldiers and 
civilian employees, land, and imported goods and services - and intermediate goods 
and services, distributed by producing sectors. g/ This amounts to a classification 
of inputs by origin, which can be developed in more or less detail as circumstances 
permit. 

B, Hili tary pmrer, military expenditure, and the valuation 
of resources 

31. If Governments agree to reduce military expenditure in order to increase 
their national security, can they be confident that reduction of military 
expenditure in each participant State <rill accomplish this objective? Some of the 
problems that must be solved in order to assure an affirmative answer to the 
question are dealt with in chapter III of this annex. Ho<rever, the question posed 
raises the issue of the kind of military output that is obtained from military 
expenditure and the degree to which output and outlay are coextensive. This issue 
is logically prior to any consideration of force posture implications and 
verification requirements. 

f/ For valuation under the opportunity cost criterion, see paragraph 38 below. 

£1 For the services of military capital, synthetic sectors could be designated. 

/ ... 
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32, He have previously employed the concept of force potential. It seems useful 
to distinguish that output concept from another, called military security. The 
latter refers to the usefulness of military outlays in the final analysis- i.e., 
the attainment of (some degree of) security from external threat, Since improvement 
of security or diminution of the burden of maintaining a given level of security 
may be thought of as the basic objective of an agreement to reduce military 
budgets, this concept of military output is central to the concerns of the present 
study. However, the concept has equally important disadvantages. It is dependent 
on an objective evaluation of the external threat, not just in the present but to 
the limit of the planning horizon, and of the degree to which the threat over time 
can be successfully countered with one's o>m military forces. Since a threat 
cannot be evaluated except in terms of particular conflict scenarios and the net 
interaction depends on assessment of such intangibles as morale and the perception 
by each side of the other's determination to use military force, military security 
as an output concept is impossible to measure and apply concretely. Military 
expenditure cannot be easily interpreted in a military security sense, and the 
effect of a change in military expenditure on military security is a matter of 
judgement. 

33. The alternative of force potential seems preferable because its measure may be 
limited to require '~only" a consideration of additions to one's own capacity to 
apply military force and be largely independent of the size of the opponent's 
forces or of the nature of the political-military context in which conflict takes 
place, EJ It is for this reason that force potential was used exclusively as the 
underlying output concept in section 1. However, as the inverted commas in the 
first sentence of this paragraph are intended to suggest, this concept is not easy 
to quantifY either. 

34. A measure of the (force potential) output of the military sector implies the 
construction of an index of the different elements of military output, weighted by 
some set of prices. There must then be a definable relation between relative prices 
of military goods and services and the rates at which components of the military 
product mix can be substituted for each other in "producing" force potential. 
This requirement generates a number of different problems: 

(1) The output of the sector includes contributions to future years' output. 
In a perfectly functioning market, the value of investment is derived from 

EJ Of course, the presumed independence of scenarios and opposing forces 
cannot be strictly true in defining force potential. Therefore, force potential of 
particular weapons systems or of military units is usually defined on the basis of 
explicit or implicit assumptions about the operational environment. The transition 
from the concept of military security to the measurement of force potential means, 
therefore, that some selected "standard" context is used as a substitute for the 
various possible conflict scenarios that explicitly or implicitly underlie the 
threat perceptions of any Government. In this way, the uncertainty factor of 
defence planning, and the special measurement problems created by uncertainty, is 
removed or ignored. 
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perspective valuations of future output. But hm·r is one to assess, in concept or 
practice, the value of future military output under conditions of great uncertainty? 

(2) How do we compare among themselves and over time weapons systems and 
force units embodying different varieties and levels of military technology? 

(3) vfuat is the appropriate set of output prices? In the absence of an 
international "hire-market" for military forces, there is nothing like competitive 
prices for military capabilities, although there may be internal pricing of 
intermediate services within the military sector. The absence of markets deprives 
us not only of prices of this year's military output but also of prices for the 
output of all future years within the planning horizon. Hithout future prices, we 
cannot value defence capital and its current services, which means that we cannot 
measure total military resource use or estimate hm< force potential <Till change 
with a change in current inputs into the military sector. 

35. If defence ministers had precise knowledge of the relative contributions of 
different forces and inputs to force potential, or even a consistent preference
ordering among them; if the ministers sought to maximize this military "output" in 
drawing up their budget proposals and long-term plans; and if military contractors 
or producers minimized costs of maximized profits; then relative prices of 
military goods and services would tend to reflect their comparative contribution 
to force potential. 

36. Of course, this id_eal is not realizable. "Military science" is unable to 
attach precise force-potential weights to all components of the military mix. 
Defence ministers rarely compose consistent preference-orderings of military inputs 
and forces. Defence budgets and plans are usually the product of political and 
bureaucratic compromise, reflecting various non-military constraints. Military 
contracts frequently provide irrational financial incentives. Thus, the connexion 
between output and outlay is attenuated. 

37. However, it would be incorrect to assert that there is no correspondence 
between changes in a State's military expenditure and the change in its military 
output. The process by which individual States determine their levels of military 
expenditure is a composite of economic, military and political factors, but it 
does include explicit evaluations of military strength and the requirements for an 
ef1"ective military posture. No country is prepared to accept external limitations 
on its military budget unless assured that its adversaries are doing likewise, 
which testifies to a belief, however mistaken in reality, that the level of its 
total military expenditure is intimately related to military needs. Nevertheless, 
the historical reluctance of States to enter into international military expenditure 
limitation agreements is attributable in part to their fear that expenditure 
relations obscure real military power comparisons. In turn, this apprehension is 
related to the difficulties of drawing international comparisons of military 
expenditure (vhich is discussed in the next section), but it also reflects an 
awareness of the realities of defence planning and budgeting. For these reasons, 
too, those entering into an international agreement are likely to want information 
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on the structure of the total military expenditure of their treaty partners in order 
to obtain a higher confidence estimate of comparative levels of military power. 

38. Hili tary outlays may also be viewed as an aggregate of resource costs • Such 
a view in effect defines a third aggregate value concept for the military sector, 
military resource potential. If valuation derived from outputs is difficult because 
of the problems of obtaining or imputing appropriate prices to military outputs, it 
is necessary to seek an alternative source of vaJ.uation. That alternative is the 
civil sector of the economy, and the resources used in the military sector must 
then be valued at their "opportunity cost" - at the value of the best possible 
civilian opportunity foregone because of allocation to military use. 

39. This concept, therefore, focuses on the potential for use of military resources 
in the civilian sector. Such valuation would be particularly appropriate to an 
agreement that looked to military expenditure reductions as a means of reducing 
the "burden of defence", for the ''burden of defence" is in fact the net productive 
opportunities sacrificed by diversion of resources to military uses. i/ 

40. Since the referent of opportunity costs is in the civilian sector, some 
military outlays can be vie>1ed as already corresponding to opportunity costs, while 
other categories of outlays >rould require revaluation. Purchases directly from the 
civilian sector, to the extent that relative prices correspond to relative real 

if Opportunity costing has received several different interpretations in the 
literature on military expenditure. Especially noteworthy are three conceptions -
labelled the marginal change, the total change, and the military market - that 
differ in the over-all extent of the organizational change envisioned4 This in 
turn makes for sharply different resource valuations. 

The first interpretation involves a marginal shift of resources., and this is 
the one favoured here. The second interpretation suggests the radical "thought 
experiment" of total disarmament with all military resources reallocated to civil 
uses. So drastic a change would certainly transform the whole economic structure. 
Consequently, the opportunity cost of various types of final goods and services 
would be much different than they 1wuld be when only marginal changes were 
contemplated. Parts of the reasoning and calculations about the economic 
consequences of disarmament in the United Nations experts' report, Disarmament and 
Development (see foot-note 1 of the report above), may be cited as an example of 
opportunity cost estimations of this kind. 

The third interpretation is also based on a radical hypothesis, that of a 
national defence organized and operated on a competitive market basis. In a 
slightly modified version, the competitive principle is thought at least to apply 
to all intermediate activities~ including the administration of various kinds of 
defence capital. The question then posed concerns the opportunity cost (equals 
competitive price) for all kinds of final goods and services. 
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coste there, could be valued at actual purchase prices. In other cases, valuation 
vould have to be adjusted or imputed (see the discussion of conscription below). 

4L ~he, oppo:IS'tlinity cost principle provides guidance not only on what to cost and 
what not. tb cost 11 but also on when to cost. Military activities during a fiscal 
period;, eiioill-!1 be debi'Ued with the cost of the use of a certain input for that 
length of time when ih~y effectively bar the use of the input for alt~rnative 
'plit'poll"Eil'l and tb the extent that they thereby diminish the total discounted value 
of tht' input for civilian uses, This means that the important thing in dating of 
cost l%bc1Yuhting entries. is nc>t nMessarily the time when the resources are actually 
Us~d· 'in lllilitary activities, but l<hen they are reserved for military use. It 
fo1li:h<s· that military procurement may incur considerable costs long before any 
attual contracts have been signed, if the order is anticipated by the producers 
and motivates investments especially for that purpose. On the other hand, it might 
well happen that no real militaTy costs have been realized in military procurement, 
even thoUgp a main part of the payment has already been disbursed in cash: if, for 
instance, the procured item is a civilian stock commodity that has not as yet been 
deiivered and definitively removed from civilian uses. 

42, The actual application of these principles will be a difficult task for a 
vaHety of reasons. One of the major sets of difficulties is international 
diff~rences in cost-price systems. The degree to which the prices of military goods 
~na ser~i~es in fact mirror opportunity costs will vary with the nation concerned, 
but it is clear that the conrlexion is far from perfect in all real economies. It 
may be neces~ary, in obtaining a measure of the resource cost of military 
expenditure, to,adjust actual outlays for differences from opportunity cost or even 
to i~pute opportunity cost prices for resources obtained by the military without 
charge. 

43, · Gine "'rea in vhich expenditures often diverge;sharply from real costs is 
mi:Utary lnahp0l1et. Uncter conscription systems, mili te.ry pay levels are usually 
cdhsi.di.rao~y below the rates fo'r comparable labour in the civilian sector, thus 

.J!.!J'he Opportunity cost of wme assets and transactions is zero. This is true 
by ,aefihltibn of all fixed ass<!ts takeh. over from the previous period, used directly 
in .the· hliHti'lcy secitot';' bu't which hal\ie rio alternative civil use. (In the military 
marii'et '<ro!i:Cept of opportunit;r~costir\g, 'however, the opportunity forgone can be 
ci'lrilian, thus. establishing :the basiS for a positive opportunity cost of defence 
cap:i:t~<l•l All transactions that are purely cl.istributive in nature and which 
theri<fot:e do n9t affect. the total,supply pr goods and services cannot have positive 
oppcm'euhity bost. This remairts 'true whether the di·stribution is intergenerational, 
as in t:qe case of paying nati6na1 debts arising from earlier wars, or 
intrr&e;el'ie.f:'!'eibnal, !ls in th!= case of veterans' payments or military pens ions. 
Anoth~r example of transactions that should b~ left out of account is distributional 
tril:nsf<:!~s ,of caj)ital asset::\ - for example, the buying up of ne'\1 land areas by 
military authoritie~. 

I . .. 
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understating the real cost to the economy of the military use of employable labour 
and hence the "burden of defence". This difficulty also complicates international 
comparisons where one side uses a voluntary enlistment system and the other obtains 
manpower by conscription. 

44. National variations in the relationship of prices to production costs arise 
from differences in historical development, but also from differences in economic 
and social philosophy and policy. In the centrally planned economies, as the term 
indicates, the main instrument for determining the relation between production and 
distribution, between production costs and prices, is central state planning and 
administration. This circumstance determines certain differences that are to be 
found in the mechanism of price formation and resource allocation in centrally 
planned, as contrasted with market or mixed economies. 

45. By the theoretical norms for a market economy, relative prices should be 
proportional to marginal costs (which incorporate interest and rent as returns to 
particular scarce resources), so that they may in fact be proportional to the real 
marginal rates of transformation of resources in the econ~my. No real market 
economy adheres fully to these requirements, and the shortfall from the theoretical 
standard is often large. In centrally planned economies the theoretical ideal is 
"value", defined in Marxist terms, and departures from that id!"al in varying degree 
are acknowledged. However, it is not sufficient to note that both centrally 
planned and market-oriented economies exhibit divergence f1oom their own valuation 
standards. It must also be understood that the adjustments re~uired in the 
available time series to bring closer correspondence to theoretical desiderata will 
be substantially different, depending on which standard is adopted as the 
appropriate valuation criterion. The difficulty cannot be side-stepped, if burden
of-defence comparisons are to be made, because some standard against which actual 
prices are to be measured is required, and the two identified here are the most 
widely acknowledged and used. · ' · . . · 

C. A standard .. accounting inodel.fur milhar:;' .E!l('Jl$nQ,it\lr~ 

l. The general mode& 

46. The idea of a standardized and internationally a.cce):lt<e'li reference budget for 
military expenditure is not new. It was considered, iiEtvelbl)ed, and recommended by 
several of the committees of the League of ~ations w~rking on military expenditure 
limitations. '%;/ A model budget recommended in the draft convention of 

'%;/ See especially the following two teagile doctltnents published in Geneva: 
Commission pr<:;paratoire de 1a Confiirence du a.Eisarmament, Rapport du Comite des 
experts en q\;lestions budgetaires, No. c.182.M.69. 193l.!X, 1931; and Publicite des 
depenses de defense nationale., PI'o.jet de Convention; No, Conf.D/CG 160(1), 1934. 
The draft convention contained in the latter doQument 'Was published in English, 
87 pages, in the series of LeaguE! of Nations phbl~catiofi, Dt Disarmament, 1935.!X. 3. 
It was also tested against available data and budgetary practices in a number of 
Member States who reported their military eXpenditure in accordance with the principles 
set out in the draft ~•nvention. The results of this empirical analysis motivated in 
the following year certain proposed amendments to the draft convention. I ... 
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1934 served as the framework in which a number of Bember countries - including 
Ethiopia, !.lexica and Peru - reported their military expenditure to the League. 
The conceptual and data development of national accounting in the past four decades 
should make it possible to overcome many of the difficulties experienced by the 
League in establishing an acceptable military expenditure accounting system. 

47. It should be stressed that the object of drawing up such a standard accounting 
model here is to try to provide a basis for international discussion of the 
problems of formulating operational definitions of the meaning and measurement 
of military expenditure. There is no intention to pre-judge the amount and 
nature of information participants in an agreement should exchange. That depends 
on the particular context and group of participants and must be left to their 
joint decision. 

48. The analysis of sections A and B can now be used as the starting point for the 
construction of an accounting model for military expenditure. A summary table for 
such an accounting system is shown in table 2, where the two output structures and 
the two input structures, discussed earlier in section A.3, have been meshed to 
provide a kind of summary input-output table for the military sector. ~ In the 
absence of output prices, the values in the table are supposed to represent 
opportunity costs throughout. m/ Land use could be disaggregated by land-zoning 
and region while employment could be accounted for in terms of age and educational 
characteristics, as well as divided between military and civilian personnel. 
Moreover, these kinds of dis aggregated data would, in the ideal case, be 
necessary as a basis for the opportunity-cost calculation. 

ll The accounting model developed here, as well as the tables reporting 
S<redish military appropriations <rhich follo<r, relate to a single year. Sections C 
and D of chapter III below discuss t<ro sets of issues for which historical data 
would be highly useful: to assess the security implications of possible 
reallocations of military expenditure under constrained totals or to verify 
compliance <rith agreement to reduce military expenditure. To the extent possible, 
then, historical series of military expenditure in the framework of the 
standardized model would be of considerable value to the partners to a military 
expenditure-reduction agreement. 

m/ If it were possible to frame a set of output prices, it would be 
possible and necessary to introduce into table 2 of this annex allowance for the 
use of military capital. 

I . .. 
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Table 2. Example of a standard summary table of military 
expenditure accounting 

Force 
output 

Resource 
input 

Interme
diate 
goods and 
service~; 
by pro
ducing 
sector 

Employ-
ment 

Land 
use 

Primary 
product- Direct 
ion import 
factors 

Total resource 
cost by 
programme 

l 
2 

. 

. 

. . 

. 

. 

. 

. 
j 

l 
2 
. . . . 
. 
. 
k 

l 
2 

m 

l 
2 

n 

Current forces Forces in the Forces in the 
near future distant future 

Programme groups Programme groups Programme groups 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 1234567 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Example of possible programme groups: 

l. Strategic attack 
2. Air defence against strategic attack 
3. Tactical forces (land, air, naval) 
4. Territorial (non-mobile) forces 
5. Airlift and sealift 
6. Intelligence and communication 
7. Civil defence 

Total 
programme 
cost by 
input 

Total 
military 

expenditure 

I . .. 
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49. However, for many countries, the model of table 2 is an unreachable goal, 
because of lack of data on the national economy in general and the military sector 
in particular. 'l'o become practicable or operational, the accounting system may 
have to be modified in several major ways, as for example, in table 3. This 
modified model would seem sufficiently modest in data requirements to be used as 
a starting point for further international discussions. The output structure of 
table 2 has been modified in two ways in table 3. The time-dimension has been 
deleted and the functional division no longer aims at classifying all costs by 
prograrr@es, but, instead, adjusts to organizational structure common to the 
military sector in most countries. 

50. Accounting procedures must, to a certain extent, always adjust to existing 
organizational structure. Of course, it is possible to use a different budgeting 
model for planning purposes than the one used later in taking organizational 
decisions. Attempts at such a parallel use of different accounting models 
have been made in many countries in connexion with the introduction of different 
varieties of planning, programming and budgeting systems (PPBS). However, there 
are limits to the use of such dual accounting procedures. The need to link the 
two decision systems by internal pricing and complex decision ·rules will usually 
lead to conceptual difficulties and communication problems and will put a severe 
strain on the capacities of the political and military authorities concerned. 
A more reasonable assumption reflected in the suggested modified accounting 
table is that organizational structure and accounting can be expected to adjust 
only very slowly to new concepts in military planning. 

51. On the input side, a compromise of table 2's structure results in the 
introduction of a crude time dimension, through the classification of inputs 
into operating, procurement-construction, and R and D costs, respectively. An 
adjustment has also been Tiade to fit the headings to conventional military 
accounting practices. Considerable disaggregation, for example, of employment 
and land use is still essential for the opportunity cost-calculations, but 
the fineness of the grid may be a matter of judgement. An unfortunate but 
unavoidable consequence of these modifications is that the use of primary 
factors will to a certain extent be distributed over the main categories in 
the table. However, the main employment and land-use costs could be 
expected to be registered separately within "operating costs". 

I ... 
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Table 3. Example of a modified surmnary table of military 
expenditure accounting 

Resource 
input 

Force 
output 

Employment 

l 2 3 

Progr~e groups 

4 5 6 7 8 

Example of possible organization-adJusted 
:--~--~------~,--programme groups: 

Purchases of 

Opera
ting 
costs 

ammunition , 
petroleu;n 
products and 
other mater
ials for 
current use 

. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Army 
Navy 
Air.force 
Common agencies and adm:ini,tration 
Para-military force" 
Civil defence 
External military assistance Material char~ , 

ges for main
tenance of 
military 
equipment 

• 8xample of possible breakdown of procure-
• nent: 

and facili
ties 
Real estate 
rents, includ 
ing mainten
ance of 
buildings 

Procurement 
and 

construct ion 

Basic research 

Research General applied 
research and 

develop-i~D~e-v--e~1-o_p_m_e_n~t-----; 
ment 

Testing and 
evaluation 

Total resource cost 
by programme 

Aircraft and engines 
Missiles 
Nuclear warheads 
Ships 
Combat vehicles and ground force 

weapons 
Ordnance and ammunition 
Electronics and communication 
Vehicles 
Other 

Total" cost 
programme by 

inJ?ut 

Total !llilitary 
exp<;>ndi ture 

I . .. 
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2. A case study: the Swedish military budget 

52. As a concrete example of the kind of structured information conveyed by the 
suggested types of military accounting models, we have chosen to present some 
summary tables from the Swedish military budget in a form which is at least 
approximately adjusted to the suggested models. By choosing figures for a fiscal 
period some years back, one could, after considerable re-estimating and adjustment, 
transform the historical Swedish data into a d.etailed format close to the models 
just described. Since the purpose here is not merely to provide an empirical 
example of the meaning of the structures in the accounting models, but also to 
acquaint the reader with the kind of data available in current official budget 
documents, we have chosen instead to base the presentation mainly on the officially 
published budget appropriations for the fiscal year 1974/75 and have restricted 
the "remodelling" to a certain selection and reshuffling of the given aggregates. 

53. This choice implies that the suggested valuation procedures cannot be applied 
systematically in computing the fiscal year 1974/75 tables. As regards opportunity 
cost, the most obvious deficiency ,;ill be the estimate of conscript ,;age-cost, 
although the order of underestimation here has tended to decrease rapidly over the 
last decade and Hill moreover al,;ays change ,;ith varying employment and educational 
opportunities. The divergence should probably be of less importance in connexion 
with, for instance, procurement, construction, and real estate rents. On the 
other hand, using appropriation figures is probably the closest one can come, on 
the basis of official documents, to an estimate of the distribution of cost over 
time. ~ Unfortunately, S,;edish appropriation accounting still retains a certain 
mixture of expected-payments concepts with other cost concepts. 

54. The kind of structures used in the model of table 2 can be approximately 
exemplified from the S,;edish aggregated data, although not integrated or meshed 
together in the way that model suggested. 

55. The two output structures in the model, time and function, are both 
represented in table 4. As should be already apparent from the headings in the 
table, the correlation bet,;een the standard-model division in terms of time of 
force maturing and the actual divisions of costs, presented in the stub of the 
table, is a very crude one indeed. One obvious deficiency of special importance 
to the kind of conscript defence organization Sweden has is that the formation 
and training of neH conscript combat units is counted entirely as a charge to 
present defence in the short run. 

~ To be true this assumes that you are dealing with sufficiently long time -
series of expenditure data. For an isolated annual estimate, data on authorizations 
for procurement and construction >rould have to be added, since the credit 
arrangements in Heapon-acquisition va.ry greatly between countries - as well as 
over time. 

I ... 
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56. The kind of missions, exemplified on an aggregated level by the groups in 
table 4, are in the Sweciish defence organization used for long-term and medium---term 
planning, while annual appropriations are still channelled and classified in terms 
of the existing organizational structure (cf. the so-called agency groups 1n 
tables 6-7). The need for this kind of '''double accounting'' is intimately connected 
with the special characteristics of a. conscript defence organization like the 
Swedish. T:Jith that kind of defence it becomes convenient or even necessary to make 
a sharp distinction - in planning as >rell as in actual command structure - bet>reen 
the \''combat organization;; and the ',\peace-time production organization.' 1 of defenceo 
The combat organization deals c-rith the efficient employment of mobilized or 
other1.rise combat-ready forces for different missions. The peace-time production 
orc;anization is instea.d structured with the aim of ensurin12: during peace-tirrle 
conditions efficient production of TNeapon-systems and combat units. The two kinds 
of organization a.hmys co-exist although the combat organization obviously will -
during peaceful conditions - to a certain extent be a potential or "moth-ball'' 
organization. 

57. In all kinds of output structures in use there occur similarly named groups
general support and corcmand respectively M, that may require special explanation 
since they are connected with the organizational development of Swedish defence. 
As part of a trend in post--1-rar years towards a more unified command structure~ 
several functions of a common nature for the different services - mainly training, 
procurement, intelligence and research functions- have to a large extent been. 
organizationally integrated. into those central agencies and schools that make up the 
nain part of the group "general support". o/ At the same time the role and relative 
importance cost-wise of the central and reC"iom::.l staffs~ connnon for the services, 
and of the defence resources -base and maintenance units, intelligence and 
communication units and airlift units - directly used by these staffs in combat 
conditions" 1-.rhich together make up the mission 11 common cor::tbat cow..mand'', has 
incr~ased considerably. This is a rather different output group however~ than the 
group :1peace-time cormnand administration,,,, ~~rhich is used later in the agency 
breakdmm in tables 6 and 7 ar1d inclucles all central and regional staffs >rithin the 
actual "peace-time production organization\;. 

58. For obvious reasons, the input structures in the standard model of table 2 
cannot be estimated in detail from aggregate budget figures before decisions have 
been taken by the military authorities on the detailed input mixtures to be used. 
An estimate of the expected distribution by broad major categories is presented in 
table 5. The reader should be reminded that ,;conscript wages'; is hei-e tal-:en to 
include only the sum of cash benefits actually paid out to conscript personnel. 

59. An aggregate presentation of the total Swedish military budget, which roughly 
corresponds to the !l'Odified accounting model of table 3, is presented in table 6. 
The figures in this table have been taken directly and "'ithout any adjustment from 

of Although defined within different fra!l'es of reference - ccmbat organization 
and peace-time production orr;anization, respectively- the group 11 general sup];ort

11 

is essentially the sa:rc1e '-Then it occurs in the mission breakdown as when it appears 
as an agency group, as can be seen from the figures in tables 4 and 6. 

I ... 
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Table 4. Summary table of Swedish defence budget, fiscal year 1974/75, by 
mission and time horizon of input 

(Nillions of Swedish kronor, price--level February 1973) 

Force output M i s s i o n 

I 
by mission (ll ~ (ll 

<!) ~ ,. -P <!) 

" "' H " H•rl Total mission ,_, -P "" ~ oJ oJ ~ "\il 0 C) (]) 
0 ·rl § "' ~ +' "' »<<1 C) cost by 
"""' § (]) +' "\il 7J -P il """'"' <1 

C) H ·rl <=1 ·rl ;;oo§ ~ <]) time horizon 
" <]) <1 <1 •rl § 8 wro ~w 

"""' ·rl C) b.C <]) rl "';;! <]) ,_, ,_, " (]) of inputs Resource 00 § <1 
"""' 

oJ " 0 "" r--1 s:: l'J} ctl 0 "' (]) ·rl Q) 
" <ll "" " co «! -PDlrl 

" <=1 
a3 Orl·.-1·..-l 

input by time -P-P-P "" •rl (1) r-1 ·rl Q) ~ • ...-~ ID ro i ~ H~Orl+' rl 
«! "'.r:: +' " QJ +' C) ~ ,_, " " ID 0 ·rl 0 •rl 

horizon :t-1 •.-1 QG ,_, u h•rl " ,_, ,_, ,_, 0 !=I o ,..d N i=l ? 
+' rd •rl 

~ mo<-< oJ 0 "' QJ 0 rl 0 0 IV C) C) ::S: ;:3 •rl 
w~"-< 8"-<- 8"-<- 8"-<- 0 " Cl-ooruG--1 0 

Current forces 

Maintaining present defence 
in the short run 325 591 783 284 362 439 501 77 3 362 

Forces in the near future 

Adding new eQuipment and 
renewing old 709 36 l 255 248 338 309 i 43 59 3 322 

Forces in the distant 
future 

Research and development 102 34 51 14 4 32 130 l 674 

Total resource cost by 
mission l 136 l 29 2 2 089 546 704 780 674 137 7 358 

I -

1-Q ,___, t::J > 
PEl::>--. 
') :::::: ""' \0 
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the official Swedish appropriation document. The output structure is here 
organization-adjusted as in the modified model presented earlier in table 3, since 
the grouping in the table is in terms of responsible agencies or authorities in the 
peace-time production organization. The breakdown of resource input by aggregate 
cost category in the table is also very similar to the one suggested in the 
modified model. 

Table 5. Summary table of Swedish military defence budget 
(excluding civil defence) for fiscal year 1974/75 
by origin of resources 

(Millions of Swedieh kronor, price-level February 1973) 

Primary production factors Intermediate 
goods and 

Real estate services E! 
\'/ages rents in- Imports ~ 

eluding 
maintenance 

Employed and 
personnel Conscripts buildings 

2 294 387 396 210 3 928 

Total 
resources 

7 227 £1 

~/ Direct imports only and excluding licensing fees. Preliminary estimates. 

b/ Computed as a residual, total less sum of primary factors. 

c/ The difference between the grand total of table 5 and those of tables 4 
and 6-reflects the exclusion of civil defence in table 5. 

60. To approximate the modified model of table 3 somewhat more closely in regard 
to input structures and selection principles, it is~ however, necessary to 
disaggregate and reclassify the budget data. The result is presented in table 7. 
Two cost items in the military appropriations list, acquisition of land and 
construction of buildings, have been excluded from table 7 in conformance with the 
earlier stated principles for delimiting the military sector and of opportunity
cost pricinE. The remaining disaggregated input categories have been reclassified 
to fit better into the main input categories suggested in the model. The main 
discrepancy remaining between the distributions in table 7 and the ones suggested 
in the model of table 3 occurs in the breakdown of operating costs. It proves 
difficult from the Swedish budget data to attain the complete separation of costs 
for employment, current materials and maintenance, respectively, suggested in the 
models since Swedish military budgeting has concentrated instead on distributing 
local operating costs between different tasks or types of activity for the local 
military establishments. 

I ... 
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'Table 6. Sut11.1'1G.ry table of Swed.ish defence bw3e:et, fiGcr-tl y~ar 1974/75) 
by agency and cost categor;y of ir~1.Yut 

(i·iillions of Swedish kronor, price-level February 1973) 
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by agency and disaegrebated cost category of input 

(Millions of Sl-ledish kronor, price-level February 1973) 

!Resource input by 
iclisaggregated cost 
!category 

'!oPERATING COSTS 
! 

Wages, provision and other 
local material costs etc. 

Common activities 

Preparation for mobilization 
and operations 

Training of permanently 
employed personnel 

Basic training of conscripts 
I Training of comlJat units I 

I Central materiel maintenance §;.1 
I 

I !'.'laintenance of fortifications 

' Real estate, rents, including 

I maintenance of buildinr;s 
I 

'PROCUREHENT AND CONS TRUCTI OH 

! Central procurenent of materiel 
' 
' Construction of fortifications I 

!RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
i 

System-connected R and D 

' General applied R and D 
!- - .. 

iPlanned total resource cost by 
:output b/ c/ 
! - -

'Appropriations ' - cj 

2 

2 

734 

231 

84 

-

196 

670 

3 

I 

62 

-

731 l 

52311 

2191 

451 
451 
58 i 

58 

230 

25 
48 

4 

60 

303 l 

48! 
I 

33 

-

076 2 

007 2 

188 237 

6231 37 
623 1 37 

96 I 1 
961 l 

I 

8 -

23 -

2 5 

931 
23 

o46l 22 

31 21 

491 -

- -
- -

642 346 

441 348 

(Foot-notes on following page) 
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i: cost by 
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I 
I 
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2 

24 
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(Foot-notes to table 7) 

~ The accounting division here between central and local materiel maintenance 
does not only depend on the type of maintenance involved but reflects also to a 
large extent the various organizational arrangements for maintenance within the 
different services. The dividing line between maintenance and procurement of 
materiel is moreover not always clear or self-evident since maintenance can 
sometimes involve major modification of existing weapon-systems. 

£1 Excluding land and building investment. 

~ As can be seen from the table, the disaggregation and reclassification gives 
rise to certain special difficulties when it comes to summing up the totals of 
resource cost or appropriations. It is standard practice in Swedish military 
budgeting to include an allowance for "reserve projects" in planning disaggregated 
groups of activities. However, such reserves are not counted in the total 
appropriations requested by the military authorities or in the actual appropriations 
approved by Parliament. (For a specific fiscal year, the total sum in the military 
appropriation proposals submitted is usually more or less automatically granted by 
Parliament, since military budget limits are politically decided for periods of 
several years.) The defence forces will be expected to set up their programmes so 
as to live within the appropriation control totals, and ex-post total resource 
costs will coincide with amounts appropriated. 

I . .. 
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D. Intertemporal and international comparisons of military expenditures 

l. Deflation for price change 

61. If a State that signs an agreement to limit or reduce military expenditure 
reports an increase in military expenditure in a subsequent year, is it guilty 
of breaching the agreement? There may not be a violation, if the increase results 
from autonomous change in the military price level. Thus, it is necessary to 
distinguish between nreal" and "nominaln or "mo~ey" changes in military 
expenditure - i.e., to "deflate" the series expressed in prices of each year. The 
usual procedure is to revalue physical quantities at prices of a single year, 
thereby eliminating the distorting effects of pure price changes. 

62. Deflation of military expenditure is beset by a number of conceptual and 
empirical problems that arise from the special characteristics of military outlays. 
The principal difficulty is to define the physical good or service to which a 
constant price is to be attached. The concept of output is relatively 
straightforward in dealing with agricultural or industrial production, but, as 
indicated, the output meaning to be attached to military expenditure is somewhat 
contrived. The physical characteristics of a square metre of cotton cloth may be 
specified with sufficient precision so that value changes in cloth production 
between two dates may be separated into price and quantity change components. It 
does not appear possible to do the same for many elements of "force potential". 
In this sense, military expenditure presents a difficulty similar to that involved 
in deflating services generally. 

63. Because the output of the military sector is an awkward concept, military 
expenditure is traditionally viewed as series of input values or of resources 
consumed. But this does not solve the problem of inflation. Instead, the need 
arises to separate changes in the physical quantum of inputs from changes in the 
quality or productivity of the inputs. Such a distinction would be particularly 
important for an agreement to limit or reduce military expenditure as an arms 
control measure. Implementing the distinction requires either (a) the calculation 
of price relatives in which unit prices are adjusted for qualitative changes or 
(b) division of the current-price military expenditure series by an index of 
productivity change. The second alternative is clearly impossible for military 
expenditure as a whole; productivity deflators would have to be developed for 
components of the total. In some cases, it might be easier to work directly with 
the price relatives of the component involved. In all cases, however, the required 
adjustment will be difficult to formulate because of the basic problem of defining 
the outputs of military inputs. This is particularly troublesome for R and D. 

64. In practice, few countries have developed military price indexes that use 
actual prices of military inputs as their basis. Those countries that deflate their 
military expenditure at all generally use surrogate indexes of various kinds, such 
as the civilian wholesale price index most closely related to particular types 
of military goods. Use of such surrogates implies the assumption that quality or 
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:<JI'Oductivity chance as ~<Tell as price change in militar~r goods paralleled that of 
civilian c,oods. Assessing the validity of thc_t assumption 1vould require a 
considerable unount of information on prices and quantity "~ireirs~'lts. 

65. S.'he difficulty disappears when opportunity cost is usee~ as the valuation 
criterion for r:1ilitary e:;~:penditure. In this case the object is no lone:er tllat of 
defininc~:- price chan,~e for ~ili tary outputs, with the consequent necessity of 
defining equivalent units of military output over time and of constructing special 
price indexes for I!1ilitary goods and services. Onportunity-cost pricinc: allo"'i·TS us 
to return to the still difficult but more familiar and •:rorka.ble task of measuring 
price change for civilian goods and services. 

66 ~ :·~eturning to the deflation of military output 
9 

if comparisons are req_uired 
over lonp; tiT,1e intervetls ~ the deflatioD of military expenditure r:.ay be complicated 
by changes in procluct rr.ix:. especially in ree;ard to H and D and hardware :procure:rnent. 
Hilitary technoloey is changing rapidly in the zleveloped industrial countries and 
the longer the interval of comparison, the rr:ore likely there are to -be si.g;nificant 
differences bet1·reen the procurement mixes of the initial 8.nd terminal -points of 
the interval. '~i!eapons featured at the beginning of the period may have been dropped 
from production; new equipment may come into the inventory that is sUbstantially 
different from even the closest counterparts available at the initial point of 
comparison~ Special techniques of price measurem.ent rn.ay be necessary in such cases~ 
such as ccmparing the initial and terminal year mixes by linkage through shorter 
subperiods, and the results ''ill have to be interpreted in the li,-ht of the special 
assumptions involved. 

67. Even if the commodities of both initial and terminal year baskets were the 
same~ the quantities of the various items vrould undoubtedly have changed~ as Hould 
have been true of their relative prices as well~ apart from inflation. In 
consequence~ the measure of aggregate change in military expenditure 1..rill have at 
least two ansvers ~ one obtained 1:-,rith price 1veights dra-wn fran the initial year~ the 
other with price weie;hts of the terminal year. For exmcple, suppose that military 
expenditure in country A consists of outlays only on tanl--;:s and missiles" with 
prices per unit~ quantities procured, and value o:f procurement arbitrarily set as 
follm?s: 
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I Period :-------l·~---~-----.. ------·- Period 2 

I I ----- -~--------------- ----j-

1 Procurement I II Procurement l 
~----

I 
I 
! 

: Price 
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I per -Jnit) 

! l . l 

1 ~---- 1 Fr1ce 1-------,--------1 

I 
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b·!Tissiles 1 coo 0.1 100 3 000 I 

I 
15 000 

I 
300 15 300 

I I __________________ _[ 

68, In this arbitrary but not unrealistic; ex:amp."!...e-, it is asswned that apart from 
any technological iTiprovements the price of tanks rose 50 per cent but tl-:lat the 
price of missiles tripled~ No chr~.nge is assumed to have ta1<en place in the m.1.mber 
of tanks procured') but the ot.rt:~ut of missiles has expanded rapidly. As a result 
the average price level may ·ce shown to ha>.re doubled :i.f lJeriod l quanti ties are 
used as weights but to have almost triple:)_ if the weights are drm·ln frori'l the 
second perioQ. £1 

69. Other examples r.cay "be fe.shioned "to illustrs.te di.fferent e.Sl)ects of the 
deflation problem" hut the one sho~vm here is irrtende(, to illustrate the result of 
extensive structural change (in price and quantity relatives). 1I'he lonper the 
interval covered in the tim.e series 9 tf.te more likely structural change is to be 
significant and the larger the gap between the t~.vo results is lill::ely to be. rr'his 
feature of time series IT.easurerr:ents ~ dubbed ''the index·-number problem"~ is an 
inescapable a~lkwardness of economic ane.lysis and carries \.·lith it the implication 
that changes in velue agsregates such as total industrial output or military 

pf 'I'he change in the average price level is calculated tvice once with 
quantities of the first period as wei[!hts and then \-lith quantities of the second 
period as weights: 

(150 th) (2 th) + ( 3000 th) (Oo1 th) 
(100 th) (2 til) (100-o th )Co .1 t:hT = 2~0 -,-

(150 th) (2 th) + (3000 th) (5 th) = 2.9 (100 th) (2 th) + (1000 th) \5 th) 

Actually price indexes are usuall't calculated \·lith value veights 5 but 
these ratios are equivalent to the indexes as computed above: 

(150 th) 
(100 th) 

(200 will) + 

200 mill + 

(3000 th) 
(1000 th) 
100 mill 

TO:co::-c:-:-"'<-~3"0"0'-'r="'cc··=l=-1. + 1 5 , 0 00 mill 
( 100 th l ( 300 .11 l <- _( 1ooo th )_ 
(150 thT ml (3ooo thl 

(100 dll) 
= 2.0 

= 2.9'' 
(15,000 mill) 
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expenditure must be interpreted in relation to a particular product mix, depending 
on the set of price weights chosen. q/ If opportunity-cost prices are used, the 
same problem occurs but now in terms-of the structure of the civil sector. 

[0. No satisfactory general solution to the problem of deflating military 
expenditure has been devised. In some cases, a price index developed for another 
sector may be applied to military expenditure - for example, an index of 
producers' goods prices may be used to deflate military hardware procurement. 
Special ad hoc military price indexes may be developed, but they usually embody a 
considerable element of arbitrariness. The deflation of R and D presents particular 
difficulties. Nevertheless, deflation cannot be ignored, for the failure to provide 
for inflationary effects may prevent the conclusion of an agreement or cause one to 
break down after ratification. Differential rates of inflation will leave 
participant States •;,ith different levels and rates of real expenditure, relative to 
each other and possibly to the treaty specifications, thus creating the threat of 
unequal benefits and gains from treaty limitations. 

2. International comparisons of military expenditure 

[1. The index-number problem of intertemporal measurement has an almost exact 
analogue in international comparisons. r/ Even under the ideal condition that 
relative military prices reflected the comparative utilities of military goods and 
services to their users, a comparison of the military expenditure (interpreted as 
force potential) of hro countries at one point in time would have two answers. 
Valuation of the two defence packages in country X's prices would yield a measure 
of comparative power viewed from X' s side of the confrontation. But country Y' s 
perceptions of the relative military contribution of resources could be expected 
to differ from those of X, and if Y prices reflected the subjective ranki,lg by Y's 
leaders, a comparison of military expenditure in X and Y ··at Y prices would yield 
a different (and equally valid) index of comparative military standing than the 
comparison at X prices. If prices in both countries were assumed to reflect only 
costs rather than military utilities, there would still be two different measures 
of comparative total military expenditure, depending on whether the prices of X 
or Y were used as measuring rods. 

qj See Richard l:loorsteen, "On measuring production potential and relative 
efficiency", Q.uarterly Journal of Economics, August 1961. 

r/ We have previously discussed price indexes for one country. The analogue 
internationally ~auld be international average price ratios. Here we are 
concerned with international volume comparisons, for which the national analogue 
1·rould be quantity indexes. In every case the index uses values as vreights and 
yields two different answers for each binary comparison. 
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72. If the difference in structure between the t•o countries were large, the gap 
between the t•w measures of total would likely be wide. Suppose the military 
services were made up entirely of volunteers in X and largely of conscripts in Y, 
and that in both countries military expenditure consisted entirely of outlays on 
men and missiles. Then military manpower could be expected to be cheaper in terms 
of missiles in X than in Y. Comparisons of military expenditure between X andY 
would then give different answers depending on whether X or Y prices were used in 
the calculation. In an extreme case one of the measures might show X > Y while the 
other showed X < Y. If relative quantities in the two countries were the same, the 
problem would not arise; ~ 

s/ For example, with the following assumed numbers for X and Y military 
expenditure components: 

Country X Country y 

. Value of Value of 
Price Quantity military Price Quantity military 

(thousands (million expenditure (thousands (million expenditure 
per unit) units) (thousand per unit) units) (thousand 

(millions) (millions) 

Men 6 2 12 l 3 3 

Missiles 1000 O.Ol 10 800 0.005 4 
--

22 7 

With country X prices as weights, the total military expenditure on Y is slightly 
greater than that of X; if the price weights are those of Y, the latter's military 
expenditure is only 70 per cent as large as that of X. / .•. 
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73. 1~.8 is the case \Jith interte:T_:ooral cJ-Jange in a single country~ the_-measures 
of i!1ternc.,tional differences r:,ust be interureted as relevant to particular product 
ro_ixes~ in this ca.se that of either country Y or country Y. '-'aluation of Y's 
military programmes or inp1Jts at X's prices provides an indication of' vrhat it 
vmuld cost :: to reDroduce the Y (efence pacl~_c.:;e under x: s production ancl_ cost 
decisions~ .1\. Y---pricecl- ·\}·eip:htec1 comparison ~-muld nroviG.e the other side of the 
coin -- vrhat it \·rould cost Y to duplicate ~c' s :r-:o.ilitary apparatus. 

74. International cmrparisons l'!':lay be effective not only by direct valuation 
of the eoods and services of each country at one or another set of T;)rices but 
also) ant_ often F'ore easilv ~ t1 ... lrou,o:h conversion o:f values bY peans of avera,rre 

i::1 e fi"ect ._, intercountry price inde:_;xes. Tlte -,TOiJerties an(l problems 

75" In d_evelo'0in,-· inteTnational col~:.-ryarisons ~ the analyst r.:a~r 1-;.e ternpted to utilize 
official or :r1arket exchanee rates to convert values in X cu~rrency to those of Y 
or vice versa. Eo•:rever'l this short cut F~ust te avoidedo :Sxche.nr~e rates of 
marl;:.et economies at best reflect com.rarati ve ca-pital moverrtents and average price 
1eve1s of COJT!modities and services enterinP internP.Jc..ional tre ... de and cannot be 
expectecl to be a.nplicable to tlce rano;e of activities that have little or no 
connexion 1-ri th international trade. ':i'his is, of course~ particularly true of 
military expenC:Litures 0 In any case') it is desirable to have valuations that do not 
also reflect e. brogd ran,·r:e of v.nrelateC_ activities, as is true of the exchan.r':e 
rate. For all these reasons ~ the international co:t:tpari sons of military 
expenditures nust be frane5. in terms of p1..1rchasinrr :OO\·rer parities - i.e.? rates of 
translation frm, one currency to a:notlJer that represent -Feighted averm~es in terms 
of X or Y internzl -crices :for rilit.eTy goods and services,. !/ 11hese prices may 
have to be e.cljust.ecl_ or_:_ the 1:-).::..sis of considerations s1...ch as those raised in 
section B of this c'ta!.~ter" 

'76< L1ternational CO''l-~rc"risons are furtter complicated if the~r must encor.rpass I"l.ore 
than t·uo countries. It follo>-rs fror,~ the nreviotlS discussion that the correct 
procedure is to frame a se:cies of double binary comparisons (i.e.~ A and E ~ B and C ~ 
_t, and C'J etco and 9 in eac:Ct car:;e~ ir1 both currencies). The co:rrlpromise solution of 
translation of all the :9u:rtici~;ants' nilitary ex"'!enditures into one currency 
r:ouffers fro!'l t.:::e sar-.e c:.r<:'<.l.·•bcwL as that inherent in a sin."'le-·currency valuation 
for any :pair of countries: l:n ecCI.C:.ition) compa.risons amon~"Z partici-pants other 
U;_e.,n vith the one ~··Those prices serve as a common set of \'reir~hts ':·:rill be 
.formally i··l_possiDle, T1 o avoiC_ erection of a major obstacle to a["reerr..ent on 
rcChKin:· I·':;_lit::::r~:l cxnenC1.ib:u:--es ~ it \Iill be ?lecess::1.:ry to frB.me an agreement that 
o"-::;vj_s.tes tl-:.e necessity o.i:' extc;)sive internationaJ_ value cG·'.narisons. 
";~--rc.~acteri.~:;tic:::: o-f vc~l·io-J.s t-':-:'les of c:H<Jee:r·,cnts 2re disc-~Jssed in the next sec-:.·.ion. 

!:) f'.pnin? chanr,inr:: over to upportunitv~-cost pricinr:: sorr.e-.rha.t simnlifies the 
internetional cie~flatior~. ~)roOlem_ as it does the analopous n2tional proOlen. 

I . .. 
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77. As suggested in the Introduction to this annex, the causal. interrelations 
between the development of military expenditure in different countries and 
international security 7 as perceived by these countries~ are complex~ Moreover? 
they vary between regions and countries and change over time. Changes in military 
expenditure can seldom be fully explained in terms of changes in the natio~al 
security situation of the countries concerned, and international security eertaln.ly 
depends on other factors besides the level and distribution of arms and military 
expenditure. 

78. It does not lie within our ms.ndate to attempt to unravel developments :i.n 
national and international politics. Our task is restricted to making a normative 
study of the prere~uisites and the more immediate effects of an agreement to reduce 
military expenditure from the point of view of arms control and national security. 
"Normative" here merely implies that we assume the partners to an agreement to be 
rational decision-makers, acting with the primary aim to safeguard national security 
in the existing international situation. 

79. The interest that attaches to expenditure-reduction agreements is occasioned 
chiefly by two factors: first, by allmring reallocation within agreed limits, such 
agreements allow for flexibility of manoeuvre by the authorities of participant 
States. Second, because they are couched in money terms, agreements to reduce 
military expenditure can cover the whole spectrum of military activities, including 
such difficult-to-observe elements as R and D. 

80. In the following sections, we discuss some of the problems that would have to 
be dealt with in connexion >rith various kinds of military expenditure agreements in 
terms of the effect on military force posture and international security, as well as 
with respect to the task of ensuring confidence in the equitable implementation of 
an agreement. Obviously, the effects of military expenditure agreements in 
different countries, on, for instance, internal resource allocation and force 
dispositions will vary with size, kind, and origin of the national armed forces, the 
degree of political alignment, the perceived external threat, and the flexibility 
of military planning and organization. When forced to simplify, due to limited 
space and time, we have chosen to discuss the problems as they 1<0uld confront one 
of the major military PG>rers. 

B. Types of military expenditure limitations 

81. Reduction of military expenditure is the focus of this report, but it may be 
useful to provide an analysis of greater generality by distinguishing between types 
of limitation on military expenditure, of which reduction is the major special 
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case. ~/ A military expenditure limitation can take various forms and be carried 
out in different ways. The brief taJ:onomy set out here is not intended to be 
complete, and other aspects might be singled out in a different context. In the 
present report, it seems useful to distinguish eight characteristics of military 
expenditure limitation: object, form, size of reduction, linkage to force 
limitations, duration, time-profile, mode and participants. 

82. Ob,ject of limitation. The object to be limited may be total military 
expenditure, a component, or both; the rate of growth of total military expenditure 
or its components; or even military expenditure as a proportion of some national 
value aggregate like GNP, national income or net material product. 

83. Where the object of limitation is the ratio of military expenditure to a 
national value aggregate, a State experiencing slow economic growth will obviously 
suffer a more stringent absolute limitation over the interval of agreement than will 
a State whose growth is rapid. The rationale of a limitation on the military 
expenditure share of national output depends on the assumption of an important link 
between this parameter and national security, but this seems dubious: surely, 
security is related more closely to the absolute level and structure of military 
expenditure. 

84. If limitation of the rate of growth of military expenditure presupposes a 
common starting point- i.e., equality of military expenditure by the participants 
in the base period - it will be the same as a stepwise limitation of military 
expenditure in absolute terms over time. If the base levels are unequal, equal 
percentage changes will mean unequal absolute increments. 

85. Limitations may be set on components in a variety of outlay classifications: 
functional inputs (e.g. personnel or procurement), missions or programmes 
(strategic, general purpose), forces (air, naval), theatres (European, Pacific), 
or particular weapon systems (ICill~s, tanks, submarines). The scope and content 
of outlays may be defined in accordance with individual national practice or in 
standardized terms by mutual agreement, with significantly different implications 
for verification procedures and information requirements. y/ 

86. Form of limitation. The limitation may take the form of a ceiling at an agreed 
level (of total military expenditure, a component of total military expenditure, 
total military expenditure 4 GNP, etc.), reduction by a given absolute value, or 
reduction by a stated percentage. 

~ By definition, military expenditure limitation, which is here taken to mean 
an effective constraint on military expenditure, in fact always implies reduction 
relative to some actual or projected level or trend of military expenditure and a 
potential release of resources in the same relative sense. Reductions from the 
current level of military expenditure, which is probably what is usually meant by 
"reductions~>, will consequently be one kind of military expenditure limitation. 

yf On the valuation basis, see paragraph 89 below. 
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87. In each case, the reference level in terms of which the limitation is defined 
must also be specified. The reference level may be that of a single year or an 
average of several to take account of differences in national expenditure cycles 
that reflect different mixes of capital and operating outlays. If significant 
asymmetries in military strength are perceived by participants before agreement, 
the reference level of the limitation may be differentiated by participant. 

88. Unless reductions are of limited duration (see para. 92, "Duration of the 
limitation,'' below) or are continuous (i.e. moving towards a zero level of the 
object of limitation), reductions are necessarily followed by ceilings for the life 
of the agreement. 

89. An absolute-value reduction would require agreement on the basis of valuation 
i.e. conversion rates to a common currency basis. The value reductions could be 
stated in national currencies, but again there would have to be prior agreement on 
equitable conversion rates. The problems of developing such rates were discussed 
in the previous section. 

90. Size of reduction. While this is a continuous variable, whether expressed in 
absolute values or in percentage terms, it is likely that interest will be 
concentrated on reductions of moderate size. However, there may be important 
distinctions within moderate-size reductions. The impact of a reduction by or 
equivalent to 5 per cent of total military expenditure may be significantly 
diff"erent from one of 10 per cent. 

91. Linkage to force-limitations. Military expenditure limitations can be linked 
to limitations of particular forces in physical terms (e.g., the number of military 
personnel or number of bomber aircraft). At one extreme of the range of 
possibilities in this dimension is zero linkage, where the military expenditure 
limitation is instituted as an independent measure. At the other extreme, the 
military expenditure limitation could be the monetary reflection of an agreement 
negotiated primarily in terms of physical force units. 

92. Duration of the limitation. The limitation may be, at one extreme, for a 
single year only, with participants free to determine their budgets at will 
thereafter, or, at the other extreme, "permanent" (more realistically, for an 
indefinite term). In between, one may envision agreements to limit for a trial 
period, subject to review, or for a longer period but still with a fixed date of 
expiration. For any period longer than a year, the military expenditure limitation 
will have to take account of intervening price changes occurring in participant 
~tates, along the lines discussed in a previous sec+. ian. Even for a one-year 
agreement, some account may have to be taken of price change occurring between the 
conclusion of the agreement and the end of the year to which the military 
expenditure limitation applies. 

93. Time-profile of the limitation. The limitation may be brought into force 
within a single year or may be phased, so that its operation takes place in 
defined stages over a period of years. Thus, agreements may be single-stage 
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(including one-time reductions followed by ceilings -~ see above) or multi-stage. 
The larger the cuts in !Oilitary expenditure proposed, the more likely it is that 
they will have to be phased, and the military expenditure limitation will also be of 
long duration. 

94Q Plode of agreement o He may distinguish three cases: ;1mutual example''~ vrhere 
a unilateral act of limitation is undertaken by one side in the hope or expectation 
that an opponent 1vill follm.J suit~ response to a United 1\lations invocation, where 
the terms of the limitation are set out in a United Nations resolution) with which 
the parties comply~ ldlat.ere,J. or multilateral formal agreement. These are not 
mutually exclusive, of course; for exa;;rple, a_ reduction by mutual example or by 
formal tres.ty may occur ln response to a United Nations action. 

95. Participants in the agreement. Among the possible participant groups are the 
United-Stat;-; and tn~Unio~ of- Soviet Socialist~ Republics, the nuclear Powers, the 
permanent members of the United Nations Security Council) 11 States with a significant 
military anci. econoE1ic potential," l~ATO and Harsaw Pact, members of a particular 
region~ etco The category is open-ended~ but the coverage of the agreement in terms 
of ~:}articipants is not a neglie;ib1e variable Q Fail.ure to obtain the adherence of 
some protagonists in a particular regional conflict may make the others reluctant to 
join or rr:aintain a limitation agreement~ To the extent t'i"1at acceptance of 
limitations ·oy one State is an inducement for another to joint the agreer.1ent ~ 
failure to include both at the same time will reduce the likelihood of the latter's 
eventual inclusion in the agreement. It will be assumed hereafter that all the 
members of a particular set of States "rho perceive their national security to be 
mutually interrelated will subscribe to the military expenditure limitation 
agreement covering that set. 

C ~ The ~£:fec_"L_2_f...!nilitary expencli_~ure .f_imi:tation on 
fors:_e p~sture and. security 

96~ These eight dimensions may be combined in numerous ways~ but some can be ruled 
out immediately b r~f.ihus ~ a multi·-· stage~ single~year limitation is a contradiction 
in terms) military expenditure limitations that are purely the reflection of force 
limitations are ir:ccmpa-cible with limitations of the militar-y expenditure share of 
national output ·J with a ceiling') or with a percentage f"orm of reductionb Some 
combinations are ~ore or less doubtful~ e.gOJ a ceiling at the existing level makes 
little sense for a single·~year agreement: lin?i:ages with physical force limitations 
or n:ilitary expenditure limitations that involve multi-staging may be too complex to 
be arranged by ;'mutual example;; or even through United Nations resolution~ ''mutual 
example;' limitations are unlikely to be capabJ_e of indefinite extension and probably 
could. not successfully cs.rry through large reductions in '!lili tary expenditure. 

97 a Even after tbese deletions 9 a lare;e number of combinations remain? but we may 
single out a fe1v significant 11 pacl<:ages:i ~ One of these is composed of a ceiling on) 
or reduction of, total military expenditure with zero linkage to force limitations. 
Discussion of the force posture and security effects of this package also considers 
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the significance of other dimensions of military expenditure limitation where 
appropriate. Thereafter, alterations of the package are introduced, to include 
limitation of a military expenditure component and linkage to foxce limitations. 

l. Limitation of total military expenditure with zero linkage 

98. The fundamental advantage and the equally basic defect of military expenditure 
limitation as an arms control measure is the "freedom to mix", to reallocate within 
the limit. ~ Such latitude is characteristic of the limitation of any complex 
aggregate- i.e., one that is composed of heterogeneous elements. A limitation 
can be absolutely restrictive only when applied to a homogeneous component. Thus, 
"freedom to mix" is true of ceilings on military personnel or strategic missiles, 
too. However, the greatest freedom of manoeuvre occurs with respect to expenditure, 
because money is the only common measurement for all sub-aggregates. 

99. Flexibility for reallocation within given constraints is undoubtedly one of 
the main attractions of military expenditure limitation as an approach to arms 
control; it permits relatively unconstrained response to changing conditions, both 
internal and external. However, the effect of reallocation on security of the 
nations concerned may be positive or negative, hence the extent to which 
international tension is reduced by military expenditure limitation cannot be 
determined a priori. On the positive side, ambitious military Powers could find 
their ability to pursue risky or aggressive policies hampered by spending constraints. 
For other States, military expenditure limitation might ease the danger of war by 
diminishing the risk of disruption and destabilization of the international 
situation induced by sharp increases in military expenditure by adversaries or other 
Powers. However, even Governments of goodwill might be induced to reallocate in 
favour of forces that were cheaper but which also contributed to a destabilizing 
posture. 

100. It is important to emphasize that the issue dealt with here is not evasion or 
contravention of an agreement. The parties may be assumed to enter the agreement 
in good faith. However, each participant will be concerned to maximize his security 
position within the confines of the limitation and will assume that his treaty 
partners are similarly motivated. The question then is, what posture changes will 
take place in response to the military expenditure limitation and how will these 
affect the security of the participants? 

~ The changes in mix discussed in this section do not include reallocations 
to unconstrained sectors - for example, shifting military activities to civilian 
organizations or financing part of military expenditure from the unconstrained part 
of the government budget. These activities constitute circumventions of an 
agreement, which must be prevented by precise definition of military expenditure 
and by appropriate means of verification. The latter are taken up in the following 
section. 
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101. 'I'o assess the effect of reallocations more concretely, it is necessary to 
consider the forms they might take. Outlays may be reallocated among resources, 
inputs, programmes or missions, but it may be helpful to distinguish reallocations 
among current forces from those between current and future forces. Of course, there 
is a fine line dividing f;currE::nt'f from 1jfuturef' ~ but for present purposes~ current 
reallocations may be defined as those accomplished within a l-3 year planning 
interval- i.e., less t~an the gestation period of major construction projects or 
the development cycle of high·-expense and medium-expense new systems, but sufficient 
for alterations in the procurement of major existing systems. 

(a) Reallocations among current forces. 

102. Any changes in the mix of resources and inputs can affect military efficiency, 
reminding us once more that military expenditure constitutes an imperfect proxy for 
military output. It is often argued that enforced budget stringency would result 
in improved performance in a number of military establishments. ~/Whether this would 
be the role or the exception in response to agreed international limitations is not 
self-evident, nor is it possible to predict the effect of efficiency increases on 
the security of participants~ especially since the amount o:f 11 organizational slackd 
and the ability to draw in that slack can be expected to vary considerably between 
countries. 

103. Examples of both stabilizing and destabilizing actions, apart from increases in 
efficiency, may be cited. Lowering readiness status of forces (reflected in a 
cut in 0 and lv[ outlays) in favour of retaining at least the same number of men in 
the armed forces') or increase in tl1e relative weight of outlays on communication and 
intelligence at the expense of strategic attack forces, may be on balance a positive 
contribution to relations between antagonists suspicious of each other's intentions. 
But, budget stringencies might induce the military authorities of other States 
to save on information gathering or command and control, thereby degrading the armed 
forces' capability to discriminate the enemy's offensive preparations from general 
system 11 noise 11

" As this would reduce permissible reaction time:~ the move would tend 
to increase the probability of precipitate action. Decision-makers in another 
country might choose partial demobilization and use the savings to raise the military 

~/ Presumably, the benefits would turn negative at some large level of military 
expenditure reduction, but the shape of the curve until that point is a matter of 
speculation. 

Changes in the military mix would occur even if the pre-existing military 
resource allocation were efficient. If military budgets were optimized, a reduction 
that had not been previously intended for other reasons would automatically require 
restructuring. The pre-existing optimum, attained as a result of having equalized 
incremental returns from military resources with their incremental costs, would now 
be disturbed, because the structure of returns or benefits would have been altered. 
In fact, reallocation between forces may be less likely if inefficiencies were 
present before agrea'l!ent and if the limitations generate a successful effort to 
overcome the inefficiencies& 
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capital/labour ratio through procurement or construction. Elsewhere, the choice 
might be to trim that ratio in favour of higher readiness status. A tighter budget 
could mean diminution in assistance to allies and friends or a general reduction in 
capability to play an international peace"-keeping role. \fuether such changes would 
be regarded as beneficial depends on the observer's point of view. 

104. Most of the examples given above reflect the reaction of a participant State 
to the stimulus of a military expenditure limitation, but largely in obedience to 
internal requirements and cost factors. States may also react in response to the 
behaviour of their antagonists, and the "value" of the outcome in this case seems 
no more predictable. Suppose two antagonists, seeking to maximize their military 
capabilities under an outlay constraint, both decide to strengthen their strategic 
attack forces. The degree of reallocation required will depend on the possibilities 
for increasing efficiency in each State. The effect on the balance of power and on 
the level of tensions between them will be the result of the real change in relative 
force potential, the effect of the change in force-mix on military doctrine in each 
country, and, perhaps above all, each side's perception of the nature and 
significance of the shifts taking place in the adversary country. 

105. Another factor is the manner in which the build-up takes place. If budgets 
were already lean before the limitation, or if efficiency cannot be raised for 
other reasons, the new constraint (especially if it involves a large reduction) may 
require an austere approach to the build-up of strategic forces, one that might 
save by sacrificing survivability of forces or ease of command and control. Such 
changes would tend to be destabilizing, for the post"·"agreement strategic forces 
would be more vulnerable and less controllable, therefore more likely to be used 
for a first-strike attack and less likely to be held in check during a confrontation 
cr2s2s. A military expenditure limitation agreement in the mid-l960s between the 
United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics that resulted in a 
decision to curtail hardening of land-based ICBHs, compensated fc1· by the 
procurement of additional "soft" missiles, would surely have raised fears of an 
incipient first-strike posture. 

106. Would reallocation from strategic to general purpose forces be less 
destabilizing? Conceivably, greater expenditure on these forces could correct a 
previous imbalance that threatened the stability of mutual deterrence. But 
excluding such a contingency, the answer would depend in part on whether the shift 
was viewed by either of the protagonists as limiting the probable damage to the 
home society resulting from military conflict between them, and therefore whether 
it would loosen the restraints within either State against confrontation tactics. 
If the adversaries possessed nuclear weapons and war was feared largely because of 
the scale of casualties and damage to be expected from their use, y/ restriction of 
nuclear forces to a significant degree might diminish the compunction either side 

y/ And if nuclear deterrence were previously viewed as effective also over the 
whole-range of potential (but relevant) local conflicts. 
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might feel about vigorously pressing its claim against the other. Of course, neither 
side would be interested in weakening its strategic attack capability if it feared 
the encroachments of third or fourth parties. 

(b) Reallocations between current and future forces. 

107. Future strength is affected by changes in inventories, production facilities, 
R and D, or military construction. 

108. A special case of reallocation between current and future forces is the drawing 
down of stocks, which in effect represents a loan from the future to bolster the 
constrained present. The value of easing the constraint imposed by an expenditure 
limitation in this manner depends on the size of the reduction, the imminence of 
the agreement's expiration date, and the cost of stepping up procurement rates at 
that point in order to replenish deleted inventories. Thus, the incentives to draw 
down stocks should be greater under a short-duration agreement and should become 
progressively weaker the longer the time-frame of agreement. ~/ 

109. Reallocation in favour of investment in production facilities might be 
considered under a somewhat longer but still fairly short-term agreement, in order 
to make up for cumulative procurement sacrifices after the expiration of the 
agreement. 

110. The most significant case under this heading may be that of reallocations in 
favour of military R and D. Having entered into the agreement because the present 
balance of forces seemed secure, participating Governments might be concerned to 
protect themselves from future surprise by maintaining or possibly increasing their 
previous spending levels on R and D, at the expense of an element of the current 
forces. aa/ Such an effort by one or another side might trigger a spiralling R and D 
race, although damped by the over-all military expenditure limitation. Alterations 
of the military expenditure "mix" may be comforting in the present, to the extent 
that they weaken forces in being, but destabilizing in the future, if they lead to 
an imbalance of the antagonists' forces later. 

z/ The actual treatment of stocks, like any other reallocation between current 
and future forces, will depend on the relative assessment of present and future 
conflict risks, as well as on the anticipated required lead time for rebuilding 
stocks if the situation changes. If the authorities are optimistic about near-term 
international security prospects, they may respond by increasing stocks and spending 
more on "mothballing" production capacity (and thereby buy insurance against a 
possible need to increase procurement rapidly) at the expense of 0 and M outlays. 

aa/ The reallocation might occur in a second or third round effect of the 
military expenditure limitation. For example, planners may seek more R and D funds 
for anti-submarine warfare because either (l) a military expenditure limitation
induced cut in land or air systems was being compensated by increased spending on 
naval systems or (2) antagonists were observed (or expected) to place greater 
emphasis on submarines than previously. 
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111. Among the factors that are likely to determine the direction and nature of 
reallocations, whether among current forces or between current and future ones, a 
major role must be ascribed to perceptions and objectives: whether the participant 
S~ate sees an imminent or distant threat, whether it seeks to maximize near or 
~anger-term capabilities. In the former case, there may be a greater incentive to 
borrow from the future or shift resources in favour of core defensive of offensive 
fcrces. In the latter case, a likely focus of reallocation is future systems, 
tirough R and D ~ to minimize ''technical surprise"'' 

1~2. Relative (national) prices will probably also be important. Where military 
la·oour is relatively cheap, planners might be tempted to favour larger standing 
~orces and thereby lower military capital/labour ratios. If, however, labour is 
expensive relative to military capital, demobilization, or a decrease in conscript 
numbers or length of service, may be preferred to a cut in readiness status or 
procurement. Sacrificing manpower to maintain procurement may turn out to be more 
significant for a number of first and second-rank military Powers, as manpower costs 
are continually rising and a major present-day development in conventional weaponry 
is relatively cheap precision-guided munitions. This trend may substantially affect 
the military planner's view of personnel-favouring reallocations. 

113. Finally, the duration of the agreement is also relevant. The longer the 
agreement period, the more likely are future capabilities to be stressed over 
current ones .. 

114. This discussion of the effects of reallocation under military expenditure 
limitation does not pretend to exhaust the range of possibilities. The analysis has 
highlighted the possible destabilizing effects of military expenditure limitation 
but not because of a belief in the greater probability of such effects. If it is 
correct that there are multiple possibilities of reallocation and that there is, 
a priori, no necessary relation between changes in aggre~ate military expenditure and 
in relative military power of the participant States, it will be necessary to take 
careful account of this problem if an equitable and durable military expenditure 
limitation agreement is to be reached. 

2. Military expenditure limitations with component limitations or linkage to 
force limitations 

115. If limitations on total military expenditure alone provide opportunities for 
destabilizing reallocations, can these be neutralized by adding limitations on 
components of total outlays or by linkage of limitations on total military 
expenditure to physical force limitations? Which kinds of forces or components cf 
military expenditure should be constrained? In a number of cases, the strategic 
attack programrre might be a natural candidate for an attempt at limitation of both 
expenditures and forces. bb/ In others, interest may focus on portions of the 

bb/ For the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the 
Strategic Arms Limitation agreements already signed and currently under negotiation 
constitute a significant constraint on reallocations of outlays under any proposed 
military expenditure limitation. 
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general purpose forces (e.g., the navy) or on the forces located in a particular 
theatre (mutual force reductions in Central Europe). It may be argued that for a 
short duration military expenditure limitation, it is the current forces or 
resources that should be limited in conjunction with total military expenditure, 
while it would be advisable to constrain future force growth (i.e., Rand D) under 
agreements that run for longer periods. In view of the exacerbation of tensions 
in some regions, which are linked to the rapid introduction of advanced military 
technology by the major Powers, it might be useful to consider limitations on the 
scale of external military assistance. 

116. Given the problems that may be caused by reallocation under constrained 
military expenditure totals, it may be asked whether limitations on total military 
expenditure should not be dropped from consideration and attention focused directly 
on outlay components or, indeed, on physical forces. There are many who believe 
that effective arms control is possible only through force limitations, who would 
view military expenditure limitation as appropriate only if the limitation were 
expressed as the monetary reflection of a force limitation. Pure force limitations 
without linkage to military expenditure limitation are arms control measures only, 
and therefore cannot satisfy any of the other objectives of military expenditure 
limitation. Linking the two kinds of limitations would permit a focus on pressing 
arms control questions, along with a concern with the other purposes for which a 
military expenditure limitation might be drawn up. Where the pressing arms control 
issue concerns an activity that cannot be measured in simple physical units 
(e.g., Rand D), limitation of the corresponding military expenditure component 
in addition to total military expenditure might seem useful. This would also be 
true where fear of destabilizing reallocations under a constrained military 
expenditure total are foreseen. 

117. However, physical-force or military expenditure-component limitations have 
serious disadvantages of their own. Limitation of one military expenditure component 
does not rule out a redirection of outlay to other components. If it were deemed 
necessary to prevent the reallocation, additional components would have to be 
constrained in a process that could entail specification of much or most of the 
military budget. Thus, limitations on a number of military expenditure components 
or on total military expenditure plus one or more components would represent an 
important restriction of the scope of national force planning, and would probably 
thereby reduce the acceptability of these arms control measures to the relevant 
Governments, c~/ 

118. Force limitations are not easily instituted either. National military 
establishments differ not only in the size of their forces in any particular category, 
but also in the missions the forces are intended to fulfil. Determination of 
equivalent base levels and reductions is therefore a matter of judgement engendering 
much controversy. The problem is further complicated by the proliferation of new 
weapon systems, which enhances the possibilities of redirecting resources within a 

cc/ Even military expenditure limitations with restrictions on a large number 
of components~ however 5 may be less restrictive than many arms control schemes in 
terms of physical forces or weapon systems. 
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particular programme, To control the growth of the whole prograrrillle then requires 
constraints on a large number of complex system elements. This argument also 
suggests the difficulty of translating a force limitation into a financial saving 
of definite magnitude. Even without reallocations, the link between force 
limitations and military expenditure-component limitation is not automatic, 
inasmuch as the cost of a programme package is composed of much more than the costs 
of its major systems. 

119. In the final analysis, the choice between force limitations and military 
expenditure limitation, independently or linked, must recognize the partial trade-· 
off between information about the structure of military forces and outlays on 
one hand, and actual limitation of a military expenditure component or physical 
force on the other. There is a clearly defined dilemma: the more encompassing the 
limitation, the less likely any disruptions of the military balance, but the more 
onerous and therefore (probably) the less acceptable the limitation. However, if 
the participants in a military expenditure limitation were both free to react to 
and fully informed on reallocations by their agreement partners, the budgetary 
changes would tend in many cases to cancel each other out. The action of one side 
would be quickly perceived and countered by antagonists. In such a situation, 
information on the structure of military forces and military expenditure of each 
member of the group might be a partial or full substitute for an actual limitation 
on one or more military expenditure components or physical forces. 

120. The benefits of information exchange to the parties may be unequally 
distributed if there was previously an asymmetry in the availability of credible 
information. The post-agreement exchange may affect the relative power position 
of the participants, or at least this may be the fear of the more secretive States, 
if the new situation permits some participants to make effective posture changes 
that would not have been undertaken on the basis of previous information. 
Limitations on the others' forces or outlays may serve to compensate the more 
secretive partners for this imbalance and may induce greater interest in the 
information exchange, Thus, there may be some canbination of limitation and 
information exchange that will provide a feasible solution to the dilemmas outlined. 

D. Verification of 1nilitary expenditure limitation agreements 

121. Limitation of military expenditure affects a State's most fundamental interests, 
national survival, and the most serious obligation of its government, to assure 
national survival. It is self-evident that St11tes consenting to enter into a 
military expenditure limitation agreement wilJ. wish to be confident that the agreed 
limitations are being implemented by all participants to an equivalent degree, 
Therefore, the provisions for verification of compliance with the terms of the 
military expenditure limitation may be the most important part of the agreement, at 
least with respect to preventing its breakdown and the defection of participants. 

122. Inadequate verification of compliance >ri th military expenditure limitation 
agreements provides opportunity for covert and undetected changes in the military 
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balance among antagonists, which might lead the offending States to exploit their 
advantage to the detriment of the security of others. Of course, a Government that 
wishes to alter the military balance in a covert build-up need not wait for a 
military expenditure limitation agreement to do so. However, the agreement limits 
the freedom of participants to react overtly and therefore may attach a political 
cost to a Government's attempt to counter an antagonist's covert build-up, 
particularly if the evasion is imperfectly detected or only suspected. In short, 
Governments will be reluctant to have their hands tied under an agreement unless 
they are reasonably sure that the machinery of verification will provide timely and 
incontestable evidence of violations. Under these circumstances, counter measures 
could be executed in time and at minimum political cost. 

123. Verification is a procedure for obtaining and evaluating information about 
changes in a particular activity- in this case, military. Hence, verification may 
be viewed as an extension of the process of assessing the military power of friends 
and antagonists that every Government performs continually in fulfilment of its 
national security obligations. Few Governments are satisfied with the state of 
their information on the actual or potential threat posed by their antagonists. 
Since uncertainty must be compensated for by increased capability, incomplete 
information is a factor tending to push up military budget levels. dd/ In the absence 
of external limitations, the existing military expenditure levels presumably reflect 
a compromise between the need for a flexible posture in the face of uncertainty on 
one hand, and resource and other domestic constraints on the other, predicated on 
the ability to revise expenditure plans in the light of new information. Because a 
military expenditure limitation would restrict that ability to respond, it imposes 
the necessity for more complete and accurate information than before the limitation, 
if the sides are to have confidence that participation in the agreement will not 
damage their security. Moreover, the information required for verification or a 
military expenditure limitation is largely economic and financial, as contrasted 
with the estimates of physical forces on which States usually depend for assessment 
of the external threat. ee/ 

124. To be able to verify changes ~n military expenditure, it is necessary to 
specify base levels with confidence. Therefore, the verification process must 
include a requirement for the definition and comparability of military expenditure 
accounts, for price indexes, and possibly for international purchasing power parities., 

dd/ In some cases, improvement of information could also result in an increase 
of military expenditure, if the information disclosed a hitherto unknown asymmetry 
of force levels. 

ee/ The fact that economic and financial information is required introduces a 
problem of timeliness of verification. The kind of records that are of interest for 
verification of military expenditure limitations may take a long time to assemble 
and process but the essential idea of verification is quick detection of significant 
changes in military expenditure. The problem of timeliness may be especially acute 
for short-duration military expenditure limitations. 
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as discussed in chapter II of this annex. However, while such information 
contributes to verification, it is not sufficient in itself. Assurance of compliance 
with a military expenditure limitation requires supportirg data on financial and 
physical flows compiled at intermediate or even primary levels, a requirement that 
follows from the potential opportunities for evasion. 

125. The possibilities of evasion of military expenditure limitations may be 
classified under two general headings, those that involve manipulations within the 
constrained sector and those that are obtained by shifting military expenditure to a 
sector unconstrained by the agreement. Circumvention by manipulation within the 
constrained sector essentially involves artificial reduction of the prices at which 
military transactions are recorded. This may be accomplished by introduction of 
various mechanisms, including budget subsidies or bank loans, below-cost 
requisitioning (of which a switch to conscription from voluntary recruiting is a 
special, though probably more detectable, case), or even tampering with deflators of 
military expenditure, if provision for compensating cost increases is included in the 
agreen.ent. Evasions of the second category might see shifts of part of military 
expenditure (either in actual activities or in terms of financial aid) to 
non-participant allies, allocation of some military charges to non-military agencies 
and organizations, concelament of military production under civilian labels, 
reallocation of resources to industry branches that can be fairly quickly converted 
to military production, and so forth. 

126. Given these possibilities of circumvention, it is clear that requirements for 
verification mechanisms will differ with the type of military expenditure limitation 
agreement. At one extreme, an indefinite-duration, multiphase treaty to effect 
substantial reductions in military expenditure will have to be accompanied by 
provision for verification of completion of each stage, so that participants can move 
confidently to the next one. At the other extreme, military expenditure limitation 
by "mutual example" requires only that the participants take public action to limit 
or reduce their military budgets, since the primary interest of the sides is likely 
to be in improving the atmosphere, rather than in significant disarmament. ff/ An 
intermediate case is a military expenditure limitation that is the monetary 
reflection of a force limitation. The latter is intended as the primary arms control 
measure, while the military expenditure limitation serves as the monetary expression 
of the resource savings engendered, a portion of which is to be channelled for some 
agreed purpose like development assistance. Apart from the question of compliance 
with the force limitation, verification of compliance with the military expenditure 
limitation is necessary in order to ensure equal release of savings by all 
participants. 

ff/ However, if the initial step were then to be backed up by voluntary 
intergovernmental exchange of information on military expenditure, proceeding beyond 
that publicly available, the prerequisites for assurance of compliance with more 
stringent arms control measures might thereby be established. 
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127. Verification that is capable of detecting evasion may not only prevent it, but 
also "eaken the motivation to attempt it. A Government's decision to comply with 
military expenditure limitation constraints depends on its appreciation of the 
balance of revards and risks~ The rewards of a demonstration of compliance are 
enhanced security and improved inter-State relations 1 gained by inducing opponents 
to follow suit. ActL>al compliance adds the benefit of resource savings. The payoff 
from circumvention depends in large part on concealment of the violation and may be 
lost by public exposureo If other participants then respond in kind, exposure may., 
t.y triggering further ~'arms racinga, result in worsenine; of the initial violator~s 
security relative to the position he 'wuld have enjoyed had he complied with the 
treaty limitations~ Evasion, therefore"~ involvt.s risks, and one vray for the evader 
to ensure against those risks would be to maintain or reinforce internal secrecy 
controls. Thus:; effective verification prevents erosion by making it unprofitable 
c.s well as difficult. 

128. Governments that are anxious to see their antagonistsv compliance verified are 
not necessarily prepared to open their own books to unlimited outside scrutiny. 
cle>TeiE lies the fundamental dilemma of verification; requirements for effective 
v~rification dictate access to an extensive array of information on force levels and 
expenditures, and this conflicts with the interests of a participant State in 
protectine; the security of its military establishment. Verification of a military 
expenditure limitation calls for the techniques of financial or physical auditing to 
establish cor'.1pliance or circumvention. rrraditional concepts of military security 
involve more or less systematic effort to screen activity from outside view. Since 
each participant is both subject to verification and a verifier of others (whether 
di1·ectly or through an agency created for that purpose)) there is some mutuality of 
g::d:n and impositiono But if there was previously a significant asymmetry in the 
vol.'-l.me of the information released by the Governments concerned,. the verification 
requirements vill benefit some more than others., 

1?9" One possible \.Jay of curtailing the intrusiveness of verification is by the use 
of an indirect approach. The required financial data could be obtained indirectly 
through information on the physical counterparts of the particular expendituresG 
Presumably~ the physical force data may be obtained with accepted nnational means of 
verification11

• Eot all States possess the appropriate 11national means" required for 
verification of a substantial military expenditure reduction agreement, but perhaps 
some provision could l1e made for a joint or internationally sponsored service G 
Hmrever, the difficulty with indirect verification is that the observables tend to 
be large forces~ facilities~ and VTeapon deployments. Because components of military 
expenditure differ in the degree to which they embrace the larger elements, they will 
di:ffer in observability of their physical counterparts. It is difficult to obtain 
direct information on small forces (or small changes in forces), arms and material 
production.) q_ualitative improvements in weapons~ stockpiles~ and especially R and Do 
The indirect method therefore requires the estimation of a number of links - prices 
of equipment, vages of personnel, operating outlay coefficients - in order to 
~rans1ate from particular forces to expenditure categories~ and introcluces roo:m for 
considerable estirnating error., To avoid multiplication of sources of error,. it would 
loe useful to obtair; supplementary economic information. But this brings us back to 
the problem of intrusiveness, which the indirect method vas intended to avoid. 
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130. The volume of information required to verify total military expenditure 
directly is considerably larger than that needed_ for indirect verification of 
componentso But the degree of intrusiveness nay be greater with respect to 
components than for total military expenditure, Security sensitivities in regard to 
the supplementary data required to establish links between physical forces and 
military expenditure ought to be reduced if the information on physical forces is 
available or were made knovn. \-]here the distribution of expenditures by major 
category is not regarded as classified information., data that provide a picture of 
the c;eneral economic structure and the connexions between military and civilian 
sector floloJS may be a significant aid in verifying total military expenditure 
without excessive intrusion into component force details. This information may be 
provided by such instruments as national income accounts~ grj input~»odtput tableE ~ 
hh/ or flou--of-~,funds accounts, supplemented by manpow-er bala~ces for cross checking" 

131. The scale of intrusion required by verification vill depend in part on the 
extent of information flu1;1 prior to the agreement" We may conceive of an 
information-disclosure laddel' "\"Those lowest rune; is a phase of confidence-·tuilding~ 
Because of r)re-existing high security controls~ a breakthrough to '"'"-'-utual confidence 
is required" Publication of military accounts i.n some\~"hat disaggregated form 
accompanied by explanatory material would be an important form of information--.release 
for this purpose. At a higher level on the ladder, provision of price indexes and 
price-cost information for the estimation of purchasing povrer parities would 
facilitate international comparisons. Historical time-series would be important in 
establishing baselines against which changes under limitation could be measured, On 
a still higher rung:> a major increase in verification capability may be attained by 
submission of national accounts, input--output tables, R and D financing and support 
accounts~ and the like.. At tbe uppermost rungs '3 information is made available f'ro1r:. 
intermediate and primary national production and distribution units and opportunity 
is afforded for non-.,nationals to audit unit records by on-site inspection.,_ possibly 
on a spot or sampling basis" The intrusion on military activity increases as the 
ladder is ascended 7 of course:~ but even at the top" specially sensitive military 
areas and projects may be safeguarded from external scrutiny. 

gg/ It ''ill be necessary to ad.just for differences in the methodolOGY of 
computing national income and product in market and in centrally~-planned economies Q 

The main difference is that in the latter group of countries, the national income 
and product exclude the spher-e of non~·matcr-ial production. 'l'his results in 
significant differences in the treatment of military expenditures in the accounts of 
the two groups of countries. For f'urther discussion of the methodology of national 
account construction:~ see A SysterJ of National Accounts~ Studies in ll1ethofls J 

Series F :.~ Noo 2~ Rev" 3 (United Nations pub1icati0n 9 Sales No": E.G9"XVIIo3) ~ 

hh/ Input--output tables may be compiled in value or physical terms- Both types 
would be useful in so far as they provide cross---checks on each other. However~ 

this advantage would be reduced if the value table uses the plant or establishment 
as the unit of account, while the physical table is based on a commodity 
classi.fication. 
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132. We may similarly postulate a range of possible mechanisms of verification, 
from data exchanges between Governments that need not necessarily be made public, to 
disclosures to an international agency, possibly governed by the same rule, and 
provision for on-site inspection. The more (relevant) data furnished, the more 
supplementary access granted, the more likely are participants to have confidence 
that circumventions can be detected. 

133. It is obviously not possible to specify the appropriate mechanism of 
verification here. The degree of assurance provided and the relative acceptability 
to different Governments will vary with the circumstances. Other mechanisms not 
discussed here may be available. The choice will require expert study by the 
particular set of participants and in the specific context of the agreement they 
will be exploring. In view of the complexity of the verification problems, and also 
of the issues raised in previous sections, States may find it useful and prudent to 
explore phased agreements in which the stringency of the limitation increases is in 
tandem with growth in confidence and the exchange of information. Information is 
the heart of the arms control problem and if confidence between treaty partners 
grows, verification may gradually be transformed from an irritating constraint into 
a mutally-desired means of conveying messages on intentions and capabilities. 
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Introduction 

l. 1The wideninG gap between the developed and developinG countries is one of the 
central issues of our timeo It is a long---tertl structural economic and social 
problem ",,·hich has been becouint; more intractable over time~ it has in particular 
been exacerbated by develop~Tcents in the 1vorld economy in the l&st fe;:.y years, For 
1::;ost of the aevelopin!.-:; countries} the economic si tue,tion is nO\.·T even nore serious 
than be :fore.. S.1he dislocation in the 1·Torld 1 s international ::1011etary systeF and the 
sharp rises in cor&loci.i ty prices anci) recently.., in the price of oil have been ;najor 
setbacl~s to their prospects for develop~::·.ent. •rhile ~ in recent years~ the needs of 
the develop in~::. countTies bEve been becor.:in:~: uore ~:cute, there has" unfortunately) 
been :~rovin:_, uisencha:ntr:cent 1-.cith ai:::.. both in donor and reci:9ient countries, 

2. 1'he General -~sse~·Jb::Ly hns reco;;nizecl this situation. At its sixth specic .. l 
session, in section X, paragra1)h 2 of resolution 3202 (s .. vr) of 1 f''ay 1974, it 
requested the Secretary-.. General :1tO launch an emerc;ency operation to provide timely 
relief to the ~-1ost seriously affected developins countries ... v..rith the aim of 
r1minta.ininc; uni~n~Jaired essential ir~1:90rts for the duration of the cominh 12 months 
and to invite the industrialize:J. countries cmd other potentia.l contributors T.O 

announce their contributions for e1nergency assistance ~ ~. ;; Thus a Special Fund 
has nov.r been launched. 

3. It is against tb.is background that this anne.::.: considers the ne;-~ resources 
which might be avail.:::..tle for international assistance as a result of any future 
etgree:r11ent to reduce military budr;ets ~ It considers so!:"1e of the quanti tcvti ve and 
qualitative characteristics of the present flo~-r of international assist::'3,nce. how 
far existing flm.;rs a:ce conditional and bilateral in nature e..nd. what the desiderata 
are for this new potential flow- of aid> and.. the criteria and J:n.achircery l·:bich ;"1.ic;ht 
be adopted for its distribution. 

4. If the objectives contained in General Asse:nbly ocesolution 3093 A (XXVIII) can 
in any 1~Yay be attained:~ this could mark a turninP>·point in the history of 
international assistance anG. could transform what is at present a very sombre 
prospect. 

rrhe volur,1e and transfer of resources 
- -

5. "i/orld r1ili tary expenditure~ in current dollars~ is nm.; put at a fi{Ture of 
~2~-0c-275 thousand ruillion~ This figure is larcer than the combined estirrtated 
proO.uct of' the developine.; countries of South Asia~ the Far I::ast and Africa 
co~,::bined; ancl far exceeds that of Latin .P..J.12erica~ Thus even if only a very small 
proportion of the resources usee_ for military expenditure could be transferred to 
supplement the existinr~ flm,;r of aid, this 1•TOuld ~ in aid terms~ be a very 
considerable sun. If the ~;1ajor :military ?0"'~,-ers vere to channel to development 
assistance approximately 1 per cent of the resources currently devoted to n1ili tary 
expenditure, the addition to the flow of aid would probably be of the order of 
-~2 thousand ::-aillion at 1973 _prices~ or 20 per cent of the existint; flow of official 
development assistance. 

I ... 
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6. The different kinds of rccmction in military budgets 1wuld cle2.rly result in 
different possibilities for au&-;m.entinc the flm:.r of aic~. One of the r:~.ost iml)ortant 
Uifferences is bet"'·reen a short- .. terr.l and lon_·>term a2;reer.2ent. Clearly J from the 
point of vie\·r of aiel) a lon(.· -tern agreerr.ent is much to be ::~referred~ Economic 
development is essentially a lonr:::-~term. :process. This vim-1 has recently been 
enclorsec: by the Chairraan of the DevelO'JHent Assists.nce Cor;_rr,littee (subsequently 
referred to in this annex as DAC): 

It is important for several reasons that reci~ients he.ve at least a 
general idea of the size and nature of aid they cc"n ex;:"Ject frorr~ their main 
donors over several years in the future ~ "0 P.n unduly short timeF"horizon for 
the plannin:_, of develop~'lent can lead to uron-~ decisions in the c,llocation of 
resources and inu.d.equate approaches to lon~~--.term problems 0 •• Deep--seatec~ 
structural problems~ such as those faced in a.:;riculture and rc1ral develop:.'lent, 
in education antl vocational training:~ for exaJ.ilple ~ can only be solved throush 
patient s.ncl systematic approaches 1-1i th lonc;~term planninc: horizons.' §:._/ 

7. Fu.rthermore the aid envisaged under these proposals should be adc1i tional ~ 
Obviously the vhole a,b, of the proposal 'wuld be ciefee.teC: if any other flow of aid 
were reduced at the sane tirr1e as this flm·r of e.id was beinc; addecL 

8. It is also essential that the addition to the flov of aid shoulCc be in reel 
ter-rus. The proposal cleai""ly recomil1enJ.s a reduction in the real quantity of 
resources devoted to military purposes and should also therefore envisage a real 
addition to the flm1r of aid. The aiel coMmitments for the future which mip;ht be 
made as a consequence of these propcsals should be &raYrn up 1.vi th provisions for 
appropriate adjustments to conpensate for the rise in prices in donor countrieso 
'I'his 1.rould be a radical change in present practice. 

9o i.'here ·will l.Je some difficulties in the process of conveinsion at both ends 
both in the Gonor and in the recipient countries. It is important that the 
conversion should be speedy J an6_ that it should be carried out in such a I·Tay as to 
provide effective assistance of value to the development req_uirem.ents of the 
developing countries. The conversion needs to be carefully planned and. channelled~ 
makine; allowance where necessary and possible for the absorptive capa.city of the 
developing countries. 

Official development assistance 

10" ·rhe flmv of aid ·which we envisage here vould clearly add to the total of 
official development assistance (ODA), since it would presumably be a transfer froE 
one budget catet;ory to another. Perhaps the best known definition of official 

~ Organisation for Econonic Co-operation and Development:; pevelo"Rment 
Co-oper__!ltio~_, __ 12~l3 ~1\<o:v:_ie_":_ (Pc.ris, Hovember 1973), p. 56. 

/ ... 
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development assistance is tloat of the Development Assistance Corn111ittee tJ "'hich 
defines it as : 

... those flu;;.rs to cl.eveloping countries and multilateral institutions 
provided by official au;encies :- includinG ste.te and local [.:overmnents ~ or by 
their executive agencies) each transaction of ':1hich neets the follO"wing tests: 

'
1 (a) It is administered vrith the ~9rOrJotion of the economic developHent 

and ,,relfare of developing countries as its nain objective~ and. 

'(b) It ~s concession2-l in character and contains a ::;rant element of at 
least 25 per cent, ' 

11. The first of these tests has been~ in current practice, essentially a matter 
of judcement of the donor country. It is true that the programme of each donor 
country is subject to the scrutiny of other donor countries (though not of 
recipient countries) in the annual DAC process of revie"'; and there is also a list 
of specific transactions which may not be included in the total of official 
development assistance. For exru11ple ~ no r:lilitary transactions~ whether in the 
form of tsrants or loans') can be included. 

l2o The second test is specific enouQ:h. The grant element in grants is" of 
course~ 100 per cent. The e;rant element in loans is rlec.sured as the difference 
bet~Ieen the face value of the lom1 and the discounted present value of the strerun 
of repay~~lents) Doth of capital and interest, The difference is then expressed as 
a percentage of the face value: this percentage is the 'grant element :. The DAC 
practice is to apply a uniforr,1 rate of discount of 10 per cent to all countries_ 
anu this figure of 10 per cent has not been changed in recent years, 

13, In addition to the 
the DAC has established 

c;rant elern.ent · criterion for each indiviG._ual transaction" 
another norm, that members ·'should use their best efforts 

to reach and maintain an average grant element in their ODA CO:G1It1itments of at 
least 84 per cent ', 

14. 'l'hus the c;rant eleraent in aid can be increased in a large nwnber of different 
ways, It can be increased by raising the :o::Jroportion of grants in official 

b/ The main source of statistical information on aici flovrs is the Development 
Assistance Comnittee of the Orf-;anisation for EconorJic Co-operation Emd Development, o 

The figures it publishes~ however 1 only cover aid provided by the developed market 
economies. The aggreGate statistical information about aid floFs from the 
centrally planned economies is more limi teCc: the information available from 
international sources is summed up in table 4 in annex Io As a consequence 9 many 
of the propositions which follmr are documented by ficures ;rhich cover the 
iJevelopnent Assistance Cor~rrnittee countries only. It can be expected~ hm·rever~ that 
most of the conclusions apply r,enerally, 

I,,, 
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development assistance; or by lengthenine the average maturity of loans; or by 
increasing the grace period; or by reducing the rate of interest. There have been 
changes in all these parameters in the official development assistance of DAC 
countries. Between 1965 and 1972 grants, as a percentage of official development 
assistance, increased from 68.7 to 72.3 per cent. The weighted average maturity 
of official development assistance loans- increased slightly, from 28 to 29 years. 
The weighted average of the grace period increased from six to seven years. 
Finally, the weighted average of rates of interest on official development 
assistance loans declined from 3.0 to 2.8 per cent. 

15. The net results of these various changes 
loans reached its target minimum of around 84 
it has not risen further. 

was that the 'grant element" in DAC 
per cent in 1969. However, since then 

16. In this connexion it is perraps appropriate to note that UNCTAD, at its 
third session~ invited the developed countries to consider proposals which would 
raise the grant element further. In resolution 60 (III) cj it invited "the 
developed countries to take into consideration the views of the developing countries 
as well as some developed countries that (a) on average, interest rates on official 
development loans should not exceed 2 per cent per annum; (b) maturity periods of 
such loans should be at least 25 to 40 years and grace periods should be not less 
than 7 to 10 years; d/ (c) the proportion of grants in total assistance of each 
developed country should be progressively increased, and countries contributing 
less than the 1970 DAC average of 63 per cent of their total assistance in the 
form of grants should reach that level not later than 1975". If these 
recommendations were accepted, this would imply a grant element for DAC countries 
of the order of 86 to 89 per cent. 

17. Any additional official development assistance resultin~ from the proposals 
considered in this report should in our view be in the form of grants rather than 
loans, or in the form of loans 1rith a hie;h concessionary element. This 1wuld raise 
the grant element in the total. This conclusion should also be considered against 
the background of the figures on the rising cost of servicing past debt, discussed 
in the following paragraphs. 

The burden of external debt 

18. It is important that any nev flow of aid should, as far as possible, be in 
the form of grants, because the burden on developins countries of debt repayment is 
already heavy. Taking the figures for 81 developing countries, the total 
outstanding debt burden is no less than $88 thousand million. The figures in 
table l below illustrate how this has been a growing problem in the past; and the 

sJ See Proceedings. of the United T·:ations Conference on Trade and Development, 
Third Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes (United IT at ions T)Ublication) 
Sales c!o.: '-=.73.II.D.4), annex I.il. 

iJ} This follows the recommendations of the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, Partners in Development: Report of the Cow.missicn 
on Intern:1tional Development (!rev York, Praeger, 1969), p. 164. 

I ... 
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further figures ln table 2 below show :how debt repayment could become an even 
more formidable problem in the future. 

19, 1rhis Cebt has been incurred') among other things~ because developing countries 
need to make heavy investments in the economic and social infrastructure of their 
countries and because they have haC:. to confront a diminishing share for their 
exports in world trade. 

20. The figures in tables l and 2 below are on a slightly different basis from 
those presented in annex I. They are for 81 developing countries: and they show 
the difference made by flows of aid, first by the repayments of capital and, 
secondly, by interest payments. The figures cover both official and private flo~<s. 
From 1965 to 1971 gross disbursements rose by 57 per cent - an annual rate of 
increase (compound) of 8 per cent. Ho'iever, when amortization is subtracted (the 
column ''net flow"), the rise is reduced to 42 per cent ( 6 per cent a year). And 
when a further subtraction is made for interest payments (the column "net 
transfers"), the rise becomes only 25 per cent (under 4 per cent a year). As the 
next section makes clear, after allowance for price increases~ there was hardly any 
rlse in the net transfer of real resources at all. 

21. Another ;ray of stating the same proposition is that from 1965 to 1971 debt
service payments rose from 40.3 to 52.3 per cent of gross disbursements. 

22. 'I'he UNCTAD secretariat has carried these figures forward to 1981 (table 2 
below). This projection assumes that the various components of gross disbursements 
continue to move at rates comparable to those experienced in the period 1968-1971. 
On this assumption, by 1981 debt-service payments would offset 65 per cent of 
gross disbursements. The rising trend in the cost of debt service is such that if 
in any year now gross disbursements were to fail to rise, net transfers ~<ould fall 
sharply: thus, if in 1971 gross disbursements had been no higher than in 1970, net 
transfers would have fallen 14 per cent, in money terms, and. substantially more in 
real termso 

23. It is for these reasons that it is essential, in administering any additions 
to the aid flow, that developing countries should not be burdened with further 
increases in debt. In other words, the additional flow of aid should be net. 

The effect of inflation 

24. The current inflationary trend complicates the international aid effort and 
confuses the corresponding statistical informationo As a consequence? the time 
series of' statistics on development aid do not currently reflect the trend in the 
real volume of development assistance. j'vlo>t o.ggregate statistics of aid tend to be 
quoted in current dollars. This is doubly misleading, not only because of the rapid 

I .. . 
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Table l. Eighty-one developing countries: external resource flows 
and service payments on external public debt 

(i-4illions of dollars) 

Total Debt service Debt 
service: 

:lisbursements - --- !Tet E) Net r:J 
received !Amortization 

Percentage of 
Interest Total flmv transfer disbursements 

( 3) 4)=(2i (1)-(2) (1)-(4) (4) (l) (2) as percentage 
+(3) of (l) 

8,282 2,46o 877 3,337 5,822 4,945 403 

8,251 2,755 995 3,750 5,496 4,501 45.5 

9,726 2,817 1,095 3,912 6,909 5,815 40.3 

10,470 3,345 1,277 4,622 7,125 5,848 44.2 --

969 fu,o6B 3,687 1,482 5,169 7,381 5,899 46.7 

970 

971 

11,625 4,195 1,817 6,013 7,430 5,612 

·12,983 4,707 2,082 6, 790 8,276 6,194 

Source: Horld Bank/IDA, Annual Report, 1973, table 8, p. 92. 

~ Grants and loans, both public and private. 

~j Total disbursements minus amortization. 

£1 Total disbursements minus amortization and interest. 

51.7 

S2.3 

/ ... 

I 
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Table 2. Illustrative -projections for 81 developin!"( countries 
of gross disbursements, debt-service payments and the 
resulting foreisn exchange availabilities in 1981 

(millions of dollars) 

I. Total 

Gross disOursements 
Debt-service pa~,ents 
Net transfer 
Debt-service payments as nercentage 

of gross disbursements 

II. Official bilateral 

Gross disbursements 
Debt-service payments 
Net transfer 
Debt-service payments as percentage 

of gross disbursements 

III. ~·lultilateral institutions 

Gross disbursements 
Debt-service payments 
Net trans fer 
Debt--service payments as percentage 

of gross disbursements 

IV. Private 

Gross disbursements 
Debt-service payments 
Net transfer 
Debt-service payments as percenta~e 

of gross disbursements 

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations. 

1971 
(actual) 

12 984 
6 790 
6 194 

6 380 
2 078 
4 302 

l 782 
917 
865 

4 822 
3 795 
l 027 

52.3 

32.6 

51.5 

78.7 

1981 
projection 

34 398 
22 189 
12 209 

ll 847 
4 538 
7 309 

4 470 
2 930 
l 540 

18 081 
14 722 

3 359 

Note: The terms assumed throughout are: official bilateral loans: 

64.5 

38.3 

65.5 

81.4 

3.3 per cent interest, 7 years grace and 27 years maturity; concessional 
multilateral loans; 0. 75 per cent interest, 10 years grace and 50 years maturity; 
other multilateral loans; 7.25 per cent interest, 5 years grace and 23 years 
maturity: private credits; 8.5 per cent interest, 2 years grace and 8 years 
maturity. The annual rates of arowth assumed are 8.4 per cent for official 
bilateral lending, 9. 7 per cent for multilateral lending, and 15.2 per cent for 
private lending. Grants were assumed to decline by 1.4 per cent per annum. 
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rate of inflation in recent years, but also because since 1972 the dollar has 
effectively been devalued as a,sainst most other major currencies, <;) 

25. The Development Assistance Committee has nov published series which make it 
possible to correct the figures which they publish for aid flmrs both for price 
changes and for changes in exChange-rates; and so~e of the consequences of using 
these adjustment factors are shown in tables 3 and 4 belmr, 

26. If we take the figures for the total public and private flo;r of financial 
resources to the developing countries (lines 1 (a) and (b) of table 3), the 
annual rate of rise ir: the last decade, in current Honey terms) is 8~8 per cent; 
however, in real terms that figure comes down to 5. 5 per cent. 

27. For the purpose of this report, houever, it is more sensible to look at the 
figures for official development assistance only (lines 3 (a) and (b) of table 3). 
The annual rise here over the last decade, in money terms, is 4.8 per cent; but in 
real terms it comes dmm to only l. 3 per cent a year. 

28. Both these series are net of capital repayments, but not net of interest 
repayments. From 1965 onwards there is the series (already discussed in paras. 18-
19) for the total private and public flow to 81 developin~ countries, net of both 
capital and interest payments (table 4). Frol'l 1965 to 1971, which is the latest 
year available') net transfers~ in real terms 9 shovr virtually no ~"ise at all~ Over 
the >rhole six years, the net transfer of real resources rose just over 2 per cent -
that is, at a rate of less than l/2 per cent a year. 

29. In real terms, therefore, official development assistance has risen very 
little in the past decade. Against this background it is important to ensure that 
the addition to aid, under any of the alternative proposals for cuts in military 
budgets considered in this report, will be a real addition to the volume of 
official development assistance. 

30. The effect of price increases is not simply that it leads us to reassess the 
past trends in aid, so that we see that in volume terms it has hardly been rising. 
Inflation also erodes the value of aid commitments >rhich have already been made -
assuming that they have been made in money terms - because of the lag between 
commitments and disbursements, Further, inflation directly affects both the need 
for international assistance and the possible ways of meeting that need. The 
situation in 1974 is a good example of this. Especially when inflation is 
accelerating, this tends to lead to acute balance-of-nayments problems and often 

e/ One may take as an example a European country which pays the salary of a 
teach;r in a d_evelopine; country. If, comparing this year with last year, his or her 
salary has risen, purely as a consequence of a general salary award~ by 10 per cent; 
and if, in addition, that country's currency has been revalued by 5 per cent as 
against the dollar, the data will sho>r an increase in aid in current dollars of 
15-l/2 per cent (110 x 105 = 115.5), although the real resources transferred are 
still the same, at one man year. 

I . .. 
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alsO to reStrictions on ~mrld trade. So the need for increased aid transfers may 
become espec:i_ally acute at the very time when donor countries~ because of their 
economic difficulties vith inflation, are tending to cut back Governwent 
expenditure: and one of the first candidates for such cuts tends to be aid to 
developidg Cduntri8s. 

31. "' continuous process of inflation •-till have important implications for those 
charact,l,ri§tics and conditions of aid transfers discussed in paragraphs ll-23. The 
conceli~ional~ty ,or grant elen1ent of aid may c1iffer lfidely in real terms from the 
figui'.illil biHculatecl ih the way describ~d in paragraph 12. It 'fill be a central issue 
for the·mahagemBnt of t~e debt of developing countries - as it is for the 
mahag~ht'icnt of mahy types of debt within countries - to find ways of spreading the 
real value of debt service more evenly over time. Hm·rever ~ it is not our task here 
to analyse further these problems and their implications for aid policy. 

Characteristics of official development assistance 

324 Th~re· are always constraints of some kind on the at11ount and form of official 
dev/;lopment assistance available to a recipient country. Some are useful to ensure 
ths.t the funds 1-rill be efficiently employed for the purpose of furthering economic 
deveiopWent ahcl i>T~lfare in the. 'dev~loPing countries.. rr'hese criteria are discussed 
in parai>;J"aphil 40-46 .. Eere we not~ tnat they should be negotiated in concert with 
the recipient coUntries, and should not be imposed by donor countries. In the 
actual pl--actic~ bf ·~fficiai ··a.evel6:PmEmt aid there are; hm.rever ~ many other \·rays in 
vrhich the re'ci:PientS Y fre~ use of aid resources is restricted in the interest of 
the dmiOr countries. These "conditions" for aid tend to uork against the interest 
of the ,reci;:>ierJt countries in at least two Havso First:o by diminishing the 
possibility for the recipients to us/, the full amount of aid funds in the most 
~fficient ~ray for the stated purposes, they impose a burden or cost and thereby 
decrease the value of official development assistance received. Secondly, the 
oondit~ons ir,cposed. by· the donor count;ies can be used as a lever to extract 
collll!iE!f6ial 6~ polit;ical advantages in a uay that infrine;es upon the economic and 
polit:iclil tioverei[lnty pf th~ developing countries. For these reasons the aim must 
be to rewove these kinds ~:f cond.itions from the administration of the aid flows we 
are Con~idering,heT~o' (This reCOnmendatlon~ and those in the following paragraphs9 
refer tl1ri:n\ghout to this Mditional flow of aid. ) 

33. ';lith in t!Jis context the terms for official development assistance credit may be 
viewed in certain cases as an instance of conditions for aid, and for this and other 
reaSons -;:,;re have alreaO_y recomniended above that the additional aid Y.Te are discussing 
here shoU1d lariely be given as grants. Aid given in inconvertible c·LJ.rrencies may 
resttict the recipient 1 s choice of the rJarket in v.Jhich he can purchase the necessary 
irnpdrt.S. 1'~lis mie;ht decrease the value of· official development assistance. 
Wheriever possibie, aid should b~ given in conve:btl.bJe currency. !/ 

!/ Sor~1e quftlificBiiGns to thi:G gell~ral ConClusion are set out in paragraph 35 • 

I . .. 
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Table 3. Flmrs of financial resources to developing countries 
from DAC countries, in current and constant prlces: a/ 
1971 and 1972 compared with 1962 and 1963 -

(Willions of United States dollars) 

1962 l =l Percentage 
963 1972 change~ 

1962 to 

I 1972 
·--· 

Total public and private 
flow, net of capital 
repayments 

(a) At current prices 8,437 I 8 ,572 18,158 19,653 +133 

(b) At constant (l9TO) 
,168 17,049 16,957 I + 69 

I 
prices 10,056 10 

Price index~ 1970 = 100 83.9 84.3 106,5 115.9 I + 38 

Official development 
assistance::l net of capital 
repayments 

(a) At current prices 5,438 5 ,772 7,759 8,654 + 59 

,742 7,238 7,346 + 14 6,428 6 
(b) At constant (1970) 

pr1.ces 

Price index, 19'70 = 100 84.6 85.6 107.2 117.8 + 39 

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Development 
Co-operation, 1973 Review (Paris, November 1973), table II-2, p. 42, and table A, 
annex, p. 176. 

~ The deflators used correct for price changes and for changes in exchange
rates relative to the dollar. 

-

! 

' 
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rrable 4. External resource flm·TS and transfers, net of debt servlce, 
to 81 cl.eveloDing countries') at current and constant 
prices aj 

(''lillions of United States dollars) 

( l) Gross di sbursenents 'j public 
and private 

(a) At current prices 

(b) l't constant prices 

(2) Price index:~ 1970 = 100 

(3) Eet transfers .. net of 
capital and interest 
payments 

(a) At current prices 

(b) At constant nrices 

,. 

1965 1966 

r 
1970 

I 

8 282 8 251 I ll IS25 
I 

9 500 q 170 llu 625 

87.2 90.0 100.0 

4 501 5 612 

5 671 5 001 5 612 

Percentage 

1971 
change"' 
1965 to 

1971 

12 983 +57 

12 200 +28 

106.5 +22 

6 194 +25 

5 816 + 2 

(4) 
Price index, 1970 = 1_o_o ____ _, __ 8_7_._2--l--90_. o_ll::__L_l_o_c_ .. _5-'---+-2_2 ___ , 

Source: Tlorld Bank/IDA, Annual Renort, 1973, table 8, p. 92; Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Developl".ent, Develonment Co-operation, 1973 Review 
(Par~s, November 1973), table A, annex II, p. 176. 

~/ The deflators used correct for price changes and for chan~es in the 
exchange---rate re1ati ve to the dollar. 

I . .. 
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34. The kind of conditions which in the past have proved most restrictive and 
costly for the recipient countries are those inherent in the prevailing practice of 
so-called "tied-aid". This can take various forms and aid may, for instance, be 
tied: 

(a) To its place of or1g1n, that is, requiring the recipient to spend the sums 
transferred in the donor country; 

(b) To special goods and services, which means that the recipient country must 
rely solely on certain special capacities of the donor country; 

(c) To shipping, i.e., requiring the recipient country to use the means of 
transport of the donor country. 

35. By far the greater part of official bilateral development assistance is tied. 
The donor countries put forward the following arguments for this practice: exports 
are promoted~ and the impact of international economic assistance on the balance 
of payments is reduced; excess production capacity is utilized; surplus agricultural 
products may in this way be disposed of; the economic assistance is in this way 
identified with the donor country; and it is easier, with tied aid, to obtain public 
support for international economic assistance~ On some occasiods economic aid is 
part of long-term agreements for mutual co-operation between developed and developing 
countries. Some developing countries consider this practice acceptable. Such 
agreements often prescribe the exchange of certain specified goods and services. 

36. Aid-tying will impose a cost on the recipient country relative to untied aid, 
to the extent that the transaction prices at which the flows are valued by donor 
countries may be above world market prices, and to the extent that the flows include 
an inferior selection of goods from the point of view of the recipient country. As 
a result, the real volume of goods and services actually transferred and its value 
to the recipient country may be far less than it would have been had the developing 
country been provided with an equivalent amount of cash and left to purchase the 
required goods and services on world markets. In the past, aid-tying has been 
estimated to lead to the overvaluation of resource flows to developing countries on 
the average by between 15 and 20 per cent, depending on the nature of the project 
and the donor country. EJ 

37. A special case of tied-aid is that a substantial part of food aid has originated 
in production surpluses resulting from the domestic farm policies of donor countries. 
An additional cost is imposed where such aid is valued at prevailing world pr1ces, 
whereas the price that would have prevailed had the surplus been put on to the world 
market 1-rould have been lower. Technical assistance though not in itself an 
unfavourable form of assistance, especially when channelled through multilateral 

g/ See "The costs of aid-tying to recipient countries: progress report by the 
secretariat of UNCTAD", Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development, Second Session, vol. IV, Problems and policies of financing (United 
Nations publication, Sales No.: E.68.II.l7). 
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agencies - sometimes involves sinilar valuation problems. It is presently valued 
accordin,~ to the budgetary outlays of donor countries~ i.e.~ by using the .salaries 
actually paid to the personnel in question and other associated costs. IJ.his may 
produce a distortion~ where the recipient country~ had it been given cash~ might have 
been able to obtain - at lower prices ·- the services of either local or third--country 
personnel of equivalent or almost equivalent cRpabil i ty. 

38. The dominant part of official develo~ment assistance is l>ilateral. Even if no 
other special conditions are imposed~ the bilateral form in itself may~ by 
establishing tics of obligation and dependence between dDnor awl. recipient, make it 
possible for the donor country to effect an undue political and economic influence 
over the recipient country. The bilateral form also makes it much more probable 
that the various \:inds of specic.l conditions mentioned above 1-rill be imposed on the 
aid transactionv For these reasons it is preferable to have the additional aid 
channelled through multilateral asencies, even though this does not eliminate all 
possibilities of imposition on the part of the donor countries~ At the moment~ a 
relatively small proportion of official development assistance comes through 
multilateral institutions -but the proportion is rising (see table 3 in annex I). 
For DAC countries, this proportion was only 7 per cent in the first half of the 
1960s ·, it rose to 16 per cent in 1969 and reached 22 per cent in 1972. Any new flow 
of aid resulting particularly from the reduction in military budgets should 
eventually all be routed through multilateral institutions. Given the comparatively 
small role which multilateral institutions have hitherto played, this would be a 
radical change in the system by which economic aid is administered~ 

39. Tilere are many difficulties lrhich vill be encountered on the \fay to\fards 
removing the conditions imposed on official development assistance transactions. 
These difficulties may prove especially intractable in the short run when one has 
to carry out the kind of drastic increases in levels of official development 
assistance tO:lat would follov from the proposals of cuts in military budgets studied 
in this report. Some countries 'rould find it more difficult than others to ensure 
that the vhole of a substantial increase in aid was untied or made in convertible 
currencies, This results from~ among other things 

9 
the balance~-of-payments structure~ 

the relative size and competitiveness of the national export industries~ and existing 
patterns and agreements on foreisn trade. Acknowledsing these difficulties and 
differences does not detract from the importance of workin:; steadfastly tm<ards the 
aim of gradually removing the conditions for aid. An important prerequisite for such 
a n:.ove is to have more detaiied and continuous information on the extent and costs of 
aid-tying and other characteristics of aido 

Criteria and machinery for aid 

40, Establishing criteria for elisibility and distribution of aid is a very complex 
task. It is also very hard to clarify from analysis of historical data on aid 
transfers \·That the prevalent criteria have been in the past. Ree;ional and country 
analyses that have been n:adc of aid flows often shm..r patterns for which it is 
difficult to find justification. Three main types of criteria have however been 
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discussed in the literatvre on the subject. He can here call them the criteria 
of need_, efficiency and effort respectively. 

41. The criterion of need. is based on the notiop of a fair distrihl!_ti9P ot' 
economic welfare bet<-Icen people in different countries and could be interpr~ted 
as r;iving aid priority to the covntries >Tith the lowest per capita incomes. The 
criterion is simple to use in principle~ althouc;h ir1plementatioll enc~unt~rs all the 
usual problems of international comparisons" 

42~ IJ":'he criterion of efficiency is usually taken to mean that aiel shoulc1_ be 
channelled to those countries and_ those projects \·There it "ill yield the P'ost. The 
yield of invested aid funds then has to be measured >Tith thE'; help of some cost-
benefit calculus, 1-1hich in this context is far from teing a si11.ple operatiqn~ Of 
central irn})Ortance <fill then be the choice of a valuation l;msis for this ca,lc1llus .. 
1··!hether costs and benefits are valued accordinp; to col11."!lercial· standa;rQ_s ?-rid the 
yield measured in terrr.:_s of the eventual ex:9ort 'earning that directly or ~ndirectly 
will accrue<] or~ if costs and benefit are instead sorn.ehmi val-qed in a vay that 
takes in al.l aspects of the econci1ic and.social well-being of the people concerned 
into consideration. T..Yhether the use of an efficiency criterion is consistent tvith 
the 1vish to attain a just distribution of aid among developing countries or regions 
will depend on v;rhether or not there are other means of redistributing the yield of 
development. 

43. The criterion of effort is usually taken to mean tllat a main cons3.der""tion in 
distributing aid should be the efforts deployed by the different countries in teJ711S 
of social and economic development. Obviously this "'effort" is r~ther difficult 
to measure even in relative terms~ q.lthougb attempts have been made in the 
literature to link it with magnitudes like increases in investr,nents and ?avings~ 
efficiency of investments and_ export performance. There may be reason to \i~SU1Jl~ 

that use of this criterion 1-rould often .o;ive results similar to those obti)ined by the 
use of an efficiency criterion~ 

44G 'l1o the extent that the additional q.id under discussion is distributed fol;' 
developnent rather than natural disaster relief~ it vill ·be importal).t for rec:i_.pients 
to work up" in so far as possible, effective programmes for the absorption SJf,ihe 
nei·r assistance, 

45. Decisions on the criteria to be used imply a specification of the countries 
v;hich would be eligible for additional- aid. In the past the various lisis of · 
developing countries have differed in the countries they incll.J-de:. th~se 
classifications have used" amongst others) criteria Qf politicaJ_ status and 
technological advancement:~ as vTell as the criteria 1V$. have listed aQov~. 

46. rrhe choice betYl28ll the different criteria Hill 9 anlODP, other thi~l~S J depend OD 
the time-horizon used and the relative ·~reights given to efficiency and .-ju(3tice 
respectively~ It is not our task here to pre~-judge the outcome of the deliberations 
that will have to deal with this issue

9 
·esnecially s~nce th~ decisions may ve,ry 

1vell vary with different contexts --· dif'ferent tirr1es 9 countries and projects~ 
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47. A further requirement for aid <'lhich ve think it essential to add is that 
measures should be taken, as far as possible, to ensure that the aid that comes from 
reductions in military budgets by donor countries should not be used by the 
recipient countries to increase their ovn military expenditure. 

48. If the aid resulting frm' the proposals consici_ered in this report is not too 
big to be handled by the already existing multilateral administrative machinery 
within the frame1-rork of the United Nations 

9 
there is no reason why ~xisting 

institutions should not be used for this expanded task. If the aid is larger, 
there may be reasons for setting up ne1i international administrative machinery. 
However:> in any case, there may be grounds for 1;.ranting the political decisions on 
distribution to be settled by some international authority such as the Special 
Committee on the Distribution of the Funds Released as a Pesult of the Reduction 
of Military Budgets, established by the General Assembly in resolution 
3093 A (XXVIII) of 7 December 1973. 




